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Philip E. Tetlock

SECOND THOUGHTS ABOUT

EXPERT POLITICAL JUDGMENT:

REPLY TO THE SYMPOSIUM

Imagine devoting years of arduous study to master the intricacies of a

subject*and years more of hard labor applying and refining your

knowledge in your chosen profession. You secure a steady income and

the respect of your peers and the broader society. And then along comes

the Information Revolution which starts to nibble away, ever more

aggressively as the decades pass, at your professional prerogatives.

Computer scientists, cognitive psychologists, and evidence-based man-

agement consultants demonstrate that increasing percentages of your

work could be done better by ever more sophisticated sets of algorithms

(Dawes, Meehl, and Faust 1989)*and the remainder of your job could

be done better if you were held tightly accountable for following a public

checklist of do’s and don’ts (Gawande 2010). Statisticians show that your

judgment is no more accurate than, and often less accurate than, the

wisdom of the crowd (Surowiecki 2004). In a nutshell, your status as an

expert is under siege. The mystique of professionalism surrounding you

and your pronouncements has begun to fade*and so does demand for

your services. Sociologists who specialize in the study of professions see a

familiar pattern. Professions are doomed to fall from grace when they

lose their ability to convince powerful outsiders that they possess special

judgmental skills that cannot be easily reproduced elsewhere (Wilensky
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1964; Krause 1999). Put bluntly, if your judgment can be readily canned,

so can you.

Of course, you do not have to sit back and just take it. High-status

professionals have access to weapons of mass obfuscation to slow the

advance of automation*weapons not available to the blue-collar workers

who fell as the first-wave casualties of globalization. Federal judges can rebel

against mandatory sentencing guidelines that, they feel, turn them into

clerks. Medical doctors can mobilize resistance against best-practice

guidelines by declaring that they violate the sacrosanct physician!patient
relationship. Macroeconomic forecasters can insist that they will always be

crucial in fine-tuning ever more elaborate modeling efforts. And political

experts of the sort that I studied inExpert Political Judgment (henceforthEPJ)

can argue that either I underestimated experts’ predictive abilities or that I

just did not appreciate that the real value of this type of expertise lies not in

prediction, but rather in subtle arts of interpretation and understanding that

are immune to algorithmization byneopositivist technocrats such asmyself.

Over the last five-plus years, however, I have been struck by how few

critics have mounted the first line of defense and tried to make the case

that political-expert forecasting skills did not get a fair shake. Of the six

scholars who have generously given of their time to comment on my

project*Paul Quirk, Steve Fuller, Zeljka Buturovic, Frank Keil, Ian

Lustick, and Bruce Bueno de Mesquita*only one offers a reasonably

full-throated defense of experts that deploys the first as well as the second

line of argumentation. I therefore begin by replying to Professor Quirk.

Quirk: Does EPJ Sell Experts Short?

I share Quirk’s concern that that my findings are occasionally invoked in

the blogosphere to justify populist posturing andKnow-Nothingism.Why

listen to the experts if they knownothingmore than dart-throwing chimps?

Quirk points to limitations in my methodology*which, he suggests,

led me to ‘‘severely underestimate’’ the value of expert opinion. One

objection is that I posed questions so devilishly difficult to answer that

they pushed expert performance down close to chance (see also Caplan

2007). A related objection is that I structured the possible answers in ways

that prevented the dart-throwing chimps from making absurd picks. By

offering no ridiculous possible-future targets, I created, in effect, a

multiple-choice test with no really wrong answers.
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Both objections have merit*so much so thatmy best defense is now

to declare that I beat him to the punch: EPJ is chock full of pre-

emptively self-critical lamentations about the imperfections of my

methods. I repeatedly offer cautionary caveats that stress that we can

only judge experts’ performance by their responses to the particular

content-bounded, time-bounded, and region-bounded questions we ask.

(Or to invoke the last refuge of social-science scoundrels, the dead-

physicist quote [in this case, Heisenberg]: We know nature only as it is

exposed to our mode of questioning.)

But I am prepared to surrender only limited ground. Quirk eliminates

only the most invidious performance benchmark*the view that experts

and dart-throwing chimps are cognitively interchangeable*a view

sometimes attributed to me, a view I have never embraced, and a

view I am happy to eschew. So good riddance to my unfortunate choice

of metaphor.

That said, and as Quirk recognizes, making a more inspiringly

affirmative case for experts’ forecasting skill*more inspirational than

‘‘At least we beat the chimps!’’*remains an uphill struggle. Simple

extrapolation algorithms are not vulnerable to the multiple-choice-test-

with-no-dumb-answers objection*and these algorithms either tie or

outperform experts on most variables, in most time frames, and in most

countries. And the experts’ own confidence estimates provide telling

evidence that experts rather routinely claim to deliver more than they

can. As studies of expert judgment in other domains have also revealed,

the political experts in my studywere systematically overconfident that

they knew the answers to hard questions about economic, domestic

political, and geopolitical trends. Outcomes assigned 90-percent prob-
abilities often occurred only 70 percent or 60 percent of the time.

Indeed, there is only one major point on which I disagree with Quirk:

his view that experts would have done better if they had been allowed to

attach complex conditionals to their forecasts, in the form: ‘‘If policy x is

adopted, then outcome y has this range of subjective probabilities, but if

this other policy. . . . ’’ Of course, Quirk’s hypothesis is testable and

deserves to be tested, but I do not share his optimism on its behalf for

two reasons. First, there is virtually zero evidence that experts were any

better at predicting policy shifts within regimes, or changes in regimes

(the antecedents of the conditionals), than they were at predicting eco-

nomic or geopolitical or military outcomes (the consequences of the

conditionals). Second, there is considerable evidence that, if anything,
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experts become decreasingly accurate in judging the probabilities of

increasingly complex conjunctions of events*see the scenario-induced

inflation of subjective probabilities in Chapter 7 of EPJ (and ‘‘the

conjunction fallacy’’ in Tversky and Kahneman 1983).
Quirk’s second-tier defense of political expertise is much trickier to

evaluate: Even if experts are pretty bad forecasters*and not as attuned to

the limits of their knowledge as we wish they were*they may still be

pretty good at doing things that the mindless statistical competition

cannot even begin to do, things that are essential inputs for any remotely

rational policymaking process (see also Keil’s contribution to this

symposium). Quirk mentions a number of such possibilities. For

instance, it could still be true that, flawed though they may be, experts

remain by far our most reliable source of information about current

trends*‘‘nowcasting,’’ or ‘‘predicting the present.’’ Scientific indicators

of public opinion, public health, global climate, and economic trends

have undeniably grown more accurate, regardless of what one might

think about experts’ ability to predict elections or epidemics or

hurricanes or recessions. Knowing where we are in a multidimensional

policy landscape feels like a necessary condition for knowing where we

should move next (at least if we want to avoid walking off cliffs).

In Quirk’s view, there is a far more serious obstacle for rational

policymaking than expert overconfidence: opportunistic or true-believer

politicians who ignore research findings they do not like, who fabricate

claims out of whole cloth, and who either try to corrupt honest

researchers or to find dishonest researchers to do their bidding. Quirk

can point to egregious examples, but I worry that his discussion glances

off the 800-pound gorilla in the debate over the role of scientific

expertise in legal and political debates in early twenty-first-century

America: namely, the degree to which distrust of epistemic communities

has become ideologically skewed. Nowadays even sophisticated con-

servatives harbor suspicions about the epistemic intentions of behavioral

and social scientists whom they see, not altogether incorrectly, as broadly

sympathetic to liberal-left causes (Redding 2001).
I see a limited number of plausible explanations for this credibility

gap. One possibility, preferred by liberal pundits (most notably Paul

Krugman), blames conservatives who have become increasingly de-

tached from reality and, as a result, are increasingly at odds with the

scientific establishment. A second possibility, preferred by conservative

pundits, is that the policy-relevant sciences have become increasingly
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dominated by left-wing ideologues and, as a result, increasingly at odds

with sound free-market and traditional-morality solutions to social ills.

A third possibility is, of course, that the truth is a messy mixture of the

first and second possibilities and requires careful sorting out on a case-

by-case basis.

I cannot rule out possibilities 1 and 2 across the board, but I am drawn

by temperament and evidence to the third possibility, which, I suspect,

captures the largest fraction of the truth. One recurring empirical finding

in EPJ was that centrist, cognitively flexible foxes had significantly better

predictive track records than wedded-to-orthodoxies hedgehogs. True,

this success was relative; foxes did only slightly better than extrapolation

algorithms. But even small increments in accuracy can yield big benefits

in high-stakes decisions. And EPJ finds that foxes did better, in part,

because they were more constructively self-critical, better Bayesian belief

updaters, and more resistant to the powerful reality-distortion fields of

the rival epistemic camps that so often dominate geopolitical and

economic debates and give disproportionate weight to strong hedgehog

opinions while slighting fox caveats.

Restoring epistemic trust between conservatism and academia should

be a vastly higher priority than it is. There are, of course, no quick fixes,

but one promising method of extricating ourselves from otherwise

painfully protracted impasses is for respected neutrals to launch a

concerted effort to broker what Daniel Kahneman has called ‘‘adversarial

collaborations’’ (Mellers, Hertwig, and Kahneman 2003). The core idea

is simple: rival epistemic and political camps would nominate experts to

come together to reach agreements on how they disagree on North

Korea or deficit reduction or global warming*and then would figure

out how to resolve at least a subset of their factual disputes. The

disputants would need to specify, ex ante, how much belief change each

side would ‘‘owe’’ the other if various agreed-upon empirical tests were

to work out one way or the other.

When adversarial collaboration works as intended, it shifts the

epistemic incentives from favoring cognitive hubris (generating as

many reasons why one’s own side is right and the other is wrong) and

toward modesty (taking seriously the possibility that some of the other

side’s objections might have some validity). This is so because there is

nothing like the prospect of imminent falsification to motivate pundits to

start scaling back their more grandiose generalizations: ‘‘I am not

predicting that North Korea will become conciliatory in this time frame
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if we did x*I merely meant that they might become less confrontational

in this wider time frame if we did x, y and z*and if there are no

unexpected endogenous developments and no nasty exogenous shocks.’’

I venture the following meta-prediction with .85 confidence: When

public intellectuals are convinced that their predictions will be public*
and that the outcomes will be objectively verifiable (the clairvoyance

test)*even the most partisan hedgehogs will start hedging their bets. At

a minimum, adversarial collaboration should boost the integrative

complexity of public debate and serve as a brake on polarization

(Tetlock 2002). At best, given the findings in EPJ, it could even boost

accuracy.

Fuller: Is EPJ Insufficiently Subversive of Epistemic
Authority?

Whereas Quirk worries that I went too far in impugning existing

epistemic communities, Steve Fuller is concerned that I did not go far

enough. I have a schizoid reaction to these clashing critiques: both are, in

certain senses, right. I agree with Quirk that careless metaphors such as

‘‘dart-throwing chimps’’ fuel mindless populism. But I suspect that Fuller

is right that the foundations of our knowledge are shakier than most of

us, including I, care to admit.

Fuller offers a more radical critique of expertise than does EPJ in two

respects. First, EPJ assumes that expert forecasters at least care about

accuracy*and are trying to get things right (albeit with wiggle room

allowed for value adjustments that treat certain mistakes as more

important to avoid than others). By contrast, Fuller views expertise in

sociological rather than epistemological terms. Expertise is a social

construction: An expert is ‘‘someone whose word is presumed by other

people to decide matters of a certain kind.’’ It follows that expertise is

also a potentially powerful weapon. Each side in policy debates feels

obliged to draw on its stables of professorial and scientific talent because

‘‘expertise is the most potent nonviolent form of power available.’’

Once one side plays the expert card, the other side must somehow

match the credentials of the opposing expert and mobilize resistance via

legitimate epistemic means, such as logical arguments and empirical

findings capable of getting published in peer-reviewed journals.
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Fuller’s argument is neo-Clausewitzian: Politics is the continuation of

war by other means, and expert opining is the continuation of politics by

other means. The opinionated hedgehogs who ‘‘lost’’ the epistemic

game I set up in EPJ were actually playing an altogether different game

than I thought. Indeed, they were not Isaiah-Berlinian hedgehogs at all;

they were Machiavellian lions whose goal was prevailing in struggles for

power. In modern, media-dominated democracies, that struggle requires

crafting compellingly simplistic sound bites that win the exposure that is

a necessary if not sufficient condition for prevailing. Fuller puts it well:

‘‘Thus, Tetlock may be guilty of misreading the mass media’s preference

for pundits who are hedgehogs rather than foxes. These hedgehogs may

be lions in disguise*that is, pundits whose predictions are themselves

meant to be interventions that reinforce or subvert existing political

tendencies. Here the media may be not so much reporting politics as

participating in it, however inadvertently.’’ In turn, EPJ itself is better

viewed not as a free-standing, purely scientific effort to get to the truth

but rather as a ‘‘counter move’’ in the endless struggle for influence, a

counter move ‘‘designed precisely to inhibit the hedgehog’s more

leonine tendencies by luring pundits from their epistemic comfort zones,

thereby revealing the limits of their expertise. It is clear that of the two

species of pundit, Tetlock prefers the fox, not least because its more self-

consciously limited horizons give it less capacity of causing lasting

damage.’’

Again my best defense is to concede a good portion of the point*and

retreat to EPJ. In a section of the book devoted to ‘‘defending

hedgehogs,’’ I noted that it would be silly to criticize experts for being

flawed intuitive scientists if they were playing a radically different game, a

political game of destroying opponents and advancing an agenda.

Hedgehogs’ subjective probability judgments*be they about North

Korean politics or unconscious bias*should not be judged by how

closely they correspond with reality, but rather by how effectively they

change the terms of political debate.

Fuller is also more radical than EPJ in another respect: in how he

approaches expert reasoning about historical counterfactuals. EPJ tacitly

assumes, for the most part, that experts are again playing an epistemic

game and at least trying to untangle webs of causation by gauging the

relative plausibility of what-if scenarios: Would the Soviet Union have

folded just as quickly if Reagan had not pressed the defense build-up and
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‘‘Star Wars’’ research? Did Barack Obama really prevent a repetition of

the economic collapse of 1930 in 2009? . . . Fuller’s sociological

perspective reminds us that the stakes in counterfactual debates are not

just, or even primarily, scholastic. The counterfactual beliefs that we

endorse play key roles in justifying policy postures and worldviews.

Indeed, counterfactuals that undercut the superhuman status of certain

categories of leaders are often classified as heretical (Tetlock et al.

2000)*and they can mobilize furious resistance, triggering efforts at

character assassination and even physical assassination (ask Salman

Rushdie).

When we observe ideologically self-serving double standards in

counterfactual reasoning*especially among hedgehogs*we err if we

treat the observations purely as evidence that these experts are impure

applied scientists. Such experts are playing the role of mindguards

striving to protect a social order*whether fundamentalist Islam or a

sanitized (Whig) historical account of a scientific discipline. If these

‘‘experts’’ succeed, they immunize their knowledge claims from attack

and thereby advance their policy agenda. ‘‘Climate-gate,’’ for instance,

caused such a stir because it threatened to de-immunize climate science.

Of course, it is one thing to demonstrate that there is no such thing as

value neutrality or pure science and quite another to demonstrate that

science is purely political. Fuller’s contribution raises the pressing

practical question of whether his arguments should move us to be

more forgiving of hedgehog epistemic transgressions (after all, they

weren’t playing the science game) or less forgiving (they certainly sound

as though they were making knowledge claims). In my view, much

hinges on the intellectual transparency of the expert’s stance. I am ready

to forgive experts who disclaim all epistemic intent and simply declare

that they are defending a way of life. That is the easy judgment call: Such

pundits are no longer wrapping themselves in credibility-conferring

robes of expertise. But what about shifty experts, those driven by shifting

mixes of truth-seeking and political goals that they themselves are hard

pressed to disentangle? My sense is that forgiveness should be calibrated

to the magnitude of the self- and other-deception. Full forgiveness for

even the most promiscuous forms of fact-value mixing requires super-

human tolerance for organized hypocrisy*or, perhaps the next best

thing, advanced training in the sociology of science.
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Buturovic: Does EPJ Overstate the ‘‘Expertise’’ of Experts?

Like Fuller, Buturovic raises the disconcerting possibility that EPJ under-

rather than overstates the fallibility of expert judgment. She notes that

experts in the real world routinely make judgment calls that are

substantially more difficult than those asked of experts in EPJ. In a

typical media roundup of the usual-expert suspects, journalists not only

want to know what will happen next; they want experts to tell them, in

no uncertain terms, whether the consequences of the policy being

adopted will leave society better or worse off than the alternatives would

have.

One does not need to be a logician to recognize that these types of

judgment calls inevitably rest on counterfactual assumptions about how

the world would have unfolded if a given policy had not been adopted.

And, as chapter 5 of EPJ documents, there is even more reason to be

suspicious of expert counterfactual reasoning than there is of the accuracy

of experts’ forecasts. Reality checks on the inferences we make about

counterfactual worlds are obviously weaker than reality checks on the

inferences we make about the actual world. It should therefore come as

no surprise that experts’ ideological and theoretical preconceptions

predict the experts’ confidence about their non-falsifiable counterfactual

claims more strongly than their preconceptions predict the confidence

experts place in potentially falsifiable claims about future states of the

actual world.

Buturovic also helpfully addresses the objection, raised by Quirk, that

if my experts had taken the forecasting exercises more seriously and

devoted greater cognitive resources to solving them*the sorts of

resources available to professional forecasters in well-funded government

agencies such as the Congressional Budget Office (CBO)*we can be

confident they would have performed far better than they did. CBO is

impressively staffed and funded*but its predictive performance has been

disappointing, even in the eyes of its defenders, who worry about this

fragile island of theoretical value-neutrality being washed away in the

next partisan tsunami. Of course, we can never rule out that better

personnel, properly incentivized and trained, will ultimately prevail

against not only dart-throwing chimps and Berkeley undergrads but also

simple extrapolation algorithms and even more formidable statistical

competition (such as the model defended by Bueno de Mesquita in this
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symposium). Indeed, I see little choice but to continue trying*even if

the odds look long against us.

Finally, Buturovic makes a key normative point more pointedly than I

did in EPJ. My goal was not to resolve the relative merits of democracy

versus technocracy*although one could make the zero-sum case that

any argument that detracts from the credibility of expert technocrats will

comfort populist democrats. The fact was, however, that one of the few

predictive victories for experts in EPJ was over the unwashed masses*
specifically, Berkeley undergraduates*a result that offers some consola-

tion for cognitive elitists (Caplan 2007).
In my view, EPJ should be roughly as annoying to elitists as to

populists: Experts do not know nearly as much as they think they do, and

they work hard to cover up mistakes, but they do still at least perform

better than the general public. Given that I see no alternative to

technocracy-assisted democracy in the medium-term future (it is the

worst system except for all the others), EPJ highlights a potential

methodology for achieving process improvements by monitoring expert

accuracy and belief updating and by creating incentives for cognitive

humility that offset the powerful incentives for partisan hubris. It is hard,

even for Machiavellian lions, to be openly dismissive of accuracy.

Keil: What about All Those Things that Experts Can Do?

Keil subjects to analytical scrutiny a defense of expertise that relies more

often on casual handwaving than on rigorous science: namely, the view

that only a naı̈ve positivist would conflate explanation and prediction,

and to conclude that just because experts cannot predict well, they

cannot explain well. Keil fully appreciates that ‘‘experts aren’t always

valued for their alleged ability to make good predictions. Sometimes they

are asked to diagnose a problem in the system. Other times they are

asked to perform or demonstrate a skill to the untutored. Finally, they are

often asked to explain a system or phenomenon, where the measure of

success lies not in their predictive powers but in their ability to weave

together all the components in a causally coherent and consistent

manner.’’

Keil’s analysis advances our understanding on two fronts: First, his

elegant empirical work on the illusion of explanatory depth and the
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illusion of insight should dispel any notions that overconfidence is just a

problem when it comes to forecasting. Overconfidence also pops up

routinely in causal explanation and interpretation. The illusion of

explanatory depth is most easily demonstrated in domains in which

there is a gold standard of causal understanding*such as for how

bicycles or iPods or toilets work. When people are asked to diagram

their understanding of these mechanisms, the explanatory gaps become

undeniable*even to the most resolute hedgehog. But in geopolitics or

geo-economics, there is no such gold standard. Whereas it is

transparently preposterous to argue that Archimedes’ displacement-

of-water principle is irrelevant to the operation of toilets, it is possible to

argue endlessly over the true functional linkages among key operating

variables in social systems: seemingly interminable controversies over

real or imagined tradeoffs (e.g. budget deficits versus interest rates;

unemployment versus inflation) or over the relative importance of

competing levels of analysis (e.g., individual agency versus structural

explanations; cultural versus economic explanations). Similarly, the

illusion of insight is most easily demonstrated in domains where there

is a widely accepted ontological-backstop explanation that makes it

harder to distinguish blatantly tautological explanations (John behaves

aggressively because he has an aggressive personality) from less blatantly

tautological explanations (John behaves aggressively because he has the

MRI profile of an aggressive personality). Often, overconfident experts

in geopolitics and geo-economics also flirt with circularity: for instance,

they know that x chose y because that was the rational thing to do and

they know y was the rational thing to do because x chose it. Ontological

backstops*whether they are constructed from physics or neurology or

theology or rational choice*give experts the illusion that they are

standing on solid explanatory ground.

Second, Keil’s conceptual analysis generates a series of testable

hypotheses concerning the conditions under which the hedgehog/fox

variable (not a dichotomy) is*and is not*likely to be a potent predictor

of how people think, and thus of their susceptibility to various types of

errors. For instance, Keil is almost surely right that there are lines of work

in which we cannot long indulge in the cognitive luxury of excessive

self-confidence. Decision-making environments are conducive to well-

calibrated and accurate judgments to the degree that: (1) these

environments provide quick and unequivocal feedback about the
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correctness of one’s judgments and the soundness of one’s decisions; (2)
there is a well-established paradigm, organized around a single set of

well-understood causal mechanisms, that permits the accumulation of

detailed knowledge about both main and interactive effects. Hedgehog

dentists with low thresholds for ‘‘seeing’’ infected root canals will wind

up subjecting their patients to expensive, painful, and unnecessary

treatments*while missing the real cause of their patients’ distress.

Hedgehog car mechanics with blind spots for certain causes of braking

failure will wind up performing expensive repairs aimed at fictitious

problems*while leaving their customers vulnerable to catastrophic

accidents in which the legal system will take an interest. We should

expect hedgehogs to flourish when they confront phenomena that

are usually open to several plausible explanations and when they are

cocooned in an epistemic community that has a relaxed view of the need

for stringent accuracy checks and a forgiving stance toward failures when

they occasionally become too difficult to deny.

Keil’s commentary provides the perfect transition to Lustick’s. For the

agent-based simulations that Lustick recommends are valuable tools for

highlighting gaps in our causal understanding that we might otherwise

have overlooked, and for modeling the types of forecasting environments

in which observers with varying cognitive styles are more or less likely to

prosper.

Lustick: An Escape from Counterfactual Relativism?

Lustick sees a worrisome trend toward epistemic defeatism in my work

(culminating in the 2006 collection of counterfactual histories in

Unmaking the West). He has a point. In considering how badly experts

draw causal and counterfactual inferences from history, it is hard not to

become discouraged (Jervis 1976; Neustadt and May 1986).
In EPJ, the correlations between the ideology of historical observers

and their views about the plausibility of clashing counterfactuals were

often larger than the correlations among the items used to measure

ideology itself, raising questions about the distinguishability of constructs.

To take an aging but still telling example, at the end of the 1980s liberals
were quite convinced of the truth of the following counterfactual claim:

If Reagan had not been elected president and instead there had been a
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two-term Carter presidency with a Mondale followup, the Cold War

would have ended just as quickly and peacefully as it did, if not more so.

By contrast, conservatives were quite committed to a contradictory

counterfactual: If Reagan’s two terms had been replaced by those of a

couple of liberal Democrats, the Soviet Union would still be alive and

kicking. There are many such examples of seemingly circular reasoning,

in which the experts seem so oblivious to the counterfactual under-

pinnings of their beliefs about historical causation that they might as well

be saying: ‘‘Sure, I know with certainty that x caused y because I just

came back from a trip to a parallel universe in which x did not occur and,

guess what, y also did not occur.’’ The boundary between factual and

counterfactual beliefs is, for most of us most of the time, a disconcert-

ingly blurry one.

Lustick correctly notes that I assigned equal responsibility for this state

of intellectual affairs to the teacher (history) and the pupils (us). History is

a terrible teacher for a host of reasons, not least of which is that it never

lets us peek at how events would have unfolded in alternative universes.

And most of us are learners with an attitude*determined to uphold one

or another theoretical or ideological orthodoxy, and prepared to invent

whatever ‘‘scenario data’’ we need in the empirically inaccessible

counterfactual control conditions of history.

Lustick sees me drowning in relativistic despair, and he thoughtfully

throws me a lifesaver: agent-based modeling that can simulate repeated

runs of artificial history predicated on well-defined antecedent conditions

and well-defined transition rules. He cites, among other examples, the

elegant efforts of Lars-Erik Cederman to answer the question: Should the

relative stability of the European power-politics system be viewed, as

standard neorealist theory would have it, as the logically inevitable

outcome of anarchic competition among states; or should we view the

particular run of history we have experienced as but one of a number of

possible worlds, some of which include the successful emergence of

Philip II-, or Napoleon-, or Hitler-style hegemony?Cederman’s work

suggests the latter conclusion.

But Lustick fears that I don’t recognize when I have been thrown a

lifesaver*and that I was too dismissive of the work Cederman deployed

so effectively in my 1996 book on counterfactual thought experiments in

world politics. He quotes my 1996 opinion: ‘‘A counterfactual grounded

in an elegant computer simulation might blow a gaping hole in an
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influential theoretical argument but tell us precious little about the actual

world it supposedly simulates.’’

At risk of drowning, I still see this as a glass half-full/half-empty

problem. On the one hand, Cedermanesque or Lustickian simulations

are powerful means of highlighting the logical insufficiency of existing

explanations; they can bring into sharp relief previously unexplored

Keilian gaps in our often-vaguely stated theoretical frameworks. And

that, by itself, is well worth the price of supporting such work. On the

other hand, there remains the question about how much any given

computer simulation of artificial worlds should induce us to change our

minds about actual worlds. For instance, looking backward in time, how

much should I, as an aspiring rational Bayesian updater, change my mind

about how close the European state system came to tipping into

unipolarity in 1588 or 1812 or 1940? The known case-specific historical

facts surrounding these possible bifurcation points remain the same.

What has changed is that it is now substantially more difficult to dismiss

close-call unipolarity counterfactuals with a wave of one’s theoretical

hand. In short, the Cederman simulations should change our counter-

factual-historical opinions to the degree that we relied on neorealist

covering laws to dismiss the possibility that Philip II, Napoleon, or Hitler

‘‘could have done it.’’ But to the extent that we did not rely on such

‘‘laws’’ of history, we are back to the pragmatic approach of any fox-like

historian: We have to make case-specific judgment calls about whether

things might have turned out differently but for this or that contingency.

Whereas the points of divergence between our views of history are

minor, the points of convergence are massive. Lustick and I are, in a

certain sense, techno-optimists. We recognize that human-expert input

into agent-based simulations of real-world cases is indispensable, but we

also see ways in which simulation methods, with exponentially

expanding capacities to work through the logical implications of

competing assumptions about starting conditions and causation in social

systems, can help experts to sharpen their thinking about both possible

pasts and possible futures, thereby making their belief systems more

logically consistent and responsive to evidence. We also hope that

expert-augmented machine forms of intelligence and machine-augmen-

ted expert forms of intelligence will eventually permit more refined

forecasting of policy-relevant trends, pushing us a bit closer to the elusive

optimal forecasting frontier.
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Bueno de Mesquita: The Forecasting Value of a
Game-Theoretic Approach

In this last exchange, we confront more misunderstandings than we do

disagreements*misunderstandings that run in both directions: Bueno de

Mesquita’s of my work and mine of his work.

It is therefore worth stressing at the outset how extensive are the areas

of agreement. We agree on the need for transparent competition among

alternative approaches to forecasting (from the individual-guru model to

explicit theory-based models), on the need to specify the ground rules

for forecasting competitions ex ante, and on the need to hold claimants

and their claims accountable to scientific peer-review standards of

evidence and proof. And if we imagine an opinion continuum of

skepticism about the predictive power of unassisted expert political

judgment, Bueno de Mesquita and I could hardly be much closer. We

agree that area subject-matter experts are wonderful sources of factual

information (see also Quirk), but that the overwhelming preponderance

of evidence shows that models derived from experts consistently

outperform the experts from whom the models were derived. And,

most fundamentally, we agree on the tentativeness of all inductive

knowledge and the desirability, as Bueno de Mesquita emphasizes, for

more testing of competing approaches ‘‘in blind-test settings.’’

Lest there be any confusion, I should also stress that I know of no

scholar of international relations who has displayed as relentless a

commitment as has Bueno de Mesquita to the cause of systematically

linking academic abstractions to real-world forecasting challenges. It is

clear, however, that, in Bueno de Mesquita’s view, neither EPJ nor

especially Tetlock 2009 adequately acknowledges the predictive achieve-
ments of his game-theoretic approach.

I was reticent about drawing conclusions in the 2009 essay because I

was reviewing a set of popular books on prediction, including Bueno de

Mesquita’s 2009 book, which were sparse on methodological details. But

in this forum, I have an opportunity not only to reaffirm my deep respect

for Bueno de Mesquita’s scientific work, but also to explore the

underlying sources of my reticence more thoroughly.

This journal is not the right place to undertake a meta-analysis of the

political forecasting literature. Let’s start therefore by assuming that each

of the peer-reviewed articles Bueno de Mesquita cites in support of the
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superior predictive validity of his approach demonstrates exactly what he

claims. Even so, there remains the vexing file-drawer problem. In many

fields, investigators are often disinclined to submit ‘‘uninteresting’’ null-

hypothesis results, and null-hypothesis results never seem less interesting,

and more likely attributable to methodological incompetence, than

when they cut against the investigators’ hypotheses. Moreover, even

when investigators do submit null-hypothesis results, they know there is

a good chance that journal editors, eager to raise their journals’ media

profiles and impact factors, will be unimpressed. I do not know

the magnitude of these publication-bias distortions*the file-drawer

problem reinforced by the editorial-preference-for-mediagenic-findings

problem*but some prominent meta-analysts have estimated the effects

to be massive (Ionnidis 2005). Under such conditions, outsiders, such as

myself, are well advised to be cautious about drawing grand conclusions.

Second, it is unclear*absent a full-scale epistemic audit, with

adversarial-collaboration followups*to what extent claims of superior

predictive validity are grounded in failures to operationalize the

competition as adequately as the competitors themselves might insist.

As is well known from multiple-regression horse races, one of the more

reliable ways to ensure that one’s favorite variable wins a predictive

contest is to include feeble or flawed measures of competitor variables*
or to exclude some classes of competitor variables altogether. (For

instance, I know of no research-psychologist proponent of prospect

theory who accepts as a serious test of prospect theory the expected-

utility-vs.-prospect-theory competition cited by Bueno de Mesquita.)

Third, although Bueno de Mesquita has provided evidence that there

are some settings in which his approach can outperform simple

extrapolation algorithms and can perhaps outperform even an averaging

of expert inputs (a surprisingly hard test to beat), the universe of possible

forecasting outcomes is vast, the examples that Bueno de Mesquita cites

are still comparatively few, and it is unclear exactly how the examples

were sampled from the population universe.

One of the few ways in which I can imagine a level-playing-field

empirical contest between a psychologically grounded approach to

forecasting and a political-theory-grounded approach would be to pit

Bueno de Mesquita’s methodology against a psychological approach that

simply elicited predictions directly from the same experts who provided

the inputs into Bueno de Mesquita’s system, but then aggregated those
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predictions not in accord with his algorithms but rather in a manner that,

say, gave greater weight to experts with better calibration records in

previous forecasting exercises. Suppose also that this past-performance-

weighted aggregation algorithm outperformed the predictions of Bueno

de Mesquita’s model. What would that show? The results might have

practical significance for intelligence agencies and large corporate actors.

But the results would have virtually no significance for debates over the

relative merits of competing political-theoretic models. Indeed, this is an

excellent illustration of just how complementary are the goals of EPJ and

those of Bueno de Mesquita’s research program. I assume that from

Bueno de Mesquita’s perspective, as long as his game-theoretic model

outpredicted all other political-theoretic competitors, it would at most be

a mild annoyance if individual game theorists were the worst individual

forecasters. The predictive-validity merits of game theory do not hinge

on the accuracy of individual game theorists*any more than the

epistemological merits of parsimonious, neo-positivist approaches to

science hinge on the accuracy of individual hedgehog forecasters. These

levels of analysis are linked, at most, very loosely.

A key source of confusion here may be this: Bueno de Mesquita stages

prediction competitions among well-specified hedgehog models that

make predictions only when well-defined antecedent conditions for

hypothesis activation are satisfied (e.g.: Which faction will prevail in a

legislative struggle on a particular issue?). This domain is conducive to

rational-choice models such as Bueno de Mesquita’s, and he arguably has

the best in show. But does that vindicate ‘‘expert political judgment,’’

even if we include among ‘‘experts’’ ‘‘the models created by experts for

predicting outcomes of a very special variety’’? I don’t think so, because I

was testing a much wider range of expert political judgment, extending

sometimes even to the more open-ended forecasting tasks of ‘‘policy

experts’’ that Buturovic emphasizes*tasks that arguably favor foxes

because they require foraging widely for the right conceptual frames and

empirical clues.

Moving from ways in which I may have misunderstood Bueno de

Mesquita’s research program to ways in which he may have misunder-

stood my research program, I see only a few misconceptions worth

addressing:

1. Neither Tetlock 2005 nor Tetlock 2009 criticized ‘‘game theory as

a means to facilitate prediction.’’ I simply offered a qualified endorsement
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of the behavioral-game theory approach when I noted a certain

parallelism between good predictive judgment as it manifested itself in

the guess-the-number competition run by the Financial Times; and good

predictive judgment as it manifested itself among the experts I studied (in

some of the domains in which they were making predictions). In both

cases it is possible to make two types of error: the error of under-

estimating and the danger of overestimating the strategic adaptability the

parties whose behavior one is trying to predict. It is really hard in any

given situation to figure out which error one is at greater risk of making.

The mathematically adept can model this problem as a trembling-hand

or a quantal-response equilibrium, but that will not change the practical

limits that this indeterminacy places on optimal forecasting performance

in given situations.

2. I also never endorsed the ‘‘notion that someone who has built a

career around studying China or studying relations between Israel and

Palestine, for instance, should be better at predicting what will happen in

their area of expertise than someone who has studied, for instance,

decision-making, negotiation, credible commitment, and strategic

interaction.’’ In EPJ, I did explore whether area-studies experts working

outside their domain could perform as well as area experts working inside

their domain*and found relatively little difference among the experts,

but a pronounced advantage for the experts over Berkeley under-

graduates. If anything, this result suggests the importance of generic

functional knowledge. But, in any case, I did not make the comparison

that de Mesquita makes*between experts with idiographic or area-

specific knowledge, and experts with nomothetic or generalizable

knowledge*and I hold no strong views on the subject.

But in the big scheme of things, these are small points. Bueno de

Mesquita and I approach political forecasting problems from different

disciplinary angles but we do so armed with similar epistemic values. In

my view, the most impressive aspect of Bueno de Mesquita’s approach is

his willingness to do something that so few others are willing to do: to

make reasonably testable predictions about real-world decisions. It would

be a good thing if Bueno de Mesquita’s rivals (I do not count myself

among them) took up these challenges, made predictions of their own,

and then engaged with Bueno de Mesquita in an adversarial collabora-

tion process that explored how much each side would be willing to

change its mind if various patterns did or did not emerge. What we need
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is a sustained time series of level-playing-field forecasting competitions

that neutralize the file-drawer and methodological-strawman objections

by ensuring that alternative methods are predicting criterion variables of

the same difficulty from the same ex ante position of uncertainty, and that

allow us to assess the precise value added by different approaches to

aggregating individual expert judgments. If it should turn out that Bueno

de Mesquita’s approach surpasses the competition as consistently as he

believes it already does, I will be the first to congratulate him. For, odd

though it might sound from someone who has toiled in this field for as

long as I have, I don’t have a dog in this fight. I agree with Bueno de

Mesquita that there are strong conceptual grounds for supposing that a

methodology, such as his, might bring us closer to the optimal

forecasting frontier. His methodology has many strengths: it draws on

a wide range of case-specific expertise; it translates that diversity of

perspectives into a common data language; and it combines these

judgments in accord with an explicit theory of political decision-

making.

These methodological observations bring us to a final key point of

convergence. In his skepticism about unassisted expert judgment, Bueno

de Mesquita’s position is not only similar in spirit to EPJ, but also

consistent with a multi-decade line of psychological research on expert

judgment that has shown that experts in a wide range of fields are prone

to think they know more than they do (the overconfidence effect); that

these experts often think they are deploying complex patterns of

reasoning even though their judgments can be captured by simple linear

models (the cognitive peacock effect); and that when we construct

prediction models of experts’ cue-utilization strategies, the models often

outperform the experts from whom the models were derived (the

model-of-man-trumps-man effect) (Gilovich, Griffin, and Kahneman

2002). Viewed from this standpoint, we see another example of the

superiority of explicit model-based approaches to complex judgment

tasks in Bueno de Mesquita’s demonstrations that his approach outper-

forms the experts who provided the inputs for his approach’s predictions.

The magic may lie in Bueno de Mesquita’s game-theory/expected-

utility-theory algorithms or it may lie elsewhere. At the most abstract

methodological level, however, we should recognize that Bueno de

Mesquita’s approach falls roughly in the same techno-optimistic camp as

do those of Lustick and Tetlock. The unifying theme is a common belief
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that it is possible to do at least a bit better and perhaps a lot*and that

technology can help.

* * *

There seems to be broad agreement that expert judgment will continue

to be a key input into the policy processes of technocracy-assisted

democracy, that expert judgment often falls short of basic epistemic ideals

of empirical accuracy and logical rigor, and that the resulting errors can

be extremely expensive. From a utilitarian perspective, we seem to have

the makings of a slam-dunk case for launching vigorous research

programs on how to improve expert judgment via methods already at

least partly developed in the behavioral and social sciences: selection tests,

training mechanisms, aggregation algorithms, prediction markets, fore-

casting tournaments, and human!machine hybrids.

However, since George Tenet’s ill-starred tenure as director of the

Central Intelligence Agency and ill-founded confidence in weapons of

mass destruction in Iraq, we should all have learned to be wary of ‘‘slam-

dunk’’ cases. I can imagine several categories of objections, some aired in

this symposium and some aired earlier in EPJ.

Objection number 1 is grounded in a position labeled ‘‘radical

skepticism’’ in EPJ: the view that uninspiring though the prediction

coefficients from expert judgment may be, they are pretty close to being

as good as they can ever be because the world is simply so damned

unpredictable (the low-hanging prediction ceiling argument, most

recently and forcefully popularized by Taleb 2006).
Objection number 2 is in the spirit of Quirk’s commentary: the view

that expert judgment may be getting somewhat of a bum rap and that the

real problem lies not with the expert advisors but rather with the

demagogic politicians.

Objection number 3 is in the spirit of Fuller’s commentary: the view

that we can train experts to be better calibrated forecasters until the cows

come home, but that won’t change the powerful incentives for many

experts to subordinate epistemic goals to advocacy goals.

And objection number 4 is driven by pushback from epistemic

communities concerned with preserving their autonomy: the view,

noted at the outset of this article, that technocratic outsiders have no

business intruding into the inner workings of what are supposed to be

self-regulating professions and scientific disciplines.
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Resistance to any substantial, speculative societal investment is

inevitable but we would never do anything if we required a slamdunk

case for moving forward. In my view, the case is strong enough. Indeed,

given the magnitude of the stakes, even a small likelihood of raising the

quality of expert inputs into policy would justify an investment that

would almost certainly exceed existing government budgets for ‘‘basic’’

behavioral and social-science research.
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Paul J. Quirk

THE TROUBLE WITH EXPERTS

ABSTRACT: In his justly celebrated Expert Political Judgment, Philip E.

Tetlock evaluates the judgment of economic and political experts by rigorously

testing their ability to make accurate predictions. He finds that ability profoundly

limited, implying that expert judgment is virtually useless, if not worse. He

concludes by proposing a project that would seek to improve experts’ performance

by holding them publicly accountable for their claims. But Tetlock’s methods

severely underestimate the value of expert opinion. Despite their notorious

disagreements, experts have highly pertinent information and advice in many

areas of public policy. The main problem with experts is that political actors seize

on their most extreme views in one direction or the other, and overlook their

areas of general agreement and the core of relatively reliable information that they

provide.

In his remarkable book Expert Political Judgment, Philip E. Tetlock (2005)
presents findings that might seem to account for some of the dire events

of the succeeding years. Putting hundreds of experts through rigorous

tests of their ability to predict economic and political trends, he found

their predictions, on the whole, wanting. Experts performed only

marginally better than they would have done by randomly guessing

among the alternative predictions that the tests permitted. Experts

actually performed worse, on average, than a standardized statistical

model that Tetlock designed to extrapolate from long-term patterns and

current trends in any context. In addition to their lack of accuracy,
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Tetlock shows that the experts consistently overestimated their ability to

make these predictions accurately, and that they failed to learn from their

mistakes*refusing to admit that their methods or assumptions might

need revising. Although no category of experts performed substantially

better than others, the ones that Tetlock calls ‘‘hedgehogs’’*those who

claimed to rely on a central idea or explanatory notion*did somewhat

worse than his ‘‘foxes’’*those who used a complex and flexible

intellectual approach.

In fact, apparently underlining Tetlock’s concerns, disastrous failures

of expert advice, real or alleged, have been a theme of the past decade. In

the run-up to the Iraq War, intelligence officials drastically exaggerated

the clarity of the evidence that Iraq possessed weapons of mass

destruction (Commission on Intelligence Capabilities 2005; Jervis

2010). On many accounts, the financial crisis and economic recession

of 2008!2010 were partly the result of economic advice in the 1990s that
promoted sweeping deregulation of financial services and endorsed a

wide range of high-risk investment innovations contrived by financial

managers.1 In the aftermath of the economic calamity, economists

trumpeting a sharp reversal in approach helped design some of the most

expansive measures for governmental direction of economic activity in

American history*with results that remain to be seen.2 One might

conclude that the so-called experts have no real insight, and yet that

policymakers act on their advice, with the public suffering the

consequences. The problem with experts, in this view, is, as Tetlock

suggests, a severe shortage of discipline, accountability, and ultimately

competence.

Although I largely agree about the shortages of discipline and

accountability, I argue that the most important problem about expertise

is a quite different one. In many policy areas, experts and analysts have a

great deal of relevant information and insight to contribute; indeed, that

is often true even when they also have sharp ideological or other

disagreements. But policymakers and the public often fail to pay

attention to them. They are even more overconfident and ideologically

biased than the experts are. So instead of looking for the core of genuine

information contained in a body of partly conflicting expert advice, they

focus on the often extreme views that happen to support their own

preferences; or they dispense with experts entirely and simply, for all

intents and purposes, make stuff up.
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Can Experts Predict the Future?

Despite the extraordinary originality, sophistication, and scientific rigor

of Tetlock’s study, the construction and argument of Expert Political

Judgment are, in one respect, paradoxical: In Chapter 2, Tetlock finds that
experts have virtually no ability to predict major economic or political

developments*something they would be able to do much better, he

argues, if they actually possessed useful knowledge. Experts could be

replaced, with only a modest loss of accuracy, by ‘‘dart-throwing

chimps,’’ as Tetlock bluntly puts it; or (with a modest increase in

accuracy) by human beings using a simple, completely generic forecast-

ing equation.

Tetlock finds no evidence of any category of experts who demon-

strate substantially superior predictive skill. Nevertheless, he proceeds to

identify and analyze the slight advantage in predictive skills that the

eclectic foxes have over the ideologically and theory-driven hedgehogs

(chs. 3!6). If the finding of near chimp-level incompetence were

believable, however, no one would care about a marginal difference in

accuracy between the two styles of expert thinking. Tetlock’s elaborate

comparison of foxes and hedgehogs suggests skepticism about the

broader relevance of the book’s main finding. In any case, the advantage

of complex, fox-like thinking that Tetlock finds may reflect the open-

ended complexity of the forecasting task he uses to test performance.

What kind of thinking works best presumably will depend on the kind of

judgment that is being made.

At least in hindsight, it is easy to see why Tetlock produced extremely

pessimistic estimates of the accuracy of expert predictions and the value

of expert advice. He intended the analysis to pertain to a wide array of

experts on public affairs, mentioning issues ranging from welfare to

foreign policy, and stating no restrictions on the application of the

findings. To permit statistical analysis of the results, however, he devised

standardized prediction tasks that could be repeated, year after year, with

many experts, in many contexts (Tetlock 2005, 45!46, 239!52). He

wanted the predictions to be neither too easy nor too difficult.

Unfortunately, he erred on the difficult side and stuck with his choices

throughout the twenty-year study.3

Tetlock’s approach was to pick a country and calculate the standard

deviation of, for example, its annual economic growth over a long

period. After providing some current economic information, Tetlock
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would ask an expert whether the growth rate of that economy, over the

next two years and over the next five years, would be within a specified

range, calculated as the historical median plus or minus 50 percent of

the standard deviation; above that range; or below it. He also asked the

expert about her confidence in the prediction (that is, her subjective

probability of error). He repeated this exercise for a total of seventeen

outcome variables for each of four countries in each sitting. At the

appointed times, two years and five years later, he compared the 136
predictions with the actual outcomes.

To begin with, we can understand why ‘‘chimps’’*literally, random

choices (no animals were harmed)*would do fairly well at such a task.

The prediction exercise is, in effect, a multiple-choice exam with, in

most circumstances, no bad answers. Moreover, we can see why simple

statistical predictions would do better than chimps*and quite well

compared with human experts. Suppose an economy is booming at the

time of the prediction. Tetlock’s statistical procedure extrapolates from

current performance with adjustments for the economy’s long-term

tendencies (average growth and variability). Sometimes these predictions

will overlook information that a living, breathing economic expert

would be able to use to advantage; to that extent, a human expert should

beat the generic forecasting equation. But this requires that there actually

be some important information that is available to the experts and that

contradicts the implications of long-term averages and current trends.

The economy is shrinking, for example, but because inventories are

almost used up, a near-term reversal is highly likely; or the economy is

growing rapidly, but because inflation is heating up, the growth rate will

probably be ratcheted down. Such circumstances, although not rare, are

not typical either. In their absence, the standard calculations should do

reasonably well.

It is certainly interesting (and to me, admittedly, unexpected) that the

human experts cannot quite match Tetlock’s standardized statistical

predictions. But an explanation is not difficult to find. When

circumstances with critical diagnostic information do occur, human

experts may often overreact to it, focusing excessively on the reasons for

expecting departures from normal trends. Psychologists recognize a

cognitive tendency to neglect base-rate information in estimating

probabilities (Bar-Hillel 1980). Equally important, the human experts

tested under Tetlock’s conditions will not reproduce*in their heads, for

each of a long series of outcomes in several countries*the calculations
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and other reasoning they would employ in a serious forecasting effort for

a single outcome in a single country. Many other studies have

demonstrated the superiority of statistical predictions over clinical,

holistic, or qualitative predictions in a wide range of contexts (Grove

et al. 2000). What Tetlock shows is not very different: namely, that even

naı̈ve, generic statistical predictions beat human experts when study

conditions force them to make qualitative predictions quickly. The

superiority of statistical predictions is, in general, a point for the experts,

not against them*since only experts use such methods.

What makes Tetlock’s tasks unreasonably difficult, above all, is that

they call for unconditional predictions of the future. The question

Tetlock asks is not whether a tax cut would stimulate economic growth,

other things equal; or whether it would stimulate growth more or less

than a spending increase would*matters of particular causal relation-

ships. It is how much the economy will grow as a result of whatever

unspecified policies and events happen to obtain. In effect, the expert

must first accurately predict the relevant policies and other conditions, or

at least make mutually compensating errors, and then predict their overall

effects. And to beat the generic forecasting equation, the result has to

differ, with respect to the gross, three-category response options, from

the statistical forecast.

By contrast, Tetlock’s findings on the experts’ overconfidence and

confirmation bias undoubtedly apply to real-world experts, even in

performing easier tasks. Overconfidence is a general feature of human

cognition, not associated with any particular levels of objective

uncertainty, and well-documented in professional as well as laypeople’s

judgments (Gilovich et al. 2002). In any case, pervasive overconfidence is

apparent in the intensity of experts’ conflicts, especially in the policy

arena. But the more basic finding of experts’ poor performance in

predictions tells us mainly about the difficulty of knowing the future,

beyond mere extrapolation from well-established long-term trends.

What Do Experts Know?

For the most part, the issues that drive expert advice about public policy

are far more tractable than predicting the future is, and many of them are

indeed well understood. As Alice Rivlin (1971) pointed out in one of the

first influential books about policy analysis, some of the most important
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information possessed by experts merely comes from measuring existing

conditions. We want to know answers to questions such as: How many

people are poor? How many lack health-care coverage? How much

carbon dioxide is being emitted? How many home mortgages are

underwater? How many violent crimes were committed last year? How

many terrorist attacks occurred in various places? These measurements

are often extremely accurate and reliable (though sometimes not), and

have important policy implications.

The critical issues usually go beyond mere measurement and are about

the effects of particular policies, existing or proposed. Experts’ ability to

identify these effects range from excellent to nil, depending on the

complexity of the relevant social or other phenomena; the circumstances

that facilitate or hamper relevant systematic research; and the actual

investment of resources and effort in that research. For some issues,

especially in certain areas of applied microeconomics, well-established

bodies of theory lend additional authority to research findings.

In the best circumstances, there is solid research that directly measures

the effects of policies. In the mid-1970s, researchers demonstrated that

economic regulation of the airline industry significantly increased costs

for consumers (Derthick and Quirk 1985). One key piece of evidence

concerned the difference in fares between flights in two generally

comparable city pairs*Boston-to-Washington, in which routes and

fares were regulated by the federal Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB), and

San Francisco-to-Los Angeles, in which they were under state jurisdic-

tion and not regulated. The CAB-regulated fares were dramatically

higher, consistent with economic theory about restrictions on entry and

with a good deal of other empirical evidence. Few economists, liberal or

conservative, had any doubt that deregulating the airlines would reduce

fares for consumers*as, in the end, it clearly did.

Similarly, political debate over capital punishment has long focused, in

large part, on its possible effect of deterring crime. Until fairly recently,

such a deterrent effect was hard to demonstrate or refute, because places

that had capital punishment might readily have had disproportionate

tendencies toward violent crime in the first place. In 1971, however, the
Supreme Court in effect instituted a natural experiment. The court

essentially held that all existing state laws authorizing capital punishment

were unconstitutionally vague.4 It thus abolished the death penalty for

the entire country while also authorizing any state to institute or re-

institute it by fashioning a statute that met the Court’s requirements for
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specificity. Various states re-established the death penalty at different

times and resumed the execution of convicts at different rates over the

next three decades*producing a bonanza of cross-sectional time-series

data. Researchers have exploited these data intensively and the overall

results are reasonably clear: Capital punishment either deters crime by a

very modest amount or has no effect at all (Sunstein and Wolfers 2008).
Large effects of the kind touted by death-penalty advocates were ruled

out.

In other, less ideal circumstances, high-quality policy-relevant

research exists, but the evidence is less direct and the implications for

policy are more debatable. A good deal of policy analysis about school

vouchers has rested on comparisons of performance between public and

private schools (e.g., Chubb and Moe 1990). The relevance of such

comparisons depends on the assumption that public schools, operating in

an environment that gave parents greater choice, would perform more

like private schools. Some analysts have found that assumption convin-

cing; others have not (e.g., Witte 2000).
Even when disagreement among experts is at the center of public

discussion, they often have a core area of agreement. In response to the

sharp economic downturn in 2008 and 2009, for example, most

economists favored fiscal measures to stimulate economic activity and

avoid an outright depression.5 Liberal economists favored larger

measures, relying heavily on spending programs, including public works

and extended unemployment benefits. Conservative economists favored

smaller measures, relying heavily on tax cuts. Although they debated

evidence about the relative effectiveness of the alternative approaches,

the disagreement no doubt was largely driven by general preferences

about the role of government. Even so, the disagreements were limited,

with most economists on each side recognizing that either approach*
tax cuts or spending increases*would provide an economic stimulus.

Only in certain areas of public policy, such as state budgeting, can we

observe the usefulness of expert opinion in a manner that Tetlock might

prefer*by assessing performance in a forecasting task. Each state

government must forecast its own budget as a function of its specific

spending and taxation plans. By contrast with the task employed in

Tetlock’s research, these are massively conditional predictions of the

future. As George A. Krause, David E. Lewis, and James W. Douglas

(2006) show, state forecasting offices that are controlled by career

experts, and are thus shielded from political interference, produce more
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accurate forecasts than offices headed by political appointees. The value

added by experts is apparent, in other words, in the value subtracted by

political appointees.

In the end, there is not much point in attempting a blanket assessment

of the adequacy or reliability of experts’ understanding of issues or their

ability to predict policy or political outcomes. The advantage of expert

advice ranges from critical to nonexistent*depending partly on the

experts, their intellectual style, and degree of discipline, but mostly on

the issue at hand. The important feature is radical variability. A few broad

observations, however, are warranted: Experts are obviously unreliable

when they disagree*at least to the extent of their disagreement. Even

where they do agree, however, overconfidence and confirmation bias

can grossly exaggerate the appearance of certainty. Experts in virtually all

circumstances are less reliable than they think, and some discounting of

expert consensus is always appropriate. Finally, however, assessments by

politicians, interest groups, and ordinary citizens will be, in virtually all

circumstances, no better than the experts’ assessments, and often much

worse.

When Experts Talk, Do People Listen?

The main trouble with experts*the central constraint on their

contribution to intelligent policymaking*is not that they make

unwarranted claims. Such claims certainly occur*mainly when experts

fail to notice that their efforts to obtain understanding sufficient for useful

prediction have come up short. Rather, the problem is that policy-

makers, the public, and other constituencies often ignore whatever

reliable information experts provide if it does not fit with their interests

or prior beliefs. The crucial lack of accountability to truth and reality lies,

in other words, with political actors in their reception and use of expert

advice.

Contrary to a common impression, the difficulty of using expert

advice is not mainly a matter of relentless disagreement among the

experts. Such conflicts can produce confusion. But a careful observer can

usually sort out the issues and identify a core of usable information.

Although journalists often play it safe by presenting two sides of any

issue, regardless of the merits, and while they sometimes have strong

biases of their own, they often provide considerable guidance, using a
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variety of cues: They discount experts who work for interested parties

(for example, consultants for interest groups) and those who become

known as hard-core partisans or ideologues. They notice which claims

are backed by serious research studies, authored by university-based

scholars and published in prestigious journals. ‘‘Studies by respected

economists have shown that spending on new cardiac treatments,

neonatal care for low-birth-weight infants, and mental health drugs

have more than paid for themselves,’’ a recent New York Times editorial

notes.6 Reporters talk to a large enough number of mainstream

experts*selected with a view toward obtaining a variety of

perspectives*to get a sense of the center of gravity in expert opinion.

In reporting what they find, journalists often rely on a subtle

convention*writing, for example, ‘‘economists say,’’ ‘‘budget analysts

say,’’ or the like, and then attributing a position to them. Taken literally,

the language could claim only that at least two economists or budget

analysts have expressed the judgment. Without the benefit of a survey or

at least quite a large number of interviews, the reporter cannot make any

specific claim about the prevalence of the opinion. So he leaves it at the

unelaborated plural. But the implicit understanding about the attribution

is that the reporter has talked to a reasonable number of experts and has

concluded that the belief he attributes is predominant. ‘‘Scientists

say . . . ’’ means something like ‘‘judging from limited observations, it

appears that most or all scientists say. . . . ’’ There are also variations: If

the issue seems controversial, the reporter will write that ‘‘some experts’’

hold a view. In some circumstances, he will consider it both pertinent

and warranted to say that ‘‘most’’ of some category of experts do so. This

usage implies that he has encountered some disagreement and yet has

observed or seen reports of a large enough sample of opinion to feel

confident characterizing the preponderance of it.

In a rough way, therefore, policymakers and ordinary citizens who

pay close attention to political debate in the media can figure out where

experts of various stripes generally agree and where they do not. Even

though politicians have debated the feasibility of bombing attacks on

Iran’s nuclear facilities to prevent its development of nuclear weapons,

for example, anyone who has read news coverage of the issue would

have noticed that virtually no expert opinion projects satisfactory results

of such an attack (Goldberg 2010). Similarly, standard reporting practices

make it clear that climate scientists overwhelmingly believe that human

activity is causing a serious problem of global warming.7 In debates over
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increasing the minimum wage, one can observe that economists disagree

along ideological lines but, because they are interpreting a large body of

empirical evidence, they do not disagree very much: Conservatives say

that raising the wage leads to the loss of a significant number of jobs*
arguably enough to outweigh the benefits for low-income workers*
while liberals say that it eliminates only a small number of jobs*arguably

not enough to worry about (Neumark and Wascher 2008). One does not

see more than a few economists denying that raising the minimum wage

will cost the economy at least some jobs, or claiming that it will

somehow increase employment; nor does one see more than a few

claiming the effect is dramatic, or that an increase will throw the

economy into a tailspin. Finally, few or no reputable experts judged that

the cost-control measures of the Obama administration’s health-care

reform would have much effect. In a generally celebratory editorial, the

New York Times wrote that ‘‘the legislation won’t quickly bend the cost

curve for medical care or insurance premiums.’’ It cheerfully added the

notably modest claim the ‘‘some experts believe it will lay the structural

framework to mount the most serious effort ever made to control

medical inflation.’’8 Even in applying a positive spin to the assessment,

the Times acknowledged the expert consensus that the measures would

be ineffective.

In effect, policy debate in the responsible media presents a cautious

construction of whatever expert consensus happens to exist. Given the

partisan environment, many experts take relatively extreme opposing

positions in relation to the relevant evidence and professional standards of

interpretation. If anything, therefore, expert opinion will exhibit more

sharply conflicting views in a partisan political context than in discussion

among non-partisan experts. This politically induced dispersion of views

provides some protection against surprise. If, for example, liberal experts

in a political debate estimate the cost of an environmental regulation at

$20 billion and conservative experts estimate it at $50 billion, a decision

maker or citizen can be confident that no reputable expert, somehow

excluded from the discussion, estimates the cost at $100 billion.

The cautious construction of expert consensus does not guarantee that

a policy’s effects will be correctly anticipated. The extravagant over-

confidence documented by Tetlock suggests that even that consensus*
what even strong liberal and conservative experts agree about*may

prove incorrect. Indeed, the actual cost of the Iraq War has outstripped

even the more pessimistic projections of 2002 (Stiglitz and Bilmes 2010).
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Few, if any, expert critics of the economic policies of the 1990s and early

2000s predicted the magnitude of the economic catastrophe that they

would eventually help produce. It would be interesting to examine how

often collective misjudgment and overconfidence produce such large

errors in the central tendency of expert opinion that, even with

politically induced extreme views in both directions, the range of

predictions among relevant experts fails to encompass actual outcomes.

What is most important about the role of experts, however, is that

policy advocates, the attentive public, and ultimately decision makers are

free to ignore them. Rather than carefully parsing experts’ conflicting

claims to identify areas of general agreement, advocates and decision

makers may endorse the most extreme reputable claims; seize on the

views of even more extreme fringe commentators; or indeed, simply

distort or concoct information for rhetorical effect. Although it would be

difficult, at best, to conduct a systematic assessment of differences in these

tendencies over time, some observers believe that the willingness to

simply ignore responsible experts and evidence-based analysis has

increased significantly in recent years (Dionne 2010; Stockman 2010).
One way of gauging the extent of expert-ignoring, fact-free policy

advocacy is to scan the reports on policy advocacy at Factcheck.org, a

project of the Annenberg Public Policy Center at the University of

Pennsylvania. Although most Factcheck.org reports deal with the

frequently misleading representations of election campaigns, many of

them concern issue advocacy by interest groups or politicians. The

Factcheck team, a handful of accomplished, substantively sophisticated

journalists who strive for a rigorously nonpartisan attitude, compares the

claims made by policy advocates with findings presented in academic

journal articles, think-tank publications, and government reports, and

with assessments by reputable experts. In reaching their judgments, they

rely heavily on nonpartisan authorities, such as the Congressional Budget

Office, where possible; take note of their sources’ academic credentials,

ideological tendencies, and conflicts of interest; and directly examine the

research literature. Most articles are signed by a single author, who

presumably does most or all of the work of assessing a claim. A recent

Factcheck.org article, for example, looked at allegations, made repeatedly

by opponents of immigration, that immigrants take jobs from other

American workers (Novak 2010). It described television advertising by

anti-immigration lobbying groups making that assertion and reported the

formation of a Reclaim American Jobs Caucus with more than forty
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members in the House of Representatives. In a video introducing the

new caucus, one of the leaders proclaimed, ‘‘Right now, with

unemployment hovering around 10 percent, we thought it was time

to talk about the direct link between unemployment and illegal

immigration.’’ The video goes on to claim that the United States could

cut unemployment in half just by removing the eight million illegal

immigrants now working in the country. The FactCheck.org assessment

is blunt: ‘‘The truth is that immigrants don’t ‘take American jobs,’

according to most economists and others who have studied the issue.’’

They report economists’ conclusion that immigrants create roughly as

many jobs, largely through their purchases of American-made goods and

services, as they take, citing an impressive variety of studies, think-tank

researchers, and government reports in support of this view.

Other recent FactCheck.org articles have shown, among other

examples: that, contrary to Republican and business criticism, the

Obama health-care reform is not likely to have a major effect on jobs

or the economy (Novak and Robertson 2009); that contrary to

Democratic denials (as well as Republican exaggerations), the best

evidence now indicates that medical malpractice suits have been

responsible for substantial increases in the cost of health care, amounting

to about one-third of the total increase in recent years (Jackson 2009);
that Republican opponents of Obama’s cap-and-trade proposals have

drastically overstated the proposal’s costs, judging from estimates

provided by the Congressional Budget Office and even the conservative

American Enterprise Institute (Gore 2009); and that, notwithstanding the
distraction of the Climategate scandal, there remains an overwhelming

scientific consensus about the reality of global warming and the major

role of greenhouse gases produced by human activity in causing it (Henig

2009 and 2010).
The Factcheck.org stories demonstrate three points that sum up the

real problem with experts: First, in many areas, experts can provide

highly pertinent information about the merits of alternative policies.

Chimps and generic forecasting equations are not in the running on these

issues. Second, despite conflicting claims and evidence on some issues, a

careful observer can figure out the central message in the available

analysis on a given issue. Third, however, policymakers, advocates, and

ordinary citizens may choose to ignore that message, if they even notice

it. Forty members of Congress could easily have found out what

economists have said for years about immigration, if they had wanted to
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do so. But in politics, ignorance (real or feigned) is often more effective.

From a political standpoint, the benefits of powerful rhetoric, un-

encumbered by facts or expert opinion, can readily outweigh the costs of

whatever criticism may result from making false or misleading claims

(Mucciaroni and Quirk 2006).
By and large, the problem with expert advice lies not in the value of

the information it provides, but in the frequent, concerted refusal of

opportunistic political actors to pay any attention to it.

Could Expert Opinion Speak More Clearly?

In his final chapter, Tetlock (2005, ch. 8) proposes a project intended to

promote the improvement of expert advice by making experts

accountable for their judgments. He suggests that such accountability

would moderate experts’ unwarranted certainty and encourage them to

learn from their mistakes. Specifically, he proposes an institutionalized

program for collecting and scoring the accuracy of experts’ predictions.

Leading experts would be asked to express clearly specified predictions

on major issues in a public forum. Panels of judges would determine, at

the pertinent time, which predictions had proved correct. And each

expert would be evaluated for accuracy. In effect, the experts would have

their noses rubbed in their mistakes.

Tetlock anticipates difficulty getting experts to participate, given the

risk of public nose rubbing. But it seems that voluntary participation

would be unnecessary. Project staff could collect experts’ statement from,

say, op-ed articles or congressional testimony, and code their stated or

implied predictions for evaluation. The experts should be allowed to

review, comment on, and possibly revise their predictions, and of course

they would be free to ignore the exercise. But having spoken publicly,

they need not be allowed to opt out of having their predictions publicly

evaluated.

Tetlock’s suggestion is highly constructive. Holding experts accoun-

table for their mistakes does not, however, address what I have argued is

the main problem with expert advice*namely, political actors’ robust

and apparently growing willingness to simply ignore it. Rather, policy

debate needs to incorporate clearer and more pointed identification of

the main tendencies of expert opinion in the aggregate. The goal should

be to make it much easier for policymakers, journalists, and attentive
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publics to see past experts’ conflicting and sometimes extreme claims and

recognize the areas of convergence and general agreement in their views;

and, on the other hand, to make it somewhat harder for policy advocates

to portray extreme claims and even sheer fabrications as genuine

information.

To make the broad directions of expert opinion more easily

recognized, some credible institution (the Brookings Institution, a leading

university, the association of academic policy scholars, or the like) would

need to undertake an ongoing project of collecting, measuring, and

summarizing expert opinion on key issues of the day. That is neither an

easy nor an insurmountable task. To begin with, the project would need

to find appropriate specialists in a given area of policy. A survey asking

anyone who has a Ph.D. in economics questions in every area of

economic policy, or asking anyone with a professional connection to

international relations questions in every area of foreign policy, does not

capture the specialized knowledge relevant to any actual policy decision.9

A pertinent project could use any of various approaches. It could

assemble a panel of experts in an area of policy to respond to a number of

issues over a period of time. In reporting findings of such panels, it would

need to weight responses to reflect a roughly equal balance of liberal and

conservative opinion. To reward more useful, diagnostic opinions with

greater influence, it could also weight responses by the respondents’ prior

record of deviating from stereotypical ideological views, reflecting the

direction of opinion among other experts, or making judgments that

look correct to the same panel at a later time.

Among additional possible approaches, such a project could commis-

sion small bipartisan panels to prepare thorough reviews of the evidence

on controversial issues. It could invite experts to collaborate sponta-

neously in writing such reports, perhaps using wiki software. Or it could

induce them to submit individual statements that would compete for the

approval of other experts; the project could publish the statements that

received the broadest support.

The hypothesis of such a project is that, if some reliable means of

identifying the central collective messages of expert opinion on an issue

became generally recognized and widely trusted, it could play a useful

role in keeping advocacy honest and raising the level of political

discourse. Reporters could use the information to present more pointed

criticism of misleading advocacy. Instead of quoting a single expert, for

example, rejecting the claim that immigrants take other Americans’ jobs,
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a reporter could write with confidence that most experts, or a respected

bipartisan panel of experts, dismiss the allegation.

Providing greater clarity about the state of expert opinion would not

banish misleading policy advocacy*which is endemic to democratic

politics and may be further promoted by the fragmented media, polarized

parties, and engaged mass constituencies of contemporary American

politics. But it could give responsible advocacy, heedful of facts,

evidence, and serious analysis, a needed boost.

NOTES

1. For an example of this view, see ‘‘What Went Wrong? The IMF Blames

Inadequate Regulation, Rather than Global Imbalances, for the Financial Crisis,’’

The Economist, 6 March 2009. http://www.economist.com/node/13251429. For
a variety of interpretations of the causes of the financial collapse, see Friedman

2009 and Colander et. al. 2009.
2. ‘‘The American Economy: The Great Debt Drag,’’ The Economist, 16 September

2010. http://www.economist.com/research/articlesBySubject/displaystory.cfm?

subjectid"348918&story_id"17041738
3. The following paragraphs largely elaborate upon brief remarks by Bryan Caplan

(2007a), pointing out the intrinsic difficulty of beating random guesses on

Tetlock’s prediction tasks.

4. Furman v. Georgia (408 U.S. 238), 1971. More precisely, the Court set

requirements of specific legislative guidelines for application of the penalty that

no existing laws happened to meet at the time of the decision.
5. ‘‘The Austerity Debate,’’ The Financial Times, 18 July 2010. http://www.ft.com/

cms/s/0/dc3ac844-9010-11df-91b6-00144feab49a.html

6. ‘‘Is Newer Better? Not Always,’’ The New York Times, 11 September 2010.
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/12/opinion/12sun1.html

7. ‘‘The Science of Climate Change: The Clouds of Unknowing,’’ The Economist,

18 March 2010. http://www.economist.com/node/15719298/print
8. ‘‘Health Care Reform, at Last,’’ The New York Times, 22 March 2010. http://

www.nytimes.com/2010/03/22/opinion/22mon5.html?pagewanted"all.
9. See the survey of economists discussed in Caplan 2007b and the surveys of

members of the Chicago Council of Foreign Relations discussed in Page and

Bouton 2006. Such surveys are of considerable interest, but they would not

suffice for informing policymakers about the relevant expertise in any area of

policy.
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Ian S. Lustick

TETLOCK AND COUNTERFACTUALS:

SAVING METHODOLOGICAL AMBITION

FROM EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

ABSTRACT: In five works spanning a decade, Philip E. Tetlock’s interest in

counterfactuals has changed. He began with an optimistic desire to make social

science more rigorous by identifying best practices in the absence of non-imagined

controls for experimentation. Soon, however, he adopted a more pessimistic

analysis of the cognitive and psychological barriers facing experts. This shift was

brought on by an awareness that experts are not rational Bayesians who

continually update their theories to keep up with new information; but instead are

affected by political, cognitive, and psychological heuristics, including hindsight

bias, cognitive conservatism, and the fundamental attribution error. But techniques

of computational simulation*involving the rigorous production of large numbers

of counterfactual worlds*make it possible to mitigate both problems that Tetlock

identifies: that history, produced only once, is a lousy teacher; and that humans,

with their collection of non-Bayesian heuristics, are lousy pupils. Tetlock was

wrong to reject this approach as theoretically promising but rhetorically and

practically impractical.

In the film Sliding Doors, the audience is shown two different lives. If

Helen (Gwyneth Paltrow) makes her train and squeezes through the

sliding doors in time, she will discover her boyfriend in bed with another

woman*but meet a wonderful guy on the rebound. If the doors close

her out, she gets mugged, is cared for by her unfaithful boyfriend, and
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struggles within a web of deception about his infidelity, which leads to a

crisis. In the language of counterfactuals there are at least two stories of

Helen’s future that are consistent with the laws governing the social,

psychological, and natural worlds. Whichever narrative does occur will

be seen, during and after its denouement, as the ‘‘factual’’ or ‘‘actual’’

world. The one (or ones) that do not occur would be termed

‘‘counterfactual.’’ That a counterfactual outcome need not mean an

impossible or even unlikely outcome is apparent from the fact that from

the point of view taken at the moment of the sliding doors, looking

forward into the future, each of these stories would be considered a

‘‘counterfactual’’*a rendition of events that has not occurred, but which

could occur, hypothetically at least, based on laws we believe in.

When seeking to learn from history, political scientists are forced to

think in terms of counterfactuals: hypotheticals about what could have

happened in the past but did not. An explanation of events usually

contains implicit and explicit counterfactual predictions of what would

have happened if the world were not governed by factors cited in the

explanation. Highly plausible counterfactuals can render actual outcomes

puzzling enough to require explanation in light of laws currently

accepted as valid. Counterfactuals are also used to identify particular

and previously overlooked circumstances capable of explaining, within

the array of histories that might have occurred, the one that did occur.

In a series of works published between 1996 and 2006 Philip Tetlock

and his collaborators studied counterfactual thinking by ‘‘experts’’*
mainly social scientists and historians*as part of a broader effort to

understand the extent to which humans can operate as rational Bayesians,

who continually update their theories based on new evidence, as

opposed to being prisoners of preconceptions and of non-Bayesian

heuristics. I will analyze five key works to construct a stylized account of

Tetlock’s evolving engagement with this issue.

Tetlock’s Trajectory: From Optimism to Pessimism

Tetlock’s stance at the beginning of this period, documented in his co-

edited 1996 volumewith Aaron Belkin,Counterfactual Thought Experiments

in World Politics, was strongly positivist and optimistic, and aspired to

establish ‘‘best practices’’ for distinguishing sound from unsound counter-

factuals. Their six rules for producing and interpreting counterfactuals in
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the domain of world affairs were derived from the logical necessity of

counterfactual thinking for any causal argument and were intended to

make counterfactual analysis more scientifically rigorous.

Tetlock’s 1999 American Journal of Political Science article on ‘‘Theory-

Driven Reasoning’’ investigated the extent to which using counter-

factuals to improve human performance in analytic and learning tasks

might be compromised by entrenched styles of thinking*whether cast

in ideological or cognitive terms.

Tetlock’s 2001 article in the American Political Science Review, co-

authored with Lebow, was distinctly pessimistic, emphasizing how rarely

experts learn from information that is contrary to their political

sympathies and how rarely they resist distortions in the processing of

counterfactuals arising from their established cognitive styles.

In Tetlock’s 2005 masterwork, Expert Political Judgment, he shifted

primary focus to an even more basic impediment to the practice of

Bayesian rationality. While the volume considers methodological,

ideological, as well as cognitive factors, it attends most importantly to

psychological factors under the broad rubric of ‘‘prospect theory’’*
treating human ‘‘psychologic’’ as including heuristics that interfere in

perhaps irremediable ways with exploitation of counterfactual thinking

via Bayesian logic.

Finally, Unmaking the West (2006) is an edited volume of essays by

historians who offer and evaluate counterfactuals bearing on the question

of whether we should view the actual, historical rise of the West as

possible but a priori implausible, plausible but a priori improbable,

probable but a priori not inevitable, or inevitable. In Tetlock’s (co-

authored) essays discussing the studies reported in the volume, his

frustrations with counterfactual thinking*arising from methodological,

ontological, cognitive, political, and psychological sources*are so great

that he seems almost ready to throw up his hands at the project of

substantially improving experts’ use of information that runs contrary to

their preconceptions, even while acknowledging the risk of occupying a

position that he senses is uncomfortably close to the epistemological

abyss.

In the trajectory of the specific questions posed in these works and in

the results reported, one can detect a somewhat painful process of

learning about how difficult it is to conduct counterfactual analysis

rigorously. The decade of work begins with a methodological focus,

with Tetlock and his collaborators seeking to improve social-science
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practice by developing sensible rules of thumb for learning from

counterfactuals in the face of the ‘‘ontological’’ reality that only one

historical path can actually be observed. In other words, the only control

groups we have for the history of a large social or political formation are

comprised of elements produced by human imagination. But the

contributors to the Tetlock and Belkin volume were far from convinced

by the argument advanced by the editors. Perhaps in response to the

arguments and disagreements provoked in this volume, Tetlock’s

subsequent work has examined the obstacles experts face in producing

sensible, scientifically grounded methods, beginning with political or

ideological impediments and moving on to cognitive and psychological

barriers.

Throughout this body of work Tetlock has brilliantly utilized

experimental techniques to advance our understanding of the limits of

the ‘‘Homo scientificus’’ model of human beings, including expert human

beings. However, I will also suggest that theory-driven experimentation

with computer-assisted agent-based models presents exciting opportu-

nities to satisfy some of Tetlock’s most serious concerns. This is an

approach acknowledged in his 1996 volume, but its implications and

significance have gone largely unnoticed in his larger research program.

Criteria for Methodological Rigor

In 1996 Tetlock and Belkin explored difficulties that counterfactual

methodology pose for a variety of approaches to world politics:

idiographic/discursive, statistical, rationalist, and computational. Any

research approach needs clarity, parsimony, and theoretical explicitness,

but counterfactual analysis requires additional criteria, particularly

cotenability and projectability.

Cotenability, Tetlock and Belkin (1996b, 18) explained, is the

requirement to ‘‘specify connecting principles that link the antecedent

[what is imagined to have been different in the counterfactual] with the

consequent [the putative result of the change in the antecedent]. . . that

are cotenable [consistent] with each other and with the antecedent.’’

Projectability, offered as a distinct criterion, is closely related to

cotenability. A finding, or a claim, is projectable if it applies beyond a

single case; theoretical work is limited if it bears on only one specific

outcome. Projectability is the ‘‘ability to predict what will happen in
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new, hitherto unobserved cases. The same causal principles that allow us

to retrodict the past should allow us to predict the future’’ (ibid.,

30!31).1 Citing Nelson Goodman’s work, Tetlock and Belkin (ibid.)

describe a theory that results in claims that have projectability as the ‘‘acid

test of scientific legitimacy.’’ In other words, projectability means that

accurate claims or predictions arising from counterfactual analysis must

be advanced as claims about patterns, not points, so that they are

cotenable, as it were, with patterns of historical or future outcomes.

Most of the contributors to the Tetlock and Belkin volume respond in

one of three ways to the challenge of cotenability in counterfactual

analysis. Some contributors, especially James Fearon, Ned Lebow and

Janice Stein, and Robert Jervis, find this criterion so daunting that they

urge political scientists to abandon, or to impose severe limitations on,

counterfactual analysis. These analysts emphasize the intractable difficulty

of knowing, beyond very immediate consequences and causes, the

relationship of counterfactual antecedents to consequents, as well as the

difficulty of selecting, out of the contextual or background antecedents,

which antecedent would have had to have been different for the

counterfactual consequent to have occurred.2 On the other side of the

argument, Edgar Kiser and Margaret Levi, Barry Weingast, and Steven

Weber, who endorse counterfactual thinking for different purposes

either by judging as less daunting the problems establishing cotenability

that Fearon, Lebow and Stein, and Jervis emphasize, as per Kiser and

Levi and Weingast, or, as per Weber, despite the difficulties involved.

A third group of contributors, representing discursive-idiographic,

game-theoretic, and computational approaches, accept the cotenability

criterion as a standard, believe their techniques of counterfactual analysis

abide by this standard, and (at least partly as a consequence) produce

useful results. These contributors include George Breslauer, Yuen Foong

Khong, Lars-Erik Cederman, Mark Turner, and Tetlock and Belkin

themselves.

Cederman’s computer simulation agent-based modeling chapter

embraced the methodological guidance offered by Tetlock and Belkin.

The significance of his contribution, along with the implications of the

failure of the editors to appreciate it, will be discussed below. What I

note here is that the large majority of the contributors to the 1996
volume actually rejected the overall position of the editors, a position

based on two premises: (1) The social world is complex but not so

densely populated by chaotic relationships (butterfly effects) as to make
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causal theories engaging that complexity impossible; and (2) workable
rules for generating and evaluating counterfactuals should play a crucial

role in the search for explanations and reliable forecasts.

Fearon, Lebow, Stein, and Jervis rejected the first proposition. They

portrayed a political world so informed by complexity and ‘‘strong

chaos’’ effects that projections of causal chains inevitably fail to

correspond to outcomes. Accordingly, they also rejected the second

proposition, which makes sense only if the social world, albeit complex,

is imagined as analytically tractable. In other words, since theoretical

social science cannot successfully treat the complexity of the real world,

then there is no basis for improving our treatment of counterfactuals by

sharpening our methods. On the other hand, Edgar Kiser and Margaret

Levi, Barry Weingast, and Steven Weber also reject the first proposition,

but embrace counterfactual reasoning either by substituting a ‘‘simple’’

game-theoretic world for the actual world, in which case the second

proposition can be accepted (Kiser, Levi, Weingast); or by rejecting the

second proposition in favor of purely speculative and ‘‘thought

expanding’’ exercises in scenario-building (Weber).3

Ideological Thinking and Counterfactuals

In light of the reaction of most of the volume’s contributors to the

methodological approach to counterfactuals that formed the basis of the

work, it is understandable that in followup research, including the 1999
article I consider next, Tetlock shifted his focus. Instead of seeking to

improve experts’ use of counterfactuals for understanding the social

world, much of his subsequent work in this area has focused on

understanding how experts behave and how they respond to counter-

factual reasoning and counterfactual information. The driving question

in these studies is to identify the conditions, one might say pathologies,

that interfere with the ability of thoughtful people, including experts in

the domain of world affairs, from behaving according to Bayesian norms

for rational updating. Abiding by these norms is crucial for the Homo

scientificus model of man that underlies the recommendations for

systematic use of counterfactuals offered by Tetlock and Belkin in 1996.
In ‘‘Theory Based Reasoning,’’ Tetlock sought to test the ‘‘cognitivist

consensus’’ that heuristics trump Bayesian rationality by taking experi-

mentation out of the laboratory, where highly charged prompts might
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amplify the effect of heuristic biases on impressionable college sopho-

mores. Instead he investigated the behavior of trained experts in response

to counterfactual histories and to their own production of counter-

factuals. In distinct experiments, Tetlock asked 52 specialists on the

former Soviet Union and 25 experts on South Africa to rate the

plausibility of counterfactual alternatives to actual outcomes at key points

in the histories of those two countries. In a separate experiment, domain

experts were asked to revisit and discuss predictions they had made five

years before that had turned out to be incorrect. In other words, these

experts were asked to comment on their own counterfactuals.

Overall his findings are typical of those produced within the

prospect-theory research program: that is, that experts use simple rules

of thumb as well as ingrained heuristics; they are inclined to protect

themselves against loss of face rather than learning from errors; and they

use politically grounded shortcuts instead of Bayesian norms. Indeed, it

is striking how resistant experts were to the kind of Bayesianism

implicit in Tetlock and Belkin’s methodological advice for improving

counterfactual thinking. Although the experiments did not show that

the deep structure of thinking styles by ‘‘conservatives’’ versus ‘‘liberals’’

had any effect, they strongly suggested that concrete political sympathies

led experts to dismiss counterfactuals that ran contrary to their

sympathies, even as they embraced counterfactuals, or protected them

from critical scrutiny, if they were in line with pre-existing political

sympathies.

Tellingly, Tetlock also found that even in the midst of rejecting

counterfactuals as unrealistic or immaterial, experts regularly resort to

second-order counterfactuals of their own making to see the historical

narrative as returning to the track they had predicted or that they

preferred. This finding has potent implications for the positions of those

authors in the Tetlock and Belkin volume who rejected counterfactual

reasoning. It also reinforced Tetlock’s shift of focus from methodological

rules of thumb for improving counterfactual thinking toward under-

standing the way that thinking styles, motivated by ideological or

theoretical predilections, shape expert use of counterfactuals regardless of

methodological warrants or commitments. His most nuanced finding in

this paper pertains to a dichotomous thinking-style variable established as

a dependent variable in a study published in 1998. In that paper Tetlock

corroborated work by others that found a tendency for
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theory-driven forms of thinking . . . [to] dominate judgments of ante-
cedent-consequent linkages (assuming x took this form, then y would
have occurred); [while] more data-driven forms of thinking . . . dominate
judgments of the plausibility of supposing that antecedent historical
conditions could have taken on forms different from those they took on in
this world. (Tetlock 1999, 338, citing Tetlock 1998)

In his 1999 article Tetlock characterizes ‘‘the key question’’ in the first

study reported as not to discover how to profit more from counterfactual

thinking, but to know ‘‘the extent to which counterfactual reasoning

about major historical events is theory-driven (predictable from abstract

preconceptions) as opposed to data-driven (constrained by the peculiar

‘‘fact situation’’ of each historical episode)’’ (Tetlock 1999, 336). Thus
‘‘cognitive style,’’ rather than appropriate method, came to occupy the

center of Tetlock’s analytic attention. He found that experts are inclined

to apply theoretical reasoning to generate or evaluate counterfactuals

about the consequences of hypothetically stipulated differences in

antecedent conditions. However, when asked to evaluate the counter-

factually distinct antecedent conditions themselves, they appeal to the

peculiar facts of the case rather than to overarching theory.

This fundamental distinction*between nomothetically animated

thinking styles and idiographically animated thinking styles*emerged

as the foundation for much of Tetlock’s subsequent work in this area.

In 2001, Tetlock and co-author Ned Lebow (2001, 842) relabeled this

distinction with at least four synonymous pairs of terms for ‘‘modes of

information processing’’: ‘‘generalizers’’ vs. ‘‘particularizers,’’ ‘‘hedgehogs’’

vs. ‘‘foxes,’’ ‘‘close-mindedness vs. open-mindedness,’’ and ‘‘theory-driven’’

vs. ‘‘imagination-driven.’’ The master question guiding the study was,

‘‘How can we avoid becoming prisoners of our misconceptions?’’ (ibid.,

834). The hope*the hypothesis*was that encouraging, if not forcing,

experts to engage in counterfactual thinking would diminish their

disinclination to learn from errors or to avoid gross overcommitments to

unwarranted beliefs. We see in this approach more evidence of the shift in

Tetlock’s thinking about counterfactuals from the work done with Belkin

in 1996. Apparently discouraged from promoting methodological best

practices for learning logically and systematically from counterfactual

analysis, his objective here was to begin with the assumption that experts

depart from Bayesian rationality, and then to use counterfactual exercises

to identify patterns in these departures and, perhaps, learn how such
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exercises might mitigate propensities to err associated with non-Bayesian

heuristics and psychologics.

Tetlock and Lebow’s 2001 paper reports the results of a series of

experiments in which the authors expose military historians and political

scientists specializing in international politics and war to counterfactual

accounts of important and familiar events, such as the Cuban Missile

Crisis, the outbreak of World War I, the defeat of Nazi Germany, the

origins of the Cold War, and the ‘‘rise of the West.’’ Prior to these

exercises, they categorized the experts according to how strongly they

viewed standard ‘‘neo-realist’’ or ‘‘balance of power’’ theories as master

accounts of international relations, and with respect to their ‘‘need for

explanatory closure.’’ Subjects in treatment groups were engaged in

moderate or intensive consideration of counterfactual histories (for

example, trajectories of the Cuban Missile Crisis that did not occur but

that might well be imagined as having occurred). Subjects were then

compared with respect to how they responded to these new counter-

factuals, and with respect to how exposure to those counterfactuals

affected their own subsequent characterization of the rate with which

actual outcomes became inevitable and alternative outcomes became

impossible.

The pattern of the findings in this study is complex and in some

respects inconclusive. The authors report that experts with pre-existing

cognitive commitments to ‘‘covering-law’’ explanations (where experts

believe that certain abstract principles provide consistent and satisfying

causal accounts of international outcomes), as well as experts who seem

relatively intolerant of ambiguity and strive hard for cognitive closure,

were more resistant to counterfactuals than those who did not score

highly on these two measures. They also emphasize that, across the

board, engagement with counterfactuals led experts to increase their

assessment of the probability of events that did not actually occur, even

to the extent of producing a sum of probabilities greater than 100
percent. The most potent finding, however, was that as salutary as

counterfactual thinking may be for opening the minds of experts drawn

prematurely to firm conclusions, it was as dangerous for the open-

minded because of the seductiveness with which the vivid but irrelevant

and logically uninstructive details involved in those accounts encouraged

unwarranted commitments to their plausibility or even probability.4

These two counterposed findings led the authors to cast doubt on the

commitment to the positivist or neo-positivist methodology espoused in
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the Tetlock and Belkin volume, concluding this study on a skepticist

note, viz. that there is an ‘‘inescapable trade-off between being close-

minded but logically coherent or open-minded but logically incoherent’’

(Tetlock and Lebow 2001, 830).5

The advice offered by Tetlock and Lebow (2001, 843) to policy-

makers and analysts, and to those pondering their putative wisdom about

alternative/counterfactual futures, is not to rely on good theory, or good

methods, but on ‘‘good judgment.’’ The echo of Aristotle here should

not be considered coincidental, since in that tradition ‘‘good judgment’’

is a capacity not reducible to laws or valid theories. In that context it is

also no coincidence that Tetlock’s next and by far most influential

contribution to the literature on counterfactual thinking was his 2005
multiple-prize-winning book, Expert Political Judgment (EPJ).

Expert Political Judgment

Tetlock’s explicit purpose in EPJ is to incentivize pundits, and other

prognosticators who have the attention of the public, to acquire the

‘‘good judgment’’ necessary to distinguish reasonable from unreasonable

counterfactuals, and to distinguish reasonable from unreasonable infer-

ences from counterfactual thought experiments. Sewn together in a

volume of extraordinary power and depth, the separate studies produced

by Tetlock’s research program establish the framework for posing the

problem in this way. Significantly, the chapters exploit, expand, and gloss

the results of work on counterfactuals by Tetlock and his collaborators

since the 1996 Tetlock and Belkin volume. In other words, in EPJ the

challenge is not to identify ‘‘best practices’’ for establishing ‘‘sound

counterfactuals,’’ but to reduce, without eliminating, expectations that

scientific norms will improve the production and evaluation of public

policy.

The main argument of the book can be summarized as follows.

Expertise matters very little for improving the accuracy of predictions by

particular experts who, by many key measures, hardly do better than

dart-throwing chimpanzees. By contrast, statistical models and extra-

polation techniques from historical baselines, neither of which entail

substantive understanding or theory, do much better at this task than the

chimps*and the experts. On the other hand, averages of expert

predictions do dominate individual expert forecasting accuracy. Tetlock
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also finds that experts and decision makers are generally so interested in

finding true positives that relatively high rates of false positives and false

negatives are deemed acceptable. This provides a basis for continued

interest in how to harness experts’ knowledge by holding them

accountable and encouraging them to think in disciplined counterfactual

terms. The experts’ success rates and reactions to the failure of their

predictions show that cognitive style (‘‘hedgehogs’’ vs. ‘‘foxes’’) matters a

great deal. On almost all measures foxes outperform hedgehogs, not only

in terms of the accuracy of forecasts but in the extent to which they use

counterfactuals to learn from error.6

In EPJ Tetlock’s analysis of the sources of poor expert performance

extends beyond political sympathies, ideological postures, or cognitive

styles.7 From the beginning of his consideration of counterfactual

reasoning, Tetlock has recognized the intrinsically difficult problem of

learning about general laws from a single set of historical events. In EPJ

he refers to this problem as stemming from ‘‘the ontological inadequacies

of history as a teacher’’ (Tetlock 2005, 161). If in the 1996 volume he

emphasized methodological strategies for becoming better students of an

admittedly poor teacher, in EPJ he discounted the importance of such

strategies in view of ‘‘our psychological inadequacies as pupils’’ and

wondered if it ‘‘begins to look impossible to learn anything from history

that we were not previously predisposed to learn’’ (ibid.). The

pathologies he identifies as accounting for most of the disappointing

behavior of experts are deeper aspects of human psychology than his

earlier work had emphasized: human psychologics that produce or

accentuate methodological errors or that favor certain (distortive)

heuristics over others.

This line of analysis is evident in Tetlock’s explanation of why

hedgehogs score lower on most of his metrics than do foxes. It is not

because of an intrinsic error associated with attachment to an ex ante

theory (which after all is a legitimate aspect of any neo-positivist science),

but to the greater vulnerability of hedgehogs to three well-documented

human tendencies that distort (Bayesian) processing of information:

hindsight bias, the fundamental attribution error, and cognitive con-

servatism.8 Hindsight bias is the powerful inclination for humans to treat

what they believe to have actually happened as more probable to have

occurred than it was prior to the fact. Hindsight bias tends to undermine

the credibility of even the most reasonable and minimalist of counter-

factuals. While Tetlock (2005, 37) argues that counterfactual exercises
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can ‘‘check our susceptibility to hindsight bias,’’ the salutary effects of

these exercises have relatively little impact on hedgehogs compared to

foxes because of the rapidity and firmness with which hedgehogs

assimilate information in tension with their priors, as if it were consistent

with them.

People manage to convince themselves, sometimes within milliseconds,
that they knew it all along. This explanation [that unconscious and
immediate cognitive processing tends to render observed outcomes
consistent with what it was that was thought would occur] dovetails
nicely with the greater propensity of hedgehogs to exhibit [hindsight bias].
Hedgehogs should place a higher value on cognitive continuity, on
minimizing gaps between their current and past opinions. Hedgehogs
should thus be more predisposed*by dint of their cognitive and
emotional makeup*to assimilate outcomes, as soon as they become
known, in terms of their favorite explanatory categories. (Ibid., 139!40)

The fundamental attribution error entails assigning undesired out-

comes (including erroneous predictions) to exogenous factors (unusual

‘‘task difficulty, unfair testing conditions, or bad luck’’) while attributing

desired outcomes (including correct forecasts) to the validity of one’s

own theory or analysis or the ‘‘shrewdness of one’s opinions’’ (Tetlock

2005, 128). Among the experts studied by Tetlock, hedgehogs indulge in

this behavior significantly more extravagantly than foxes. Hedgehogs also

display a more intense ‘‘cognitive conservatism’’ than foxes; indeed, it is

almost a defining characteristic of hedgehogs. Cognitive conservatism

refers to what Tetlock (ibid.) calls the basic ‘‘reluctance of human beings

to admit mistakes and update beliefs.’’ Cognitive conservatism exerts

such a strong influence on hedgehogs that, although they are otherwise

resistant to counterfactual thinking because of its tendency to highlight

the arbitrariness or contingency of accurate forecasts, hedgehogs embrace

counterfactuals, even unsound ones, if doing so can help protect

preconceptions from contrary data. In this way ‘‘counterfactual history,’’

writes Tetlock (ibid., 131), ‘‘becomes a convenient graveyard for burying

embarrassing conditional forecasts.’’

In EPJ’s final chapter Tetlock attends explicitly to the epistemological

implications of the pattern of his findings. Since history cannot be

repeated, counterfactuals are necessary for causal inference and accurate

forecasting.The fact that even experts are susceptible to crippling

psychologics makes it difficult or even impossible to distinguish sound
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from unsound counterfactuals or to responsibly evaluate ex ante beliefs

about causality or causal inferences. Tetlock measures four epistemolo-

gial positions against these conclusions. His technique for doing so is to

present a dialogue among the four: the hardline neopositivist, the

moderate neopositivist, the reasonable relativist, and the unrelenting

relativist. Instructively, it is only the unrelenting relativist who discusses

the goal of the book*enhancing capacities for ‘‘good judgment’’* but

his conclusion is that such a goal is itself a snare and a delusion (Tetlock

2005, 221 and 227).
At the end of the book Tetlock (2005, 229) acknowledges uncertainty

as to whether he is an ‘‘epistemologically liberal neopositivist’’ or an

‘‘epistemologically conservative relativist.’’ Indeed, the only evidence

that Tetlock still identifies with the methodological goals set out in his

1996 study of counterfactuals in world politics is the rigor of the methods

he uses and reports in EPJ, and his own apparent ability to change his

mind as a result of his research.

Unmaking the West

The last of Tetlock’s contributions to research on counterfactuals to be

considered in this essay is the volume Unmaking the West: ‘‘What-If?’’

Scenarios that Rewrite World History (2006), which Tetlock edited with

Richard Ned Lebow and Geoffrey Parker. The book includes

introductory and concluding chapters by Tetlock and Parker. Although

this work was published most recently, it is apparent from references in

the articles and books discussed above that Tetlock and his collaborators

were in contact with at least a large subset of the contributors for many

years and have used their thoughts on the rise of the West (contingent or

inevitable?) to inform much of their thinking.

In this volume Tetlock continues to retreat from the project of

improving social science by designing best practices for the identification

and use of sound counterfactuals. In some respects it represents a

substantial abandonment of key elements in the original research

program.

The volume is structured as an opportunity for historians with

different points of view and substantive specializations to produce

accounts of historical trajectories that differ from the actual trajectory

that (it is believed) human beings have traced in recent centuries. The
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key aspect of that trajectory is figured as the ‘‘rise of the West’’ as the

technologically, economically, politically, and militarily dominant region

in the world, and the extension of that supremacy into the contemporary

period. The purpose of the volume is to challenge historians, such as

E. H. Carr, who imagined their task as identifying ‘‘why events had to

take the path they did [and] to explain why ex post facto no other path was

possible’’ (Tetlock and Parker 2006b, 30). In their introduction, Tetlock

and Parker explicitly characterize Carr’s conception of the historian’s task

as a flagrant example of ‘‘hindsight bias.’’ Indeed the entire volume is

imagined as an exercise in combating hindsight bias. Drawing on the

basic tropes of prospect theory, the editors encourage their con-

tributors*trained historians*to shift their definition of historical

problems. Instead of framing a question in a typical, Carr-like manner,

with a ‘‘factual frame,’’ each contributor was challenged to frame his or

her question about the rise or sustained dominance of the West

counterfactually. ‘‘Factual framing’’ asks why a particular event occurred.

Framing the question ‘‘counterfactually’’ asks why alternatives failed to

occur (ibid., 23).
Note the absence here of any focus on how to bring the behavior of

historians or other experts more in line with Bayesian norms of error

correction and learning. Nor, as is apparent from the concluding chapter

by Tetlock and Parker, do the authors imagine that their elaborate

exercise has actually led to better answers to the question of why

the West rose, and why it maintained its supremacy, than were available

before. Rather, the success they identify in the volume is to have

replaced images of the rise of the West as a single narrative. Instead of

history as a series of episodes flowing in perfectly understandable if not

inevitable fashion from preceding circumstances, they claim, almost

tritely, that the combined effect of the chapters in this volume

revealed the extreme complexity of the process we call the rise of the
West. It involved the coming together of a large number of changes and
processes in Western and global history that jointly produced the modern
world . . . [making] us appreciate the multitude of paths that led into this
world. (Tetlock and Parker 2006c, 389)

As Tetlock’s objective in EPJ shifted from achieving better under-

standing of the world via counterfactual reasoning to better under-

standing of experts; so, too, in this volume his focus shifts heavily: away

from interest in the substantive question of the rise of the West and
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toward the behavior of historians and the extent to which counterfactual

exercises weaken the pathological effects of hindsight bias. In EPJ

Tetlock concluded, as noted above, by exhorting experts to develop

‘‘good judgment’’ without explaining a method for doing so. In UTW,

Tetlock and his collaborators offer an even weaker conclusion. There is

no exhortation to historians to develop the ‘‘good judgment’’ that would

allow them to distinguish which factual or counterfactual frames to use in

a given circumstance; there is only a plea to be aware that the history

they believe as actual was not inevitably so (Tetlock and Parker 2006c,
366, 389).

Many of the contributions in this volume are fascinating and erudite.

A few chapters reveal the authors to command a sophisticated sense of

the implications of thinking about historical outcomes with the

distributional and probabilistic perspective appropriately associated with

thinking about the future.9 But some contributions adhere so powerfully

to the political and analytic preconceptions of the authors to buttress

judgments that history ‘‘had’’ to be the way it was, eventually; or that a

favorite person, event, or contingency was entirely responsible for all that

subsequently occurred; as to corroborate Tetlock’s findings that

psychologic usually trumps methodology.10 Fortunately, the collection

includes valuable comments by historians that correct or at least

counterbalance the extravagant tendencies of some of their colleagues

to exercise their imagination brilliantly, but not in close conformity to

the gentle methodological guidance offered by the editors.11

Saving Tetlock’s Ambition from His Findings

In the body of work covered in this essay, Tetlock regularly invokes the

point made most memorably by Stephen J. Gould: that if only the ‘‘tape

of history’’ could be replayed with slight changes of our own choosing,

then vast opportunities for testing counterfactual claims about possible,

plausible, and probable worlds would be opened up (Tetlock and Belkin

1996a, 9; Tetlock 1999, 337, 343, 359; Tetlock and Lebow 2001, 840;
Tetlock 2005, 146; Tetlock, Lebow, and Parker 2006a, 3, 18, 283).
Instead, however, students of all historical sciences, including the social

sciences, are stuck with just one thread of actuality (however variously it

may be recorded and remembered).
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The fact that we have only one actual or observable history is what

Tetlock (1999, 337) refers to as the ontological basis for his judgment that

however poorly we behave as students, ‘‘history is a terrible teacher.’’

The thrust of his published work on this problem between 1999 and

2006 has been to maintain that in the face of this ‘‘ontological’’ obstacle,

and considering strong human psychologics that contradict Bayesian

rationality requirements, the elaborate guidelines promulgated in the

1996 volume with Belkin must be shelved. Instead of devising more

efficient rules for distinguishing sound from unsound counterfactuals,

Tetlock is satisfied (if grudgingly so) to praise ‘‘good judgment’’ (absent

advice for how that talent may acquired) to encourage experts to

appreciate that the world as it is is simply not the only way it could have

been, and to warn us to beware the seductive distortions of vivid and

detailed stories.

Yet Tetlock should not feel compelled to retreat so completely from

his 1996 ambitions. For there is a crucially important sense in which the

tape of history can be rerun. The requirements for this task are now

available: increasingly powerful social-science theories for constructing

models of important domains, and easily accessible computer simulation

programs for deploying those theories in fully transparent possible

worlds.12 By stochastically perturbing dynamic ‘‘runs’’ of theoretically

specified models, batches of possible worlds can be produced. Each

trajectory within such a batch is automatically and fully ‘‘cotenable’’ (to

invoke the single most important methodological rule offered by Tetlock

for evaluating counterfactuals) with the operationalized theories used to

build the model. Standard statistical operations can then be performed on

the populations of trajectories within one or more distributions

generated by experimentally coherent variations in theoretical claims,

weights of variables, parameter settings, or initial conditions.

The fact is that in 1999 Tetlock himself imagines this possibility, at

least in principle. In that article he extends Gould’s thought experiment

about rerunning the tape of history to show how the methodological

guidelines he had developed with Belkin in 1996 could be obviated by

social scientists seeking well-grounded and systematic opportunities to

evaluate counterfactuals. To do so, Tetlock draws explicitly on theories

of modal logic developed by philosophers of science. They depict an

actual world surrounded by large swarms of ‘‘accessible’’ but not actual

‘‘possible worlds.’’13 Using the theory of possible worlds, Tetlock

imagines that counterfactuals in the form of forecasts could be evaluated
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as ‘‘ ‘frequentist’ claims about the distribution of possible worlds in

repeated-simulation reruns of history’’ (Tetlock 1999, 360). This stance
opens up the distinct possibility that a prediction about the future could

be correct, in the sense that most of the possible outcomes are consistent

with it, even though in the ‘‘actual’’ future the predicted state of affairs

does not materialize.

Tetlock (1999, 360) imagines this procedure but then dismisses it for

essentially rhetorical reasons*‘‘People,’’ he says, ‘‘will tire of hearing

that the world they happen to inhabit is vanishingly improbable.’’ What

is a bit strange is that one of the most exciting contributions in the

Tetlock and Belkin volume was Lars-Erik Cederman’s chapter ‘‘Rerun-

ning History by Computer.’’ In that essay Cederman used just this

technique of generating distributions of trajectories out of treatment and

control conditions to test conflicting hypotheses about world politics.14

Specifically, he reported on research asking whether the ultra-stability of

the European power politics system (defined as regular and sustained

competition among a plurality, but not a very large plurality, of states)

should be considered as an automatic outcome of anarchic competition,

or whether the actual history we have observed was only one type that

we might have observed. Cederman’s essay is an exemplar of ensemble-

type agent-based modeling research*research focused on worlds that

are stylized for purposes of focusing on specific questions posed by

contending theories, much as a laboratory ‘‘stylizes’’ the world to achieve

an artificially but legibly simple world for evaluating theoretical claims.

Arguably, of all the chapters in the Tetlock and Belkin volume,

Cederman’s essay was the most consistent with the strictures for

generating and evaluating counterfactuals advanced by the editors. Yet

while it was referenced a dozen times throughout the volume, neither

the editors not the contributors responded to the opportunity Ceder-

man’s technique presented for addressing the deep methodological issues

raised.

To be sure, computer-assisted agent-based modeling simulation, as a

method for conducting social-science theory-driven research, is in an

‘‘adolescent’’ stage. It is no longer in its infancy, but it is still uneven in its

accomplishments, uncertain of its norms and capabilities, and more apt to

exaggerate or underestimate its potential than to offer a mature, balanced

assessment. Although numerous ‘‘abstraction’’ studies are available that

leverage the computer’s ability to display the results of immense numbers

of very simple interactions, as are a fair number of excellent ‘‘ensemble’’
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studies*using substantive theory to analyze generic problems in a virtual

laboratory*there is much to be done before multiple theories can be

used to ‘‘virtualize’’ specific problems of interest to scholars and policy

makers.15 But its potential is undeniable, especially for the kind of

problems facing Tetlock and others interested in grounding social science

in neo-positivist (by which I mean Lakatosian) methods.16

In the body of work reviewed in this essay it is easy to see the role that

even simple applications of this technology could play. Impossibility

claims can be challenged by showing futures arising from clear and

limited assumptions. Futures can be treated as close to impossible if they

cannot be observed, despite implementation of wide variation in

parameter settings and theoretical assumptions. Cognitive conservatism

can be mitigated by illustrating how much variation can be generated out

of the same basic theoretical position. Disputes over the decisiveness of

particular circumstances can be refereed by evaluating the ease with

which comparable futures can be generated by varying those circum-

stances. Possibility distributions generated from well-specified models

can act as pruning shears, yielding hypotheses to distinguish the plausible

from the possible and the probable from the plausible.

Philip Tetlock’s work has contributed brilliantly to our understanding

both of the importance of disciplined thinking about counterfactuals, and

the difficulties of doing so. The argument offered here is that although

Tetlock has shown how rare worlds are in which counterfactuals are

generated and used responsibly, that kind of world may be, in fact, much

more accessible than his recent work would lead us to believe.

NOTES

1. The same basic idea was advanced by Imre Lakatos (1970, 134) in his insistence

on the ‘‘prediction of new facts’’ as a crucial arbiter of good science.
2. Similar stances are taken by Bernhard Kittel (2005) and James Mahoney (2005).
3. For a detailed and critical analysis of the methodological approaches taken by

each of the contributors to the 1996 Tetlock and Belkin volume see Lustick

2006.
4. This is the ‘‘black swan’’ effect. See Nassim N. Taleb (2007). For this effect

Tetlock and Lebow cite Koehler 1991 and Tversky and Kahneman 1983.
5. The very last paragraph of the article adds considerably to the warrant for

interpreting the authors’ conclusions in this manner. In this passage the authors

contrast ‘‘positivism’’ (never distinguished from ‘‘science’’) with ‘‘constructi-
vism,’’ suggesting (oddly, in my view) that the latter is not or cannot itself be

‘‘positivist,’’ and at the same time promoting ‘‘constructivism’’ (stripped of any
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claim to objective theoretical content) as equally worthy of expert and scholarly

attention (Tetlock and Lebow 2001, 843).
6. The one area in which hedgehogs out-perform foxes is in their greater resistance

to warrantless commitments to counterfactuals rendered seductively vivid by

black swans (Tetlock 2005, 164!88).
7. Performance is imagined in Expert Political Judgment as measured by the standards

of Homo scientificus.
8. Each of these psychologics appear in previous work by Tetlock on counter-

factuals, but only in Expert Political Judgment do they begin to carry much, if not

most, of the explanatory burden.
9. In his contribution to Unmaking the West Joel Mokyr (2006, 277!322) explains

the West’s rise probabilistically on the basis of the early development of an

abstract theory-oriented scientific stance without ruling out Chinese industria-

lization primacy despite the absence of this dominant metaphysic in their

philosophical tradition. In another chapter Holger H. Herwig (2006, 323!60)
responsibly exploits Black Swan techniques of vivid evocation of counterfactuals

in service of a second order counterfactual to attain the minimalist objective of

combating hindsight bias. His argument is that there was not only one way

Hitler could have been defeated.
10. In his energetic chapter on Themistocles, Victor Davis Hanson (2006, 47!89)

embraces the great-man theory, conservative political principles, and a host

of convenient but implicit and unexamined theories to hang most of world

history on one man’s stratagem in the battle of Salamis. Carlos M. N. Eire (2006,
119!42) combines rabbit-out-of-the-hat theoretical claims with a series of

analogical assertions and ‘‘common sense’’ claims to attract support for a

spectacular Black Swan scenario*Jesus is not crucified, leading Constantine to

emerge as a Jewish Caesaro-Papist Emperor of a united Roman Europe.
11. In this regard see especially chapters in Unmaking the West by Barry Strauss (2006,

90!118), and Carla Gardina Pestana (2006, 197!202).
12. To be sure, these worlds are ‘‘virtual,’’ but it is profoundly important in this

context to keep in mind that all worlds constructed by scientists out of their

theories, models and assumptions, and whether in laboratories or not, are

‘‘virtual’’ realizations that are stylized, demarcated, and isolated enough from the

‘‘real world’’ to be systematically studied.
13. For a useful collection of opposing views by philosophers about how to think

coherently about ‘‘possible worlds’’ that are not actual, but do ‘‘exist,’’ see

Michael J. Loux (1979). While this work is an excellent introduction to the

dominant concerns of philosophers with respect to the terminological challenges

of using ‘‘actual’’ to mean something other than ‘‘existing,’’ the approach of

these scholars could itself have been greatly assisted had they imagined the use of

computer programs to generate virtual trajectories that do ‘‘exist’’ but are not

‘‘actual.’’
14. Tetlock and Belkin (1996b, 16) more or less dismiss Cederman’s work by

commenting that ‘‘a counterfactual grounded in an elegant computer simulation

might blow a gaping hole in an influential theoretical argument but tell us

precious little about the actual world it supposedly simulates.’’ This comment
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assumes what Tetlock elsewhere (where he explicitly espouses a Lakatosian

epistemological perspective) shows he understands to be impossible, i.e. a non-

theory laden understanding of ‘‘the actual world.’’ James Fearon’s essay in this

volume does discuss cellular automata (a form of agent-based modeling) but

suffers from grievous confusions about the technique, including conflation of

ambitions for point predictions with exploitation of variation in distributions of

outcomes for probability forecasts. See Lustick 2006.
15. See Lustick and Miodownik 2009.
16. For Tetlock’s own Lakatosianism see Tetlock 2005 (179n) and Tetlock 1999

(349).
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Frank C. Keil

WHEN AND WHY DO HEDGEHOGS AND

FOXES DIFFER?

ABSTRACT: Philip E. Tetlock’s finding that ‘‘hedgehog’’ experts (those with

one big theory) are worse predictors than ‘‘foxes’’ (those with multiple, less

comprehensive theories) offers fertile ground for future research. Are experts as

likely to exhibit hedgehog- or fox-like tendencies in areas that call for explanatory,

diagnostic, and skill-based expertise*as they did when Tetlock called on experts

to make predictions? Do particular domains of expertise curtail or encourage

different styles of expertise? Can we trace these different styles to childhood?

Finally, can we nudge hedgehogs to be more like foxes? Current research can only

grope at the answers to these questions, but they are essential to gauging the health

of expert political judgment.

In Expert Political Judgment (2005), Philip E. Tetlock identified two very

different ways of making political predictions. Across a wide swath of

political prediction tasks, he showed that in many cases ‘‘foxes’’*those

who don’t base their predictions on one principle, but instead use several

pieces of information even when they are somewhat contradictory*
tend to make more accurate predictions than do ‘‘hedgehogs’’*who

favor one big idea and use it with gusto and usually great confidence.

This fascinating dichotomy raises several provocative questions for

anyone concerned about the reliability of experts. Among these questions:

Is the fox/hedgehog dichotomy also applicable to non-predictive forms of
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expertise, such as expertise about how something works? Is the contrast

also evident in nonpolitical domains of expertise, or is it a manifestation of

the properties of only some domains of expertise? Canwe locate the source

of the different cognitive approaches taken by foxes and hedgehogs in

some aspect of cognitive development? Is the tendency to be a hedgehog

inextricably linked to illusions of insight and understanding? And given

that hedgehogs usually are less likely to make successful predictions than

foxes, are there ways to guide them to more foxlike behaviors?

Beyond Prediction: Feedback as an Aid to Diagnostic Expertise

Experts aren’t always valued for their alleged ability to make good

predictions. Sometimes they are asked to diagnose a problem in a system.

Other times they are asked to perform or demonstrate a skill to the

untutored. Finally, they are often asked to explain a system or

phenomenon, where the measure of success lies not in their predictive

powers but in their ability to weave together all the components in a

causally coherent and consistent manner (Thagard 2007). Do foxes and

hedgehogs populate these non-predictive areas of expertise?

Those who are expert in diagnosing a problem, such as doctors, car

mechanics, and many others, can be said to fall into two groups, similar

to Tetlock’s hedgehogs and foxes. It is possible to imagine, for instance, a

car mechanic who always tries to shoehorn a diagnosis into one kind of

causal chain, one key component, or one kind of system, such as trying

to explain most cases of rough car performance in terms of poor-quality

fuel, the fuel-injection system, or the valves. Such hedgehog theorizing

may likely be more common among novices, who simply don’t know

enough about alternative potential causes of a problem, than among

more experienced experts. But even an experienced expert may not be

not reflective enough to realize when he is overgeneralizing, or he may

tend to make snap decisions (Frederick 2005), which in turn biases him

toward focusing in on the same explanation time and time again. A

critical facet of most diagnostic situations, however, is that the expert can

find out within a relatively short period whether his diagnosis was correct

or not. In such situations the feedback is often frequent, relatively rapid,

and relatively unambiguous, which may perhaps reduce hedgehog

tendencies, whereas in the political arena feedback is often not
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immediate and is also murky enough to be prone to alternative

interpretations.

There are, of course, nonpolitical diagnostic situations in which the

feedback, while being clear and determinate, takes a long time to obtain

and may often not be worth the effort to verify. For example, diagnosing

that an aging patient is losing cognitive abilities because of Alzheimer’s as

opposed to other causes can take a long time to determine and may often

not be seen as worth pursuing. By contrast, diagnosing whether a

toothache is a result of an infected root can be linked to much quicker

and more accurate feedback.

Expert Performances

It is easy to imagine hedgehogs and foxes making an appearance, too, in

another non-predictive realm of expertise, that of skilled performance.

One person might try to always approach a problem in the same way,

whereas another might use a diverse array of strategies. One kind of

expert chef, for example, might make a complex dish in exactly the same

way and in the same order each time, whereas another chef might think

it critical to subtly modify the recipe and even the sequence of operations

as ingredients vary. More broadly, one can imagine someone who uses a

bag of tricks to solve a problem as opposed to another who, to paraphrase

Maslow, has only a hammer and sees everything as a nail. For example, a

hedgehog might be a wizard at using duct tape to solve an enormous

range of problems, from leaky boats to broken hula hoops to torn

luggage. In contrast, a fox might employ a different method for fixing

each of these problems. I suspect that, in the sphere of skilled expertise,

the two styles of expert*the expert who is more flexible and multi-

skilled, and the expert who has more rigid, fixed procedures*are

analogous to, respectively, the foxes and hedgehogs that Tetlock

describes. And there might a comparable outcome, namely that the

foxes tend to get better results.

In a similar vein, one can imagine two very different ways an expert

might demonstrate to a novice how to do a task. A hedgehog expert

might stress always approaching the task in the same way, while a fox

may stress being flexible and adjusting the technique one uses according

to context or as the task evolves over time. The critical question is
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whether hedgehogs would show the same biases in the area of skilled

performance as they do in political predictions.

Expert Explanations

Experts are often called upon to provide explanations of how something

works, or why it is the way it is. In contrast to diagnosing a problem, the

expert may be asked to focus on the system in its normal recurring state,

such as explaining the causes of the tides, how a television works, or why

most sports teams win more games at home. In such cases there may be

no prediction.

Whether or not one finds a dichotomy between foxes and hedgehogs

here may well depend on the kinds of explanations involved. Explana-

tions have a wide range of forms and functions (Keil 2006), and only

some types of explanation may tend to encourage the fox/hedgehog

divide. For example, where there is only one plausible mechanism in a

given domain, such that expertise consists of cumulative and detailed

knowledge about that mechanism (such as how the tides work), there

may not be any fox/hedgehog differences among different experts.

However, where the phenomenon to be explained*such as why sports

teams win more games at home*has several plausible explanations,

differences between foxes and hedgehogs may flourish. This may

especially be true when experts are called upon to explain unique

individuals or events, such as why a particular sports team lost a

championship series, as opposed to explaining whole systems. These

types of explanation, in which the data are open to numerous

interpretations, seem similar to the situation facing experts in the

political arena.

Different Types of Prediction

Just as there are different types of expertise, not all of which involve

prediction, so, too, are there different types of prediction.

Consider for example, weather forecasting. One can imagine an

expert who focuses heavily on one factor, such as barometric pressure or

typical weather at that time, location, and date. In contrast, another

expert might try to integrate as many different sources of information as
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possible. Conceivably, a hedgehog strategy that focused on the wrong

variable would be pruned out by negative feedback (Nickerson 1998),
leaving only successful hedgehogs with little need for any foxes. On the

other hand, in many forms of health care that do not lack for negative

feedback, foxes might thrive due to the large number of biological

differences among patients, leading to many different interpretations of

which factors are important. Similarly, those who predict horse races,

stock prices, or football-games might be pushed toward fox-like styles of

expertise. In all of these cases, unlike the political case, it be more

difficult to massage the feedback and convince oneself that one was partly

right (although sports fans often talk about near misses as a sign of their

success).

If so, then do situations that produce clear and dichotomous outcomes

diminish the presence of foxes and hedgehogs, as compared to situations

in which a wide variety of potential factors might all be plausibly used in

the prediction? Similarly, to what extent does the size and presence of

fox/hedgehog differences depend upon the frequency of, as well as the

length of the interval between, the expert’s prediction and the feedback

that confirms or disproves it? Perhaps in domains where the frequency of

tests is high and the feedback interval is low, the contrast between foxes

and hedgehogs will play a minor role.

It is worth emphasizing that domains vary not only in the frequency

of feedback and the interval of time before receiving it, but also in terms

of the number of possible variables that might cause the outcomes being

predicted*with potential variables ranging from a small set of discrete

elements, such as four to six, to hundreds of less-well defined ones.

However, it is not always true that a larger number of factors makes

predictions harder. For example, in attempting to predict whether a

particular bridge will collapse under the load of a twenty-ton truck, an

expert might consider a small set of variables: the truss design, the

fastener specifications, and the materials used. Solving this problem

might still be very complex because of the ways variables can interact.

The classical 3 and n-body problems in physics is an even more powerful

example. Here, trying to predict where just three (let alone more) bodies

in motion will be after a short interval can make for a computationally

intractable problem, even when the only factors influencing movement

are the masses of the bodies, their initial velocities, and the gravitational

forces between them.
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Separate from the difficulty of making accurate predictions is the

question of which types of predictive situation might cause experts to use

hedgehog mode more often*regardless of whether it is wise or not:

complex situations, even with a small number of variables; or situations

that are complex because of the sheer number of possible factors. Examples

of the latter type range from reasons for the stock market rising or falling

to reasons for a company’s success or failure to predictions about an

individual’s performance in a new job. I am inclined to think that the

sheer number of factors may matter more in determining whether an

expert will typically incline toward being a fox or a hedgehog, but that is

just a hunch.

Other aspects of a given domain might also increase or diminish the

relative prevalence of foxes and hedgehogs. These might include, first,

the relevance of various components of a domain in predicting or

explaining a phenomenon. In some domains, all experts will agree that all

components are clearly relevant even if they differ on exactly how they

all interact with each other, whereas in other domains the controversy is

about which factors matter at all. Next, domains may differ in whether

certain factors of that domain are dichotomous or graded in effects.

Another aspect to consider is whether the factors in a given domain are

important independently of one another, or whether they heavily

interact with each other in determining a given outcome. Finally,

some domains may have clearly discrete subcomponents, each with their

own rich causal processes, while other domains have simple unitary

causes. In this last case it may well be that the richer and more complex a

subcomponent is in its own right, the easier it is for a hedgehog to latch

onto it without being clearly contradicted. These and other possible

differences among domains raise intriguing research questions about

the various ways in which some domains might spawn hedgehogs while

others would strongly discourage such tendencies. Similarly, they raise

the question of whether aspects of various domains allow the same

person to be a strong hedgehog in one domain but constrain him from

being a hedgehog in a different domain.

How Foxes May Turn into Hedgehogs

Are hedgehogs and foxes born or bred? That is, do hedgehog and fox

tendencies emerge as cognitive styles that are apparent in young children,
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or do they only show up in adulthood? Apart from intra-individual

variations, is there a general developmental tendency towards either a

more hedgehoggy or foxy style of thinking in younger children?

The answers are not clear, in part because they depend on how these

two styles of thought might coincide with other cognitive differences.

Consider the provocative idea that young children might be more

fox-like than hedgehog-like. There is considerable evidence that young

children can be more holistic than analytic (Werner 1940), and that, at

least when categorizing and naming objects and phenomena, they will

often assign equal weight to a large number of variables rather than

zeroing in on just a few features that they see as defining (Keil 1989). The
shift from hedging one’s bets by embracing all typically occurring

features to a focus on just a few features that are seen as defining a

category represents the way that children naturally progress from

relatively little knowledge to expertise. Moreover, this shift is not acute

but gradual, and occurs at different points in development as a function

of particular domains. Would young children therefore be more likely to

holistically assess a large number of features to make predictions or offer

explanations?

We also know that young children can be more tolerant than adults of

contradictions and inconsistencies and have more difficulty seeing

circularities (Osherson and Markman 1975; Baum, Danovitch, and

Keil 2008). If a child hasn’t thought enough about a given domain to

have a well-worked-out explanatory or predictive theory, will she simply

weigh everything she knows holistically? In addition, young children

have often been observed to treat different dimensions of a problem as

integral, not separable (Smith and Kemler 1978). So it could be argued

that they would have more difficulty teasing out one single facet of a

problem as crucial.

Children’s holistic and integral forms of thinking do not necessarily

mean that children are always fox-like. In some domains, the simplicity

of focusing on a single feature might be so preferable to having to keep in

mind several dimensions at once that it wins out. We know, for example,

that when children attempt to predict when a balance beam with

different weights and different distances from the fulcrum will balance,

that they may first focus on a single dimension such as weight or height

while ignoring other ones, and only later bring in other dimensions

(Siegler 1976).
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Children are also prone to be more overconfident than adults about

what they know, or think they know (Mills and Keil 2004). They

overestimate their explanatory and predictive abilities as well as their

abilities to do simple things, such as recalling a set of items (Schneider

1999). Their overconfidence may arise from an inability to reflect

metacognitively on a problem and what the solution to it entails

(Schneider 2008), as well as from a general overoptimism about their

abilities (Lockhart, Chang, and Story 2002).
Of course, most children aren’t experts on much of anything, and it

may be that expertise itself results in the fox-hedgehog split. This

hypothesis can be tested, however, because in certain restricted domains,

children can become quite expert, such as having surprisingly sophisti-

cated knowledge of dinosaurs, their habitats, and their diets (Chi and

Koeske 1983). In such areas of expertise, are young children, compared

to adult experts, nonetheless more hedgehog or fox-like?

Studies on the developmental emergence of the split between foxes

and hedgehogs would be difficult to arrange because of the problems of

children’s limited expertise, but such studies might be invaluable to

understanding the foundational biases that set the ground for adults’

biases. One possible research question is whether children have an

increasing need for closure on problems, and, if so, whether this need

leads to hedgehog tendencies over time. One can further ask if, and to

what degree, early learning experiences influence the development of

children’s problem-solving strategies.

Illusions of Explanation and Understanding

All of us fall sway to illusions of explanatory depth and of understanding.

Illusions of explanatory depth (IOED) occur when people think they can

explain the workings of the world in far more detail than they really can

(Rozenblit and Keil 2002).
We are more likely to overestimate our explanatory abilities than our

abilities to perform procedures or to recall simple facts and narratives.

The realm of explanations is particularly conducive to overconfidence

for several reasons. First, most people are rarely asked to explain things in

detail, so they don’t have much experience with the challenges involved.

Second, when explaining how things work, we often have the object or

situation in front of us, giving us real-time explanatory cues that we
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conflate with more explanatory knowledge than we actually possess,

independent of the situation. Finally, it can be harder to have one’s

explanation disproven than to be corrected about a factual mistake or to

fail to execute a procedure properly.

Perhaps being a hedgehog is made possible by the IOED: Hedgehogs

may be more influenced than foxes by the seduction of explanations. But

it would useful to know the extent to which hedgehogs do labor under a

large IOED. In addition to being more confident about their predictions

than are foxes, is the disconnect between what they really know and

what they think they know larger than a fox’s disconnect? Does a

hedgehog think that his big idea has great depth and texture when in

fact, if probed, his big idea is shown to be little more than a simple,

potentially unsupportable rule? Is there a relationship between the

size of the IOED and a tendency to think one has a straightforward

big idea that can explain everything about the phenomenon of

interest?

Another illusion related to explanations is the illusion of insight

(Weisberg, Keil, Goodstein, Rawson, and Gray 2008). Sometimes a

concrete but irrelevant feature of an explanation can make one think one

has understood a phenomenon much better than one really has. Thus, in

one series of studies Weisberg et al. (ibid.) showed that while college

students could easily distinguish empty, circular explanations of psycho-

logical phenomena from non-circular ones, they largely lost that ability

when irrelevant neuro-imaging data were added. In that case, they

regarded both the circular and non-circular explanations as insightful. It

seemed that the mere presence of irrelevant neuro-imaging findings gave

people the illusion of insight. This illusion may arise from a feeling that

an explanation involving a simple, concrete piece of information (e.g., an

image of a physical region of the brain) is somehow much more

insightful than more abstract, relational psychological information.

Perhaps hedgehogs are especially vulnerable to such features of

explanations, even in domains where they have no expertise. It would

be helpful to examine whether hedgehogs are more likely than foxes to

seize on irrelevant but simple, clear, and concrete bits of information in

explaining phenomena outside their area of expertise. Future researchers

could conduct a series of studies analyzing what sort of information

people see as most insightful in hearing novel explanations, and then

seeing if they can map their findings onto Tetlock’s.
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Hedgehog Hunting

Although neither foxes nor hedgehogs do very well in Tetlock’s studies,

there is still a clear overall advantage to being a fox, as a fox is more likely

to produce accurate predictions and to know the likelihood of being

wrong. The question naturally arises as to what it would take to turn

hedgehogs into foxes.

There are clearly many external incentives for hedgehogs to exist.

They are better masters of the sound bites that the media craves, since it

is much easier for a hedgehog to neatly encapsulate an explanation with

one big memorable idea. Hedgehogs also radiate more confidence in

their opinions, making them more attractive commentators than those

who emphasize their uncertainty or insist on caveats. Despite all these

pro-hedgehog pressures, there may still be ways to shift some hedgehogs

to more fox-like views.

One technique may simply be to increase metacognitive awareness of

the task at hand and to encourage people to think about whether they are

incorporating all the relevant information. Standing back and asking why

one is excluding large swaths of information might make one rethink the

wisdom of one’s big idea. Running through a checklist that fostered

such metacognitions might gently nudge people away from hedgehog

styles before they press the last key to send their opinion out into the

world. It is striking how successful simple checklists can be (Gawande

2010).
A second intervention might be to ask hedgehogs to offer more and

more details supporting their big idea. In doing so, they may quickly

realize that their big idea often is more sound bite than substance. In

studies on the IOED, people become more modest about what they

really know when forced to supply detailed explanations (Rozenblit and

Keil 2002). One might also expose hedgehogs to experts with sharply

contradictory views in a domain where the hedgehogs have no great

intellectual investment. If both groups of experts are equally successful in

their predictions, the tie may suggest to hedgehogs that other views must

somehow be accommodated.

It might seem that there are certain areas where hedgehogs have great

virtues. For example, consider the determined scientist who, in a drive

for parsimony and elegance, breaks through a complicated system of

many small factors to find a simple, elegant explanation that pivots on

one key concept. The switch from Ptolemy’s epicycles to Kepler’s and
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Newton’s much simpler models of planetary motion is an example.

Similarly the fundamental dogma of molecular biology*that informa-

tion flows in one direction, from nucleic acids to proteins*could be

seen as a hedgehog-like triumph in the biological sciences, where a

massively cluttered set of accounts was swept away by one elegant idea.

It is not clear, however, how often such big ideas really do work in

the sciences as opposed to collections of less clear and partially

contradictory hunches (Dunbar 1995, 365!96). Even some of the

biggest ideas in the history of science, such as the central dogma of

molecular biology, have turned out be quite a bit more complicated and

messy than they first appeared (e.g. Barry 2007). Thus, even in the

natural sciences, hedgehog-like tendencies may end up distorting insights

as much as clarifying them.

In the end, the kinds of experts we choose to rely on and defer to may

depend on us as much as they depend on the alleged experts. All cultures

depend profoundly on divisions of labor and on the divisions of expertise

associated with those labors (Durkheim [1893] 1997). To benefit from

such expertise, members of a society should not only know which

experts to approach for which problems, but should also to know how to

choose among experts when they disagree. Tetlock’s work suggests that

confident, adamant experts should be regarded with some caution and

that those who are more tentative and equivocal might well be more

valuable. To the extent that the public is more informed about the real

complexity of problems, the more it might resist explanations that act as

if everything can be explained in one way. To the extent that the public

reads not just the sources that confirm their own biases, but a wider range

of opinions, it is likely to encounter equally successful but contradictory

positions and start to realize how elements of both might be at work.

When laypeople engage in such practices, they might actually start to

shape the behaviors of experts in ways that guide them to more

considered and nuanced opinions.
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Steve Fuller

THINKING THE UNTHINKABLE

AS A RADICAL SCIENTIFIC PROJECT

ABSTRACT: Philip Tetlock underestimates the import of his own Expert

Political Judgment. It is much more than a critical scientific evaluation of the

accuracy and consistency of political pundits. It also offers a blueprint for challenging

expertise more generally*in the name of scientific advancement. ‘‘Thinking the

unthinkable’’*a strategy Tetlock employs when he gets experts to consider

counterfactual scenarios that are far from their epistemic comfort zones*has had

explosive consequences historically for both knowledge and morality by extending

our sense of what is possible. Thinking the unthinkable might also put into

question contemporary assumptions about the legitimacy of science.

One of Philip Tetlock’s more bracing studies of counterfactual reasoning

in political judgment concerns what he calls ‘‘thinking the unthinkable’’

(Tetlock 2003), recalling the title of Herman Kahn’s notorious 1962
book about our prospects of surviving a limited nuclear war. In what

follows, I shall explore the significance of ‘‘thinking the unthinkable’’ for

the study of expertise*in short, studying what happens when experts

and lay people are persuaded to consider possibilities whose realization

they would normally oppose, perhaps even in principle.

Before turning to my own examples, I shall focus on Tetlock’s Expert

Political Judgment (2005), which is mostly a scientific study of political

experts’ judgment. The import of the study, which systematically
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undermines the time-honored distinction between ‘‘political judgment’’

and ‘‘political science,’’ is generalizable across many fields that claim to

uphold a sharp divide between the experienced practitioner and the

theoretically informed scientist. In Tetlock’s hands, the scientist appears

to come out the stronger party, although, so I shall argue, at the cost of

assuming some responsibility for the fate of the practices he has

experimentally disrupted. This point is more of a challenge brought

forth by Tetlock’s work than a criticism of it, which I strongly support.

To be sure, the distinction between political judgment and political

science has been drawn at different times, on different grounds, and to

different effect. For example, Plato’s ‘‘political science’’ might be read as

aiming to transcend the volatility of opinion in which Aristotle’s

conception of ‘‘political judgment’’ later swam. Arguably, Aristotle

considered this volatility a virtue, given the value he placed on rhetoric.

However, as the academic discipline called ‘‘political science’’ emerged

in the twentieth century, self-consciously modeling itself on the methods

of the natural sciences, ‘‘political judgment’’ became increasingly

consigned to that amalgam of tradition-cum-personal experience that

has been often mystified as ‘‘tacit knowledge’’ (e.g., Polanyi 1957).
‘‘Political judgment’’ in this sense was supposedly not limited to

practicing politicians, but was also possessed by political commentators,

or ‘‘pundits,’’ whose stock in trade is to predict phenomena ranging from

emerging trends to election outcomes. While Tetlock’s official target is

punditry, his systematically analytic approach to politics in aid of a

nomothetic perspective casts substantial doubt on whether even

politicians know more about policy-making than political scientists.

Indeed, Tetlock presumes that ‘‘political judgment’’ in some normatively

desirable sense is ultimately a species of applied political science, in that

politicians and political scientists are engaged in the same sorts of

cognitive processes (including biases), albeit subject to rather different

time and resource constraints.

Predictions and their Pathologies

Let us start by stepping back and asking a basic question: Why is

prediction an epistemically significant activity at all? No one doubts that

it is fun, and sometimes lucrative, to forecast the winners of games and

elections and to place bets at a casino or invest in the stock market. But
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beyond the entertainment value*the long-term psychological effects of

which should not be underestimated*predictions serve three epistemic

functions.

First, they force us to simulate a state of the actual world, typically one

located in the future. This goes against the grain of how we normally

register things, namely, as possibilities that are realized to varying degrees

as we move through space and time, responding to external cues: hence

the fluidity of our memory and imagination.1 For the predictor, this

fluidity becomes the source of fallibility.

Second, predictions are not only about the actual world but also are in

it. They are public events that cannot accommodate the full range of

worldviews that people normally carry around in their heads, which are

easily adjusted in the face of events in which they have no personal

investment. But predictions demand just such investments and hence, in

the face of failure, potentially exact unwelcomed costs.

Third, precisely because predictions are public events experienced by

predictors and their audiences, preparations of various sorts can be made

in the time leading up to a prediction’s outcome. Although professional

predictors are loath to admit it, predictions may even be said to license, if

not authorize these activities. Together they trigger a society’s cognitive

immune system, so to speak. Here we enter the realm of self-fulfilling

and self-defeating prophecies*but equally the space for radically revising

one’s worldview while still appearing rational, the mark of a theory’s

falsifiability that Karl Popper deemed to be the cornerstone of the

scientific method.

Now let us develop an implicit distinction in Tetlock’s discussion of

failed predictions: ‘‘almost right (but wrong)’’ predictions versus predic-

tions that were ‘‘almost wrong (but right).’’ Tetlock tends to treat the

former as self-justifying defensive responses to predictive failure. At the

same time, he seems to regard the latter as the presumptive epistemic

state of most predictive successes. In other words, Tetlock holds all

political predictors guilty of systemic error, until proven otherwise.

It is easy to appreciate his suspicion, mainly because by playing on the

ambiguous epistemic space between ‘‘almost right’’ and ‘‘almost wrong,’’

it is easy to leave the impression that one is exactly right. I tested this

hypothesis against one of the best publicized ‘‘successful’’ social-scientific

predictions of recent times, namely, the collapse of the Soviet Union,

made in 1978 by the distinguished U.S. sociologist Randall Collins

(1995). On closer inspection, the prediction turns out to be both ‘‘almost
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right’’ and ‘‘almost wrong’’ but in any case, not exactly right. While

Collins’s general theoretical model was vindicated, in that he predicted

that the tipping point would come from social movements mobilizing

around dissenting elites, it failed to assign a specific role to the media in

expediting this mobilization. Thus, a process that (on the basis of past

revolutions) Collins had predicted would take 30-50 years ended up

happening in a little more than a decade.

Chapter One of Expert Political Judgment provides a set of compelling

reasons for not trusting correct predictions. After all, anyone who predicts

regularly is bound to hit a few targets*and if you predict the same target

long enough, you are bound to hit that one. In these cases, one should be

looking for the predictor’s success/failure ratio. There is also the

methodological problem of deciding exactly what had been predicted

and whether it actually occurred. Unless one is predicting a specific

outcome in an independently determined process, such as an election

result, one may be faced with a hopelessly moving target, as predictors

rationally reconstruct both their initial and final knowledge states.

Finally, and perhaps most interestingly, Tetlock suggests that successful

predictions may be based on normatively dubious forms of knowledge

that involve insider information, torture and coercion, or models of the

human condition based on deep-seated ‘‘irrational’’ tendencies that we

might be otherwise wish to minimize or eliminate in the future.

Tetlock’s gold standard of political judgment combines the two

leading philosophical theories of truth, correspondence and coherence.

Thus, one should predict the right outcome and for the right reasons. On

the one hand, the predictor must do better than being ‘‘right but almost

wrong,’’ in that she must have a coherent causal account of why an event

should have occurred, not just the simple claim that it would occur. On

the other hand, the predictor must do better than being ‘‘wrong but

almost right,’’ in that her conceptually sound model must also capture

specific actual outcomes. This is the context for understanding Tetlock’s

appropriation of the contrast first popularized by Erasmus of the fox and

the hedgehog, the former knowing many little things and the latter, one

big one. Foxy predictors are always on the verge of incoherence, whilst

the hedgehogs fail on strict accuracy.

The value of crystallizing political judgment as the ability to predict

the right thing for the right reasons is that such a prediction forces you to

confront the modal structure of your worldview, not least the amount of

control that you ascribe to the agents populating it. Instead of parsing the
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difference between hedgehogs and foxes as the number of things that

they ‘‘know,’’ one might say that foxes operate with an underdetermined

worldview, one that allows for many reversals of fate, whereas hedgehogs

adopt an ‘‘overdetermined’’ world-view that posits a dominant tendency

onto which all paths ultimately converge (Fuller 2008). Foxes see hidden
necessary conditions where hedgehogs detect only temporary interfer-

ences with the main narrative flow. Much of this boils down to historical

standpoint: Foxes see the world in prospect, hedgehogs in retrospect.

Those for whom politics consists of lurching from one election to the

next tend to behave like foxes, whereas hedgehogs are more likely to see

politics as long-term movements of social transformation.

Much of the authority that hedgehogs command in the media*
something that Tetlock bemoans*may be attributed to their ability to

speak as if their worldview is destined to triumph. They make up for

their predictive inaccuracy by personifying the future they would see

come about. As I shall explore below, this point suggests that ‘‘hedge-

hog’’ may not be quite the right characterization of these pundits.

Foxes, Hedgehogs, and Lions

It is not clear whether Tetlock is interested in improving political

judgment for its own sake or to improve the conduct of public life. In

any case, the two goals are distinct and each controversial in its own way,

the latter perhaps more so. On the one hand, Tetlock might be making a

case for the cultivation of intellectual virtue in the punditry, which

would be in line with his implicit view that political judgment is an

unrigorous version of applied political science. But on the other hand,

would the conduct of public life itself be improved if pundits could be

nudged to issue more accurate predictions, to own up to their failures,

and to update their beliefs in conformity with probability axioms and

Bayes’ theorem? The answer is not clear, mainly due to lack of evidence

about the consequences of such changes.

Now consider a more modest policy to improve the conduct of public

life that does not require any instruction of the punditry: a careful media

record of pundits’ success ratio. Even if, as Tetlock himself seems to

believe, this policy would improve public life, would it be the result of

people gravitating to the pundits with better track records? On the

contrary, the exercise might give people the opportunity to infer the
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narrative thread that connects the various predictions made, and then

decidewhether theywould like to contribute to amore exact realization of

the narrative so inferred. I purposely say ‘‘inferred’’ rather than ‘‘implied’’

in order to allow that people will project unintended meanings onto track

records. For example, a string of near-miss predictions by a pundit who

sends a clear message*one of Tetlock’s hedgehogs*might spur those

resonant to the message to transform the political-economic order in ways

that increase the likelihood that the pundit’s predictions will hit their

targets in the future. Even if the pundit herself recognized with hindsight

the incompetence of these predictions, that need not stop others from

interpreting them as evidence for a systematically suppressed reality that

deserves full expression.

We normally think of self-fulfilling and self-defeating prophecies as

resulting from the prior announcement of a prediction that triggers

actions contributing to its fulfillment or defeat. But here we are

considering the prospect of a self-avenging prophecy inspired by the

attractiveness of the alternative reality inferred from a string of already

falsified predictions. This point can be fully appreciated by adding to

Tetlock’s political menagerie. The fox has had many foils*not only

Erasmus’ hedgehog but also Machiavelli’s lion: The lion rules by focused

shows of force, as opposed to the fox’s diverse displays of cunning.

Whereas the fox cajoles and adapts, often with the net effect of

dissipating its energies, the lion is inclined simply to eliminate opponents

who stand in its way. In that respect, the lion extends the hedgehog’s

explanatory idée fixe into political strategy, as, say, when a Marxist

academic crosses the line from possessing a hegemonic theory to being

possessed by a hegemonic ideology.

Tetlock’s failure to take the full measure of leonine politics can be

seen in his conclusion that hedgehogs fare better in static environments

and foxes in more dynamic ones (Tetlock 2005, 251). He presumes that

both political animals simply adapt to the world*albeit each in its own

inimitable way*rather than create new opportunities, let alone recover

lost ones intimated in their failed predictions. This is probably an artefact

of Tetlock’s treatment of political judgments as, to recall the old

‘‘speech-act’’ jargon, ‘‘constatives’’ rather than ‘‘performatives’’ (Austin

1962). In other words, his concern is exclusively with whether the

judgments match up against their target referents; he is not concerned

with whatever consequences might flow from the very fact that those

judgments were issued. Thus, Tetlock may be guilty of misreading the
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mass media’s preference for pundits who are hedgehogs rather than

foxes. These hedgehogs may be lions in disguise*that is, pundits whose

predictions are themselves meant to be interventions that reinforce or

subvert existing political tendencies. Here the media may not be so much

reporting politics as participating in it, however inadvertently. From this

standpoint, Tetlock’s own disruptive research constitutes a counter-

move, one designed precisely to inhibit the hedgehog’s more leonine

tendencies by luring pundits from their epistemic comfort zones, thereby

revealing the limits of their expertise. It is clear that of the two species of

pundit, Tetlock prefers the fox, not least because its more self-

consciously limited horizons give it less capacity for causing lasting

damage.

The Power of the Expert

Critics often accuse me of ‘‘skepticism’’ about expertise because I see

expertise primarily in sociological rather than epistemological terms (e.g.

Fuller 1988, ch. 12; Fuller 2002, ch. 3; cf. Selinger 2003). In short, I view

an expert as someone whose word is presumed by other people to

decide matters of a certain kind. To be sure, the expert’s decision may be

underwritten by a coherent body of reliable and relevant knowledge.

But such knowledge is neither necessary nor sufficient for expertise to be

effective. What matters is that the expert’s decision licenses a train of

other judgments and actions that attempt to align the world with the

decision. Sociologically speaking, expertise is the most potent non-

violent form of power available. While there may be resistance to

various expert pronouncements, the resistance is channeled in quite

specific ways. Experts are clearly marked by their formal training, which

opponents must somehow match before issuing a credible challenge,

which itself must be conducted by epistemically approved means,

typically by mobilizing reasons and evidence in specially designated

forums, such as peer-reviewed journals and conferences.

However, it would be a mistake to conclude that ‘‘rule by experts’’

entails a rigidly governed society*after all, we currently live under such

‘‘rule,’’ and conditions are very fluid. Given that the expert’s power

derives from her sphere of discretion, one should expect a variety of

judgments and actions to be licensed by various experts. For example,

two qualified physicians confronted with the same patient may offer
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quite different diagnoses and treatments. The mark of expert rule is that

such variability is tolerated, instead of taken as grounds for concluding

that experts are incompetent or that their ‘‘knowledge’’ is incoherent.

This helps to explain the socially destabilizing effects of experts

challenging each other. Under normal circumstances, experts are

presumed competent in their spheres of discretion and are credited for

the good consequences of their decisions but, as much as possible, are

excused from the bad ones by attributing these to factors legitimately

unforeseen by the expert. But this policy is predicated on experts

exercising a measure of self-discipline in the kinds of cases they agree to

decide. Put bluntly, they need to turn down cases whose initial

likelihood of failure is too high.

This last point suggests that the appropriate ancient precedent for my

view of expertise is not the skeptics but the stoics: Whereas the skeptics

questioned our general ability to define concepts with sufficient certainty

to serve as reliable bases for knowledge, the stoics proposed that our

concepts work perfectly well in the paradigm cases for which they were

intended but become uncertain beyond that point (Fuller 2005). The
original example that distinguished these two positions remains en-

shrined in logic textbooks as ‘‘the paradox of the heap.’’ It is basically the

idea that one grain of sand does not constitute a heap, but if you keep

adding more grains, at some point the next grain will create a heap*
which implies that before adding that grain, the pile was not a heap, even

though it was visually indistinguishable from the pile containing one

more grain. Thus, skeptics concluded that ‘‘heap’’*and, by extension,

all concepts*is hopelessly unclear. For their part, stoics argued that all

that is shown by the paradox is that concepts cannot be applied

indefinitely.

The Power of the Counterfactual

Successful experts normally have a stoic’s sense of the conceptual limits

within which they should operate. Like Socrates, they know what they

do not know. However, much of Tetlock’s work is designed to nudge

experts outside this epistemic comfort zone, effectively getting them to

relax their self-discipline. While Tetlock sees himself as probing the

limits of expert knowledge, he is arguably destroying expertise, or at least

violating one of its essential preconditions, by supposing that an expert in
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a given field should display a uniform competence in judging all matters

logically and counterfactually related to that field*and not simply the

range of matters on which the expert would normally be expected to pass

judgment. Tetlock is most explicit on this point when he asks experts to

unpack possible futures in terms of finer-grained outcomes, only to

discover (perhaps unsurprisingly) that they manage to confer on these

specific possibilities greater plausibility than their original judgments of

the more generally stated outcomes would logically permit (Tetlock

2005, 189!218).
An experiment of this sort reflects Tetlock’s implicit understanding of

judgment as applied science, that is, the translation of knowledge of

potentially universal scope to specific cases. Thus, as Tetlock admits, the

hedgehogs are better prepared than the foxes to parry what he calls

‘‘close-call’’ counterfactual scenarios, in which small perturbations in real

conditions would have led to quite different outcomes. Hedgehogs tend

to stick to their original predictive frameworks and explain away

counterfactuals as ‘‘exceptions that prove the rule’’ or as products of

overactive imaginations or unlikely factors, whereas the foxes are more

easily led to admit many more realistic possible outcomes than their

theories would seem to allow (Tetlock 2005, 212!13). Thus, playing the
hedgehog, an international-relations ‘‘realist’’ (balance-of-power theor-

ist) said, ‘‘I’ll change my mind in response to real but not imaginary

evidence. Show me an actual case of balancing failing’’ (ibid., 212). The
difference seems to be that hedgehogs are firmly anchored in the

paradigm cases of their expertise, whereas foxes are always playing with

the limiting cases, making them better able to capture the nuances in

real-world situations but also more easily disoriented when the divide

separating the actual and possible worlds is blurred or erased, as when

asked by the experimenter to consider close-call counterfactuals. At that

point, one might say, the foxes treat the extra imagination required to

specify possible outcomes as if it constituted additional evidence for their

likelihood.

Tetlock’s (2003) research into ‘‘thinking the unthinkable’’ provides an

entry point to further interpretation. When experts are asked to make

fine-grained judgments about alternate pasts or futures, they are often

forced to entertain, in his jargon, ‘‘taboo cognitions,’’ which is to say that

they must trade off a sacred value against a secular value. In the case of

experts, the ‘‘sacred value’’ violated in Tetlock’s counterfactual scenarios

amounts to the boundary surrounding an expert’s sphere of discretion.
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An expert can be made to overstep that boundary but then the nature of

the judgment is transformed, humiliating the expert. In that case, some

follow-up action*what Tetlock calls ‘‘moral cleansing’’*is needed to

re-establish the expert’s authority, evidence for which can be found

among both foxes and especially hedgehogs, who are inclined to accuse

the experimenter of impertinence, if not outright deception, in getting

them to relax their normal standards of what is impossible or inevitable.

The original home for the discussion of moral cleansing is Emile

Durkheim’s ([1912] 1964) account of sacred and profane uses of space in

society. Not surprisingly, in Tetlock’s (2003) earlier thought experi-

ments, devout Christians were asked to place monetary values on the

termination of certain human lives or to entertain the psychodynamic

consequences for Jesus had he been raised in a single-parent home.

‘‘Experts’’ and ‘‘Science’’

It is important to be clear about exactly how Tetlock’s thought

experiments elicit ‘‘taboo cognitions’’ from subjects. It is by inviting

them to convert a difference in kind into one of degree, or to reduce a

qualitative distinction to a quantitative one. When expert historians or

pundits are cajoled into exploring possibilities other than those they

normally consider permissible, the distinctness of their subject matter

starts to disappear*one consequence of which, of course, is that other

people start to appear equally expert. For example, once theologians take

seriously the idea of pricing human lives, economists are implicitly

brought into the conversation. Devote too much concern to Jesus’

upbringing and psychoanalysts enter the picture (as in fact they did,

courtesy of Albert Schweitzer). A similar result awaits an ordinary

religious believer who ascribes too many human qualities*even their

greatest possible versions*to the deity. This is why theological

orthodoxy in the Abrahamic faiths has tended to treat God-talk

analogically, not literally. Without this semantic boundary work, the

Biblical claim that humans are created ‘‘in the image and likeness of

God’’ could easily slide into the ceding of theological ground to social

scientists, as God comes to be seen as a utopian projection, a superlative

human being whose powers we might come to approximate through

collective effort. Thus, the ‘‘profane’’ character of doctrines of human

perfectibility and social progress has less to do with their formal
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opposition to organized religion than their direct competition with it, as

in the salvation narratives promoted by Comtean positivism and Marxist

socialism (Milbank 1990).
In general, we might say that rationality becomes a fully secular

mental process once we become adept at making value tradeoffs.

Decisions that had been previously regarded, in Tetlock’s jargon, as

‘‘taboo’’ (profane, not sacred) or ‘‘tragic’’ (one sacred end versus another)

become simply ‘‘efficient.’’ Now, to put it a bit a more crassly, no end is

unconditional*everything has its price. Historically this view has been

associated with a heightened sense of personal responsibility for the

consequences of one’s decisions. In other words, reason no longer

possesses us, in the sense of compelling a particular outcome to our

thinking; rather, we possess it.

An interesting precedent for considering this matter is the social

history of the sublimation of violence, which has evolved from our being

driven to violence by animal instinct to more calculated inflictions of

cruelty in service of some higher goal (cf. Collins 1974). Explanations*
as well as excuses and condemnations*for violent episodes in human

history come most easily when they are presented as stand-alone

‘‘events’’ with clear perpetrators and victims, as in the case of the

‘‘Holocaust.’’ Yet much of this clarity is an artefact of hindsight created

by retrospective accounts that privilege the perspective of one or the

other side of the violence. Violence is sublimated when correctives to

this historical bias are incorporated into one’s own sphere of action. For

example, in Nazi Germany, genocide was incrementally instituted over

time, not as an explicit policy but as a byproduct of some other policy

that had the same consequences. The overall violence committed was

diffused by making full use of two features of complex modern societies:

the bureaucratization of public administration (whereby each function-

ary’s responsibility is formally circumscribed, placing each functionary’s

discretionary authority in the same position as that of an expert) and

language’s capacity to refer to something by its defining properties rather

than its proper name. Of course, it also helps to be on the winning side of

history, which the Nazis failed to be (Fuller 2006, ch. 14).
My interest here is, of course, not to rehabilitate the Nazis but to

suggest a context in which Tetlock-like exercises in taboo cognition

could serve to erode conventional moral intuitions in the service of

fostering more advanced moral reflection. A comparable long-standing

case for consideration is the range of politically permissible responses to
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extreme global poverty, which may succeed in achieving, in a more

diffused and finessed way, what the Nazis arguably aimed for, namely, a

very studied form of negligence that manages to subordinate the suffering

of potentially identifiable classes of victims to some promised greater

good. Here one could manipulate several variables in getting subjects to

consider at what point, say, a sweatshop becomes a labor camp, starvation

becomes torture, and so forth. It is important to stress that the point of

such an exercise would not be to induce moral skepticism but to destroy

the illusion that ‘‘the immoral’’ is a realm clearly signposted and hence

easily avoided by the scrupulous. Rather, much in the spirit of

existentialism’s ‘‘dirty hands’’ principle, the potential for immorality is

present in all judgments, which are ultimately ‘‘arbitrary’’ in the strict

sense of requiring discretion for which one is then personally responsible.

The result of such awareness may be to increase our capacity for

decisiveness, tolerance and forgiveness.

But even outside the unavoidable controversies surrounding moral

judgments, the cultivation of taboo cognitions can have explosive effects.

The clearest cases in point may be drawn from the history of science.

Imagine a time-traveling Tetlock who asks a sixteenth-century anatomist

to think about how the liver might function under conditions that would

quite clearly threaten the normal functioning of the human body. For the

anatomist, this would be an invitation to countenance a taboo cognition,

as he would need to offset the secular value of sheer intellectual curiosity

against religiously inspired normative constraints on the practice of

anatomy itself, which limited dissections of the human body and, in any

case, treated the liver as a proper part of the body, an organ, not a stand-

alone piece of organic matter. Of course, the last five hundred years have

served to secularize the study of the human body so that an anatomist

today would find the question quite ordinary. The ‘‘liver’’ is now

defined in more functional than substantive terms*that is, not as

something with a particular look, feel, composition, or origin, but simply

whatever can reliably act as the chemical conversion plant for the human

body. In the meanwhile, the human body itself has come to be seen

mainly as a self-maintaining system consisting of potentially replaceable

parts that are increasingly made to order, and may routinely come to be

so, if stem-cell research continues to make progress.

I raise this point because the history of anatomy is indicative of what

happened to most ancient forms of expertise in the wake of the

seventeenth-century Scientific Revolution: Their objects lost their
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sacred boundaries as differences in kind were rendered into ones of

degree, such that two states that had been seen as radically different (even

violently opposed)*such as movement and rest, living and dead, earthly

and stellar, human and animal*came to be seen as two poles of a

continuum that may be studied by common means and even

experimentally manipulated (Funkenstein 1986).
The critical side of the Scientific Revolution conjured up thought

experiments very much in the spirit of Tetlock’s ‘‘thinking the

unthinkable,’’ namely, to elicit contradictory responses at the conceptual

edges of existing expertises that served to trigger a fundamental

rethinking of*say, in Galileo’s case*the nature of motion (Kuhn

[1964] 1977). The net effect of this transformation*the rendering of the

constant variable, if you will*was a shift from Aristotle’s view of reality

as a patchwork of discrete domains of being to Newton’s unified vision

under which all objects are products of the same set of laws, rendered

intelligible by the same set of cognitive processes, albeit operating in

different proportions under different conditions.2

In an early work, very much in the spirit of the cognitive and social

psychology of science popular in the day, I proposed the experimental

discipline of axioaetiotics, whose name is a Greek-rooted neologism for

studying the value/causes nexus in people’s thought (Fuller 1993, 167!
75; cf. Axtell 1993). The premise of this discipline is that even the

legitimacy of our basic concepts of epistemic authority*not least those

relating to science itself*presuppose a certain understanding of how

they came to acquire that authority, the limits of which could be tested if

not subverted by presenting historical counterfactuals. Indeed, Thomas

Kuhn notoriously but correctly claimed that practicing scientists needed

an ‘‘Orwellian’’ (a k a Whig) understanding of their own history, one

that airbrushed away the complexities and alternative trajectories of the

past in aid of streamlined account that justifies the current research

frontier just as it is (Kuhn 1970, 167; cf. Fuller 2000, Introduction). Such
implicit narratives of legitimation are delicately poised between a

hedgehog’s overdetermined and a fox’s underdetermined view of

intellectual history. This normative equilibrium may be easily disturbed,

as Tetlock (2005) does in chapters 5!7. Here, he appeals to interpreta-

tions of the past that, while not part of the legitimatory lore, nevertheless

are taken seriously by professional historians. An example from the

history of science follows.
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The idea that science gets at some fundamental reality seems to

require that the foundational theory of modern physics, Newtonian

mechanics, could have*even would have*been developed by some-

one else, had Newton never come along. The underlying intuition is

clear enough: There is sufficient objective validity to Newton’s project

that others pursuing similar leads with similar information (as was the

case in seventeenth-century Europe) sooner or later would have, more

or less, arrived at his conclusions. In this respect, Newton himself was an

historical accident vis-à-vis the scientific ideas and findings associated

with him, which could (or would) have been eventually made by others.

This is very much in the mould of the hedgehog, and it invites talk of

scientific progress being hastened or arrested, but all within a common

narrative framework.

However, not everything about the history of science can be as

contingent as Newton’s specific existence. It is also presumed that only

within a certain range of historical possibilities could some Newton-like

form of physics have developed. If not in Europe, such a physics would

have developed only in a culture (perhaps China’s) that had already made

conceptual and technical moves comparable to the intellectual giants on

whose shoulders Newton proverbially claimed to have stood. Moreover,

the cultural import of such alternate achievements in those other places

and times would have to be similar. For example, it would be quite

jarring to learn that the Chinese arrived at the concepts and formulae of

Newtonian mechanics*but in the context of designing a children’s

game or some other culturally trivial activity. Science is more than

simply knowing the right equations and making the right predictions: It

also requires that that its practices are accorded high epistemic standing in

society.

Thus, to suggest, say, that East Africans possessed the concept of

quantum uncertainty prior to Western contact without having passed

through anything comparable to the Newtonian revolution (Van Sertima

1983) or, less radically but more plausibly, that the modern principle of

inertia was introduced by fourteenth-century Scholastics who failed to

see the lethal blow it dealt to the Church’s geocentric cosmology

(Duhem [1914] 1954) is to challenge at once orthodox opinions about

science and the nature of the thing called ‘‘science.’’ In the two cases just

cited, the normative destabilization was deliberate and has been palpable.

The former was originally proposed as part of an argument for the

equality of African and European forms of knowledge, the latter as part
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of an argument for the continuity of physical science and natural

theology*both taboo cognitions, in Tetlock’s sense.

I have employed versions of the latter taboo strategy in defending

intelligent design theory as an alternative to the Neo-Darwinian

orthodoxy in biology (e.g., Fuller 2010). In particular, I have stressed

that science would not have acquired, and perhaps cannot continue to

sustain, its ‘‘view from nowhere’’ sense of objectivity towards all of

reality*and not merely to what is relevant to our species’ survival*
without faith in the idea that we have been specially designed to make

sense of it all. This self-understanding of humanity is peculiar to the

Abrahamic religions. In contrast, had Western science been consistently

oriented towards species survival, as Darwinists urge, we would not have

taken such a keen interest in, nor conferred so much cultural value on*
nor, for that matter, risk so much on behalf of*the pursuit of reality’s

physical limits. Darwin’s ablest defender, Thomas Henry Huxley (1893),
put the point well when he said that Newton the Christian had to

precede Darwin the apostate*not the other way round*to explain the

zeal with which we have reshaped nature in our own image: a project

that would seem like sheer hubris, if not insanity, had humans always

seen themselves as simply one amongst many species. (Huxley was

worried that as Darwinism became part of humanity’s self-understanding

in the twentieth century, scientific progress would come to a halt.)

One can imagine presenting Huxley’s counterfactual to irreligious

scientists today, asking them to imagine how Western science would

have reached the comprehensive achievement of modern physics had

Darwin come to be accepted first. They would probably think it

possible, but it would be interesting to see exactly how they would flesh

out the details of an alternative history that does not depart too far from

the main tendencies of the actual history. In particular, where would one

find the motive to conceptualize all of reality under a finite set of

mathematical laws if one begins with an essentially earthbound, species-

egalitarian view of the natural world? To be sure, a Darwin-first history

would allow for the development of quite sophisticated technologies,

including mathematical techniques, all in aid of human survival across

vast swathes of space and time. Thus, the physical sciences could

plausibly reach the heights of Chinese civilization. But the Chinese did

not think it reasonable, or even interesting, to unify all of knowledge

under a single intellectual rubric.
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Of course, our scientist-subjects might dismiss all this scenario-

mongering as sheer fantasy, as science really stands on its own track

record, whatever theological motives may have been operative in the

past. It is a pity, then, that our sense of science’s track record is subject to

so much confirmation bias. We easily recall and even oversell science’s

empirical and practical successes, while ignoring or underestimating the

costs, failures, and outright disasters. Perhaps the next frontier for

‘‘thinking the unthinkable’’ is to get experts and lay people from a variety

of backgrounds to draw up balance sheets for science. My guess is that

the resulting track record will look so checkered that science may need

to rekindle its ties to theology to ensure its future legitimacy.

NOTES

1. For a psychology that has taken this point as foundational for the discipline, see

Hammond and Stewart 2001.
2. The locus classicus of this thesis is Cassirer [1910] 1953.
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Zeljka Buturovic

PUTTING POLITICAL EXPERTS TO THE TEST

ABSTRACT: In his remarkably meticulous and even-handed 2005 book, Expert
Political Judgment, Philip E. Tetlock establishes that the only thing we can

count on in the political experts’ predictions is that they will underperform*in

some cases significantly*the predictions made by mechanical statistical procedures,

including random chance. Experts have many uses and Tetlock does not claim that

they have no value. However, Tetlock zeroes in on experts’ important political

role*as prognosticators. Tetlock does not attempt the impossible by trying to

judge experts on their ability to prognosticate the effects of public policies; this

would require that Tetlock himself could know what those effects were, and even in

retrospect, it isn’t that simple. Experts’ failure to predict much simpler matters,

however, such as GDP growth within a broad range, strongly suggests that

technocracy is worse than putting dart-throwing chimps in charge of public policy.

The Congressional Budget Office was a major player in debates that

preceded the passage of Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Many versions of the bill had to be ‘‘scored’’ by the CBO as to how

much they would cost.

Like all government agencies, the CBO is populated by credentialed

experts. It would be nearly impossible to find someone who is better at

doing what they do. Yet experience shows that the CBO’s estimates of

government programs’ costs are extremely unreliable,1 essentially

validating the views of those who scoff at the very idea of political

‘‘expertise.’’ Philip E. Tetlock’s Expert Political Judgment provides
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rigorously argued and detailed insights into just how poorly political

experts perform in one of their most important role: as prognosticators.

The book is essentially an elaborate report on a number of studies that

Tetlock conducted over more than twenty years. Tetlock recruited a

large and varied group of experts from academia, think tanks, and private

companies and asked them to predict the likelihood that various short-

term and longer-term developments would occur. The list of topics

included economic performance, national security, international events,

and the like, which, at least on the face of it, did not favor partisans on

either side.

Experts’ expertise was judged quantitatively through two measures:

calibration and discrimination. An expert was deemed to be perfectly

calibrated if the average of his confidence ratings that a certain

development would occur perfectly matches the proportion of historical

developments from the total set that did, in fact, occur. The

‘‘discrimination’’ measure, by contrast, measures the extent to which

the events that materialize are higer systematically assigned a higher

probability of happening than all events that do not.

In addition to this quantitative analysis, there was also a qualitative

one. Experts were asked to assess their confidence in their own answers

as well as those of experts making contrary predictions; later they were

asked to repeat this exercise in light of new evidence so that their

adherence to Bayesian standards of updating beliefs in light of new

evidence could be evaluated. They were also given a hypothetical

exercise about archival data to check the extent to which they bent data

to fit their ideological or theoretical preconceptions. And there was

plenty more*so much more that methodological and technical

appendices make up almost a quarter of the book.

It turned out that political experts are not very good at making

accurate predictions. Taken as a group, they were not able outperform

simple guessing, let alone more sophisticated statistical procedures. The

experts were overconfident and under-discriminating in their judgment.

In addition, they were stubborn, biased, and always willing to find an

excuse for their incorrect predictions.

Tetlock spent considerable time discussing a difference between

two types of experts: ‘‘hedgehogs’’ and ‘‘foxes.’’ Hedgehogs are inclined

to explain everything, and thus predict everything, by using a

single theoretical framework, while foxes are inclined to piecemeal,
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case-specific reasoning. On most measures of accuracy and willingness

to self-correct and use new information, foxes outperform hedgehogs.

However, the effect is fairly weak (the correlation is generally around

0.3). In addition, even foxes are inferior to all but the simplest of

statistical procedures.

Are Tetlock’s Tests Too Difficult?

Had experts, and more importantly, computers, been asked different

questions, the experts would*one hopes*easily outperform simple

guessing and sophisticated algorithms as well. Any scoring rule that puts

emphasis on prediction within a fixed set of options gives an unfair

advantage to statistical rules, because it scores accuracy based on the one

criterion that statistical updating was specifically designed to do best.

Statistical algorithms are superior to human minds in their ability to

project from information fed into them. But human (and expert) minds

do many things that regressions cannot do*for example, find informa-

tion outside of themselves. In other words, it is only because of Tetlock’s

help that computers performed as well as they did.

From a psychologist’s perspective, more counts in the indictment of

‘‘unfairness’’ can be added. Tetlock’s questions were selected in such a

way as to produce variance in individual and group forecasting skills. The

existence of variance is important because it allows psychologists to look

for the causes of good judgment. The variance needs to be greater than

zero in order to be parceled out to various sources. For this to happen, a

reasonable proportion of people must fail to perform well. The choice of

method necessarily produces relative failure on the sides of experts.

Thus, the choices built into Tetlock’s methodology are similar to

what has been done in study of human judgment more generally.

Nobody asks subjects*unless they are brain damaged*to multiply 3 by
7, or to decide whether or not to spend $10 million on a Snickers bar.

That’s too easy and no variance is created. Instead, by using tests that are

too hard for at least some subjects, a variance can be obtained in subjects’

consistency, transitivity, or even ability to perform simple algebra. A

result is a psychological literature containing hundreds*if not

thousands*of recognized factors and effects.
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Caplan puts a lot of weight on the marginal finding that political

experts scored better than Berkeley undergraduates. Bravo for the

experts? Judging from other literature on expertise, it is not clear how

well this minor victory for political expertise would hold up*Robert

Dawes (1996, 55), for example, claims that clinical psychologists are not

only inferior to a simple statistical algorithm in their diagnostic capacities,

but that they are at best equal to paraprofessionals (minimally trained

laypeople) in the quality of outcomes in the service they offer,

psychotherapy (ibid., 85). Medical-school candidates admitted on the

basis of personal interviews with ‘‘experts’’*medical-school professors*
perform no better than those denied admission based on those

interviews, but who, due to new circumstances, were later allowed to

attend (DeVaul 1987; Smith 1991). The failure of medical doctors to

solve simple Bayesian problems has been known for years (Hoffrage,

Lindsey, Hertwig, and Gigerenzer 2002). Thomas Gilovich (1993, 12)
showed that widespread belief in the ‘‘hot hand’’ among basketball

coaches is wrong, but, not unlike Tetlock’s hedgehogs especially, the

coaches pointedly refuse to correct their faulty beliefs (ibid., 17). Almost

every study of the matter claims that mutual-fund performance,

presumably guided by expert picks, is at the very least not better and

is often worse than the performance of passive index funds (Bazerman

2002, 97!98).

Or Are Tetlock’s Tests Too Easy?

All of these areas*medical science, personality assessment, sports*are,

like the social-scientific problems at which Tetlock’s experts failed, those

in which a high premium is put on expertise. For that very reason, it is

hardly inappropriate for Tetlock to be asking hard questions of the so-

called experts. In politics particularly, the premise is that there are people

who can assist the general public in crafting legislation and regulation that

will solve social problems that are very difficult to analyze (Murakami

2007). These are social-science ‘‘experts’’ such as the economist-

regulators who performed so poorly in anticipating the financial crisis,

but who now predict confidently that their financial reforms will prevent

future crises.

In The Myth of the Rational Voter, Caplan uses the consensus of

academic economists as a proxy for truth, the better to expose the alleged
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irrationality of the general public, which often disagrees with economists’

views. Tetlock, however, is not arguing for democracy instead of

technocracy. He is simply checking the ability of putative experts to

make accurate predictions of the sort that either voters or technocrats

must make in modern political contexts.

A more direct way to test this ability would be to ask so-called ‘‘policy

experts’’ only about the effects of proposed public policies that were later

implemented, so that their predictions could be checked. These tests

would be akin to the test that the CBO so regularly fails. However, the

CBO test is arguably too easy, even though it is much harder than the tests

to which Tetlock’s experts were exposed, because just one variable, cost,

is involved. Consider how much more difficult it is to predict the many

different effects of health-care or financial reform, or even one particular

effect, such as whether ‘‘quality’’ or ‘‘accessibility’’ would be improved

by a given health-care reform proposal. Even after the fact, it would be

very hard to say what the ‘‘right answer’’ was, because this involves not

only disputed methods of measuring quality and accessibility, but

counterfactual reasoning about an imaginary world in which the reform

in question had not been implemented: What would have happened in

that case, compared to what did happen? Conversely, if an expert predicts

that a policy will produce desirable outcome X, and X does happen, how

do we know that the policy caused X, rather than that X would have

happened anyway?

Instead of asking such questions, the tests Tetlock administered were

amenable to statistical reporting by virtue of that tractability, which made

them much easier than the complex questions that modern politics

constantly press citizens, legislators, and bureaucrats to answer. One sense

in which Tetlock’s tests are ‘‘too easy’’ is that they make only limited

allowances for the intervention of unpredictable historical con-

tingencies*‘‘unknown unknowns.’’ One of the most important

categories of unknown unknowns in public policy, however, are

unintended consequences of a policy even in the absence of an

unexpected event. Unintended consequences might better, in this

context, be called unpredicted consequences. By contrast, in predicting a

country’s GDP or its political regime over the next few years, there is a

predictable (known) baseline*the present*which accounts for the

relative success of simple extrapolation algorithms as compared to

experts.
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There is, to be sure, the possibility of unanticipated events that would

make the future deviate from its present path, such as the arrival of

Gorbachev on the Soviet scene or the confused news conference that

prompted East Berliners to pass unmolested through the Berlin Wall. If

there is a simple message from Tetlock’s exercise, it is that this category

of unknown unknowns*Black Swans, as Nassim Taleb would call

them*is enough to render claims of social-science predictive expertise

spurious. However, when a government institutes a policy change, it is

premised on the prediction that a certain set of desirable consequences

will follow. Black Swans might intervene and render the prediction false.

But when no such thing happens, the policy might still turn out to have

unpredicted consequences that outweigh the predicted benefits, even if

the latter occur, just as promised by the experts.

Why Are Political Experts So Inexpert?

The next step in a Tetlockian intellectual agenda could be to explain

why it is that political experts are so unwise. Is it merely because nobody

can predict the future?

This might be part of the problem, but the failures of medical and

sports ‘‘experts’’ retailed by the psychological literature are unlikely to

have the same explanation. The failure of political experts, or all of these

experts, might be due to the unsuitability of human cognition to the tasks

that these experts are trying to predict.

The theory of ecological rationality tells us, under natural contextual

constraints and information flows, human judgment is largely adequate

for the purpose at hand. Half a century ago, Herbert Simon argued that

people use heuristics such as satisficing*choosing the ‘‘good enough’’

option as opposed to best one*to save time and effort. Over time it was

shown that even spectacular failures of logic can disappear when proper

stimuli are used. One simple (admittedly overused) example is a test of

the human ability to perform modus tollens. While a large majority of

college students fails this task when the stimuli are letters and digits, they

solve it when the stimuli are common social categories and relationships.

In other words, the human ability to perform basic logical operations is

considerably influenced by the kind of objects that are subjected to that

operation.
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However, the ecology to which our judgment is apt to be sufficient is

likely to be far removed from that of the expert prognosticator. Jeffrey

Friedman (2005 and 2006) has argued that modern polities, modern

economies, modern ideologies (including monotheistic religions), and

modern social-scientific theories all developed after the Environment of

Evolutionary Adaptation (EEA) came to an end with the birth of

agriculture just 10,000 years ago. Nor was there medical science or

basketball in the EEA.

We did evolve a general intelligence, however, that is able to deal

with new problems and potentially to solve them. The systems of higher

education that produce ‘‘experts’’ can surely be said to be successful, at

least, in selecting people who are highly intelligent. Further requirements

of expertise require acquisition of the body of information that is deemed

relevant, even necessary, for them to be able to do what those without it

cannot do. Tetlock’s book, in effect, puts experts’ general intelligence*
coupled with the specific knowledge required for their certification*to

the test. If anyone should be able to offer advice that would be useful in

solving social problems, it should be these people.

Yet it appears, from Tetlock’s findings, that they are not even up to

easier jobs.

NOTE

1. http://reason.com/blog/2010/08/27/cbo-knows
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Bruce Bueno de Mesquita

JUDGING JUDGMENT

ABSTRACT: Philip E. Tetlock and I agree that forecasting tools are best evaluated

in peer-reviewed settings and in comparison not only to expert judgments, but also

to alternative modeling strategies. Applying his suggested standards of assessment,

however, certain forecasting models not only outperform expert judgments, but also

have gone head-to-head with alternative models and outperformed them. This

track record demonstrates the capability to make significant, reliable predictions of

difficult, complex events. The record has unfolded, contrary to Tetlock’s

contention, not only in government and business applications, but also in

numerous peer-reviewed publications containing hundreds of real-time forecasts.

Moreover, reliable prediction is achieved while avoiding significant false-positive or

false-negative rates.

Expert political judgment, as Philip Tetlock (2005), Richard Posner

(2002), and others have shown, is a poor source of reliable predictions. It

seems surprising that anyone would have thought otherwise. What, after

all, might we reasonably expect is the ‘‘expertise’’ of area experts, subject

experts, or problem experts: facts or judgment?

We might wish for such experts to have excellent judgment,

discernment and wisdom*and some surely do*but these abilities are

not needed to be an expert and certainly are not part of experts’ training.

Expertise consists of an unusual accumulation of knowledge and facts

regarding a subject. It is not about having a reliable means of translating
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facts into predictions about the future. If this view of expertise is correct,

then it hardly seems surprising that Tetlock’s careful, systematic analysis

shows us what we should have expected all along: Experts are not

required to be wise judges and they do not have any special competence

or qualifications to foresee the future.

Facts combined with historical, social, cultural, political, and

economic context are not a sufficient basis for scientific prediction and

explanation. To be sure, facts, in the form of data, inform our estimation

of variables thought to influence events, choices, and outcomes, but facts

alone are rarely a good basis for prediction. The accumulated facts

known to experts (or to anyone else) must be placed in the service of

theory, transparent methods, and replicable analysis of evidence if we are

to go from fact to inference.

Experts’ Ideologies often Shape Their Predictions

What, for example, should we have made of the undisputed fact that

both the United States and Soviet governments engaged in a massive

accumulation of nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons during the

Cold War? Liberals looked at the destructive power controlled by these

two adversaries and applied intellectual constructs informed by the fear

that the arms race would spiral out of control (Richardson 1960 and

1978; Jervis 1978), potentially leading to the destruction of life on our

planet. They pressed for arms-control treaties, predicting that these

would be the means to save the world from destruction, although

there was scant evidence to show that arms-control treaties reduce the

likelihood of war (Altfeld 1983; Koubi 1994). The evidence is stronger

that arms-control agreements reduce the lethality of war (conditional

on there being a war), because uncontrolled arms races increase the

cost of war without a concomitant increase in expected benefits. Thus,

more arms imply fewer wars but if war occurs, arms control implies

more wars, but of lower average lethality.

Conservatives, in contrast, looked at the destructive power that had

been amassed during the Cold War and, relying on their post-Munich

Realpolitik intellectual constructs (Morgenthau 1973; Waltz 1979),
concluded that vigilant deterrence shaped by a credible commitment

to meet force with force would control the expansionist urges of
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adversaries. They predicted that improved weapons technology and

military alliances would protect the world from destruction, noting a

diminution in the incidence of war while tending to bypass evidence

concerning the lethality of those wars that did occur.

Neither conservative nor liberal foreign-policy analysts lacked

expert knowledge of facts, but the inferences they drew from a

common set of facts were, in part, products of their political opinions

and ideology, buttressed by the selective airing of historical examples

(Rotberg and Rabb 1988). That each side knew facts added nothing

to the transparency, ‘‘objectivity,’’ or reliability with which they

translated fact into prediction. Why anyone expected otherwise is a

mystery for those of us, including of course Philip Tetlock, who

believe in the merits of the scientific method over personal opinion or

judgment.

Which of the many facts that are known to experts are germane to a

problem ought to be determined by theory and prior evidence. Yet in

identifying experts to survey in the hope of learning about their

judgment, Tetlock’s Expert Political Judgment (2005) allowed experts’

sheer knowledge of large quantities of facts to dominate their knowledge

of theory and methods as a selection criterion. What he has given us is a

transparent, reproducible evaluation of the idiosyncratic, generally

opaque means of assessment adopted by different experts rather than a

systematic assessment of alternative methods for arriving at judgments

about the future.

To be sure, there is a general propensity to believe in expert

judgment. The Department of State and most of the ‘‘intelligence

community,’’ for instance, is organized around the perhaps-misguided

assumption that expert knowledge translates into expert judgment. The

ostensible reason to hope that experts’ judgment is better than

nonexperts’ lies in the degree and substance of the experts’ expertise*
that is, their knowledge of many facts about the subject in which they

specialize. It seems, for instance, that Tetlock has accepted the notion

that someone who has built a career around studying China or studying

relations between Israel and Palestine, for instance, should be better at

predicting what will happen in their area of expertise than someone who

has studied, for instance, decision making, negotiation, credible

commitment, and strategic interaction.
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Methods of Prediction

The persistent belief in expert political judgment is nowhere more

surprising than in the arena of foreign policy. Here is an arena in which a

blind eye is too often turned to methodical analysis in favor of expert

judgment, despite the evidence in favor of methodical analysis. This is

doubly surprising because the stakes riding on foreign policy choices are

enormous. The social sciences have a demonstrated track record of better

prediction than is attained through expert judgment in this and

numerous other high-stakes arenas. Yet, as Stanley Feder (2002, 119),
a former intelligence analyst, has hypothesized about a successful

forecasting methodology introduced into the CIA, ‘‘this kind of

systematic analysis does not fit into an organizational culture that sees

an ‘analyst’ as someone who writes reports, often evaluating and

summarizing available information. In contrast, people who use models

and quantitative techniques are considered ‘methodologists.’’’

The social and behavioral sciences provide diverse approaches to

successful prediction. Let’s be clear that ‘‘successful’’ prediction does not

mean perfect accuracy. The standards against which to evaluate

prediction include, first, whether a particular method or approach

outperforms available alternatives; then, whether the particular method

or approach has been tested ‘‘out-of-sample’’*that is, against outcomes

not known at the time of the prediction; and finally, whether the

particular method or approach can be taught or otherwise transmitted so

that its success can be replicated by others. While these criteria surely are

not exhaustive, they are a good start for measuring the value of predictive

methods and perspectives. Consider a clear and well-known example.

Before the advent of high-speed computers, election prognosticators

showed their mettle by predicting presidential (and other) election

outcomes based on methods such as focusing on bellwether districts or

interviewing a small number of key elites or hypothetically ‘‘representa-

tive’’ citizens. Although popular books are still written based on these

sorts of methods, it is widely recognized today that they are not the best

ways to predict election outcomes. Certainly all of the major media

outlets long ago added to these soft methods more rigorous, reproducible

analysis. Today’s debate over the prediction of electoral outcomes

revolves around the relative advantage of different types of survey

techniques (national election surveys; various forms of stratified,
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weighted sampling; etc.), different regression-based statistical estimations

of the impact of key economic indicators (local or national unemploy-

ment, inflation, economic growth rates, consumer confidence measures),

and other methods rooted in the rules of vote aggregation, demo-

graphics, redistricting choices, and prediction markets. Each of these

approaches outperforms the more colorful but less reliable methods

solely relied upon in the past. Now, the pundit’s expert judgment is

largely informed by social-science theory and methods.

Statistical analysis has added greatly to the potential to sort out the

relative importance of contending variables as instruments for advancing

prediction. As such, it has become an integral part of academic,

government, and business efforts to foresee the future by extrapolating

from past patterns to out-of-sample circumstances. But as with any

method, statistics has its limitations: not simply the ease with which

people ignorant of statistical methods can be fooled by the framing of

statistical results, but the inherent limitations of statistical methods in

certain areas of predictive interest.

Statistics, simplistically speaking, are good at projecting the future

based on underlying patterns in the past. As such, they are particularly

good at relatively low-stakes issues like voting or market research where

sample sizes are large. While the aggregate consequences of voting and

market success are important for those seeking office or market share, the

stakes for the individual voter or individual buyer generally are not very

high. Moreover, statistics are not good at predicting fundamental breaks

from the past. When earlier patterns between dependent and explanatory

variables break down, statistical prediction tends to fare poorly. Such a

breakdown seems especially likely when decision makers face high

stakes; that is, high potential costs as well as high potential benefits from

alternative choices.

The preferred substitute for statistical studies, especially among

foreign-policy experts, is, not surprisingly, their forté: area expertise.

After all, what could be more obvious than that if one wants to anticipate

changes in, for instance, human-rights policy in China, then one must

consult with someone who has expertise about China’s culture, social

norms and mores, as well as its political history and practices. Yet it is

equally plausible that one ought to consult with someone whose

expertise lies in the factors that lead government leaders to tighten or

loosen controls over human rights. The former perspective emphasizes
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the assumption that there are no general covering laws addressing

changes in human rights, but rather that idiosyncratic factors make

decisions in China likely to be different from decisions in, say, India or

Nigeria or Venezuela or Belgium.

But we have scant systematic evidence to support the perspective that

area expertise translates into insight into predicting social change (as

distinct from explaining known, past outcomes). In fact, Tetlock’s

meticulously assembled evidence contradicts this received wisdom.

There is, in contrast, pretty solid evidence that insight into general

patterns of change in respect for human rights provides a reliable means

to predict or anticipate changes (or its absence) in China or anywhere

else (Poe and Tate 1994; Poe, Tate, and Keith 1999; Bueno de Mesquita

et al. 2005; Davenport 2007). Still, we can be confident that the newness

of systematic research in this arena suggests that it will improve in the

future. So far, it is likely that there are strong selection effects limiting the

success of the covering-law (hedgehog) perspective. The relatively slim

number of quantitative analysts in comparative and international politics

suggests that we have barely given such covering-law approaches an

equal opportunity to demonstrate their strengths and weaknesses. Thus,

from an evidentiary perspective, the type of expertise that is relevant

remains an open question. There is a propensity to associate area or

country expertise with expert judgment, but Tetlock has persuasively

shown that this propensity is flawed.

In my view, replicable theory that establishes causal or probabilistic

links between facts and (especially, out-of-sample) results is, or ought to

be, the foundation of scientific prediction. In the remainder of this essay

I elaborate on that claim and show how the application of logic to

evidence can help us create reliable predictions about important, non-

obvious future events and developments. I do not merely assert this but

offer a published record of evidence that reliable prediction of non-

obvious political developments not only can be done, but has been done.

Game Theory as a Predictive Tool

Although many other excellent methods have been developed to assist in

prediction (content analysis, spatial models, operations research, simulta-

neous equation systems, evolutionary models), my focus is on the
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application of game theory to the prediction of important, non-obvious

policy outcomes. I believe that game-theoretic predictive models work

better than expert judgment. I refer not only to game-theoretic models

that I have used, but to excellent models developed by others, such as

Thomson et al. 2006, Schneider et al. 2010, and models reported on in

Schneider et al. 2011.
Tetlock criticizes game theory as a means to facilitate prediction. In

his review of three recent books, including my The Predictioneer’s Game

(2009), he repeats the example used in Expert Political Judgment of a game

in which people are asked to guess a number. He writes:

Consider what happened when, many years ago, the Financial Times ran a
guess-the-number competition for its readers (promising the winner an
all-expenses-paid trip on the Concorde). The task was deceptively simple:
predict a number between zero and one hundred such that your guess is as
close as possible to two-thirds of the average guess of all other players.
Some readers guessed 33 1/3*and were classified as strategically naive.
They assumed that others would pick numbers randomly between zero
and one hundred, which averages out to 50, and two-thirds of 50 is 33 1/
3. These forecasters made the beginner’s mistake of failing to factor in the
incentives at work. Other readers guessed zero. They were too clever by
half. They assumed that everyone knew as much game theory as they
did*and they quickly reasoned through the deductive sequence: every-
one knows that everyone knows that the first-order answer is 33 1/3, but
if everyone converges on that answer then the correct answer is 22 1/6,
and if everyone converges on that answer then the correct answer is two-
thirds of 22 1/6, but if everyone converges on that answer . . . the
theoretically correct answer*the Nash equilibrium*is zero. But the
real answer for readers of the Financial Times, a pretty savvy group, was
around 18, roughly halfway between the strategically naive answer of 33?
and the too-clever answer of zero (Tetlock 2009).

Tetlock’s use of this example to indict game theory strikes me as

inappropriate. A good starting place in examining the FT’s contest is to

ask what game the participants were actually playing. There are at least

two possible answers: (1) the game the FT hoped they would play; that

is, choose the Nash equilibrium number; and (2) the game they probably

played: that is, maximize their personal expected payoff from participat-

ing in the FT’s contest. Are these the same problem? They are not.

Surely both the FT staff and participants in the contest could readily

and reasonably assume there would be many ties for the winning answer.
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In reality, participants were entering a lottery with a 1/X chance of

winning a trip, with X equal to the number of ‘‘correct submissions,’’

with correct being based on the modal answer and not the Nash

equilibrium of the game the FT perhaps thought people were playing.

Imagine, for instance, being a player who was ‘‘too clever.’’ Such a

player would anticipate that the Nash equilibrium answer is 0 and that if

everyone proposed 0 then their expected value for the trip was just (1/
X)*(Utility of the trip) with 1/X, the odds of winning the prize,

presumably being very small. Indeed, the odds might have been

sufficiently small that the strategically rational player would have

submitted an answer larger than 0, hoping to distinguish herself from

the crowd just enough to improve her expected value from the game,

realizing that others too would try such a gambit by offering answers

greater than 0. This sort of strategic bidding is a commonly observed

pattern in prediction markets, where participants game, so to speak, the

game. Tetlock has not considered how much more complicated this

problem is than being asked for the Nash equilibrium of the simple game

that the FT seemed to think people were being asked to play. That game,

however, merely set the context for the expected payoff calculation

against sophisticated players who would spread bids out above 0, much as

one might do in a trembling-hand equilibrium, a quantal-response

equilibrium, or a game with sufficient time discounting or other costs to

limit the regress in the calculation to just 4 or 5 iterations.1

Confusion between ‘‘the right answer’’ and maximizing expected

value from participation is a common white-noise problem in laboratory

experiments. As Tetlock correctly anticipates, the better test of game

theory’s potential value is whether players in a game that actually has

high stakes for them play close to the Nash equilibrium in the real world

rather than in a white-noise-sensitive laboratory experiment in which we

are uncertain which game subjects played. As we will see, the evidence

shows that applied game-theory models have enjoyed documented,

peer-reviewed success in the face of real-world, real-time prediction

about high-stakes questions.

Tetlock partly anticipates these responses. Thus, he follows the FT

example and associated claims by writing, ‘‘Bueno de Mesquita might

reply that such complexities matter in contrived lab settings but the real-

world proof of the forecasting pudding is in the eating*and he claims a

delicious 90 percent hit rate based on [a] CIA report.’’ He is right in
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anticipating this response from me. Unfortunately, he tries to deflect this

response by not quite reporting the whole truth to his readers, as we will

see. He presents what the proper standard of accuracy ought to be as he

sees it: ‘‘Good social scientists are, however, Missourians: they insist on

tasting the pudding themselves. The debate must unfold in peer-

reviewed outlets*and there must be open, level-playing-field competi-

tion across approaches.’’ I fully agree. At the same time, I cannot help but

wonder why he chose to ignore the hundreds of predictions in peer-

reviewed journal articles and books that I and others have made using my

models and other models. These are results that anyone can consult and

that generally were published (or accepted for publication) before the

outcomes being predicted were known.

The Predictive Record

This failure to consult the peer-reviewed track record is doubly

troubling because some of these publications have explicitly placed

predictions from my models in direct competition with other models,

including prospect theory to predict the implementation of the

Northern Ireland Good Friday Agreement and the run-up to operation

Desert Storm in 1991 (Bueno de Mesquita, McDermott, and Cope

2001; McDermott and Kugler 2001); several logrolling models to

predict policy decisions within the European Union (Bueno de

Mesquita and Stokman 1994; Thomson et al. 2006; Bueno de Mesquita

2009 and 2011); and institutional models and spatial models to predict

decisions on the Maastricht Treaty, European Union Council decisions,

and many other policy issues (Thomson et al. 2006). My forecasting

model generally outperformed the alternatives even though most of the

comparison articles include a prominent exponent of an alternative

approach as author or co-author. These comparisons have stimulated

improvements in my models and those developed by others. For

instance, 1994 tests against European Union data showed an advantage

for my particular model, but a more demanding, more extensive test in

2006 (Thomson et al.) yielded better results for alternative models. A

2011 paper revisits the 2006 data and shows that my most recent

forecasting model (the Predictioneer’s Game, hereafter PG) outper-

formed the large set of alternatives reported on by Thomson et al. in
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2006. A recent paper by Schneider et al. (2010) introduces a newer

model that may outperform PG in the European Union context. There

is not sufficient evidence yet to reach a conclusion one way or the

other. Of course, it is exactly such a competition of ideas and models

that provide the basis for scientifically grounded progress in explaining

and predicting policy choices.

Tetlock (2009) goes on to dismiss the record of success attributed to

my models by the CIA, while still ignoring the peer-reviewed

publications:

Impressive though the numbers cited in Bueno de Mesquita’s book are,
they are also*without getting into nitty-gritty technical details*devoid
of significance. A 90-percent hit rate is, for example, no great achievement
for meteorologists predicting that it will not rain in Phoenix. And it is no
big deal even to achieve a 100 percent hit rate of predicting X*no matter
what X may be*if doing so comes at the cost of an equally high false-
alarm rate. Anyone can predict every war from now until eternity by
simply predicting war all the time.

The reader is left to infer that my particular forecasting models achieve

high accuracy because they predict the obvious. Tetlock never actually

says that they are used to predict incredibly easy things like ‘‘no rain in

Phoenix.’’ Nor does he demonstrate that success is achieved by having a

high false positive rate; he leaves that, as well, for the reader to infer, but

mistakenly, as I demonstrate below.

Tetlock’s complaint is neatly and clearly summed up when he states,

Reading these three books, it is easy to feel like a frustrated shopper
wandering aimlessly down the forecasting aisle in the supermarket of
ideas. The products on offer are packaged well*but we have no objective
benchmarks, no trusted Consumer Reports, against which to gauge
performance. We have no idea whether we would be better off paying
one of these consultancies gobs of money for their proprietary forecasts or
simply downloading the latest odds from a high-profile prediction market
that culls individual bets on world events such as Tradesport. Indeed,
would we do as well relying on the dart-throwing chimps or mindless
extrapolation rules, like ‘‘Predict the most recent rate of change’’? So,
caveat emptor. (Tetlock 2009, 59)

Thus runs Tetlock’s indictment. But what is the actual evidence for my

forecasting models? I begin by examining some of the published literature

in academic outlets on this question. They are a start in the direction of a
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Consumer Reports assessment but they are neither the end of the testimonial

evidence, nor are they the hard evidence available to any reader who is

prepared to take the time to go through the published, peer-reviewed

record. Following this review I turn to some of that hard evidence.

Stanley Feder (1995 and 2002), who spent twenty years as a political

analyst and as a National Intelligence Officer at the CIA and the National

Intelligence Council, provides a sample list of issues to which my

forecasting model was applied. James Ray and Bruce Russett (1996)
augment that list with information they gathered in evaluating my

forecasting models in an article in the highly regarded, peer-reviewed

British Journal of Political Science. Combining the two lists, here is a sample

of issues addressed by the models in question for the reader to examine

and assess with regard to whether they are of the type, ‘‘Will it rain in

Phoenix tomorrow?’’2

(1) What policy is Egypt likely to adopt toward Israel? (2) How fully will
France participate in the Strategic Defense Initiative? (3) What is the
Philippines likely to do about U.S. military bases? (4) What policy will
Beijing adopt toward Taiwan’s role in the Asian Development Bank? (5)
What stand will Pakistan take on the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan? (6)
How much is Mozambique likely to accommodate the West? (7) How
much support is South Yemen likely to give to the insurgency in North
Yemen? (8) What is the South Korean government likely to do about
large-scale demonstrations? (9) What will Japan’s foreign trade policy look
like? (10) What stand will the Mexican government take on official
corruption? (11) When will the presidential election be held in Brazil? (12)
Can the Italian government be brought down over the wage-indexing
issue? (13) Who will succeed Ayatollah Khomeini in Iran? (14) Will China
face significant internal political instability in 1989? (15) Who will win the
Nicaraguan election (in 1990)? (16) Will the two Koreas be admitted to
the United Nations? (17) What will be the price of (West Texas
Intermediate light Sweet) crude oil? (18) Will the coup in the Soviet
Union succeed or fail?3

Numerous peer-reviewed forecasts are identified by Ray and Russett

in their footnotes.4 Both before and since their article was published,

there have been many more such predictions, by myself and others. The

most recent peer-reviewed study applying my latest forecasting model to

an important current event is Mousavi and Shefrin (forthcoming), so the

list continues to grow, providing ample opportunity to test the false-

alarm rates.
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As should be evident from the sample of issues listed by Feder or Ray

and Russett (or others; e.g., Allas and Georgiades 2001; Dixon and

Nicoll 1999) and from the sample of subjects in peer-reviewed articles

using my forecasting models, these models are routinely applied to

difficult, often controversial policy problems. Whether examining

government applications, private-sector applications, and peer-reviewed

applications, forecasts generally examine politically (or economically)

significant issues surrounded by substantial ex ante uncertainty.

Hundreds of forecasts in peer-reviewed outlets have been accepted or

published before the outcomes were known, and they are available for

scrutiny.

Feder’s CIA study, dismissed by Tetlock, goes on to report on the

effectiveness of these forecasting tools in doing contingency analysis,

scenario testing, and sensitivity testing. As Feder (1995) writes:

For policy and intelligence agencies, one advantage of these models is that
their data inputs are the observations of country or issue experts. Use of
the models, particularly the way in which analysts provided the data, also
made it easy to avoid analytic traps such as expecting the future to look
like the past and failing to consider alternative outcomes. . . . In addition
to providing policy forecasts, the models also make possible reliable
inferences about the stability of a government and the emergence of new
leaders. Within a parliamentary system, if a policy supported by the head
of government or ruling party is defeated, the government collapses.
When using Bueno de Mesquita’s models, if the forecasted outcome is
politically far from the position of the head of government, that leader is
vulnerable to defeat. Several times in the past 20 years, we foresaw the
collapse of a number of governments based on this kind of analysis. . . .
Bueno de Mesquita’s models facilitate surveying the future by making it
easy to explore the implications of possible changes in a political
environment. . . . Because the forecasts are conditional and conditions
can change, the sensitivity analysis provides a list of political factors to
monitor. Testing ‘‘what if’’ scenarios also provides an indication of how
much change is possible and how quickly it can occur.

Models Beat Experts, But So Do Chimps. . . .

Tetlock’s final challenge is a crucial one and is deserving of close and

careful attention:
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I do not mean here to trivialize Bueno de Mesquita’s predictive track
record: he is rare among social scientists in keeping score and his
performance is impressive*even to one as jaded as I. That said, I have
reservations. It is unclear how Bueno de Mesquita would counter the
argument that outperforming the individual experts is no grand feat. As
already noted, it is not hard to beat individual experts in the forecasting
game. From this perspective, Bueno de Mesquita’s model may be
accomplishing no more than what averaging routinely does*and even
dart-throwing chimps can occasionally pull off. (Tetlock 2009, 66)

This, rather than the suggestion that my models are used to predict the

obvious, is the telling challenge and it is one to which I happily respond.

The counter-argument is two-fold. First, however regrettable it is that

experts remain the standard to beat in the minds of non-academics and

many social scientists, we should not dismiss beating the experts as

substantively inconsequential. In fact, in a critique of my forecasting

record, Kesten Green (2002) contends that the right measure is whether

the model outperforms the experts. Unfortunately, he concludes, based

on a selective report of Feder’s 1995 findings, that my original model and

the experts do equally well, without reporting Feder’s 1995 assessment

that my original model (which Feder calls Policon) hit the bull’s eye*that

is, was spot on*about 60 percent of the time, and that the experts who

provided the data only hit the bull’s eye half as often. They were in the

neighborhood of the right outcome*on target, in Feder’s terms*but

they were not nearly as accurate. Thus, both the experts and the model

were pointing in the right direction 90 percent of the time, but the model

greatly outperformed the experts in precision (lower error variance),

according to Feder. Feder also notes that in the cases he examined, when

the model and the experts disagreed, the model proved to be right, not the

experts (who were the only source of inputs for the model).

Tetlock and I agree that these models have beaten the experts most of

the time. We also firmly agree that the best means of evaluating

forecasting reliability is to test against alternative approaches. I already

reported on several such tests in peer-reviewed outlets. Now I want to

present tests against Tetlock’s contention that ‘‘Bueno de Mesquita’s

model may be accomplishing no more than what averaging routinely

does*and even dart-throwing chimps can occasionally pull off.’’ Let’s

look at some hard evidence. I start with out-of-sample evidence that is
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still unfolding and then turn to past studies and the evidence for or

against their accuracy.

The last two chapters of my 2009 book, The Predictioneer’s Game,

contain predictions about likely developments pertaining to politics in

Pakistan during 2010 and 2011, predictions regarding relations between

Iran and Iraq, and predictions about internal political developments in each

of those countries between the summer of 2010 and the beginning of

2012. Those predictions are contingent on troop-commitment decisions

by the Obama administration. The final chapter also made predictions

about the Copenhagen summit. I have reviewed the accuracy of the

Pakistan and Copenhagen predictions in an epilogue added to the

paperback edition (written in February, 2010) and invited readers to do

their own assessments.

The detailed, contingent developments predicted for Pakistan

regarding its pursuit of militants from the Taliban and al Qaeda have

proven to be quite accurate. They were neither obvious nor without

controversy at the time they were made.

Of course, none of us know, at the time I am writing this article, what

will happen between Iran and Iraq through 2012. I certainly urge readers
to evaluate those predictions after events have unfolded.

There is no reason to limit such an evaluation either to a simple right/

wrong dichotomy, or merely to a comparison against expert judgments

about these events made roughly at the time I was writing the 2009
book.5 As for Copenhagen, the predicted failure of that summit ran

against the mainstream point of view at the time I wrote The

Predictioneer’s Game. Not only did the summit fail but it did so along

the dimensions laid out through the model-based analysis. Thus, the ex

ante predictions whose ex post realizations are now known proved

reliable.

Predicting Democratization or Autocratization: 1981!2008

In an earlier book, Predicting Politics (2002, 153-55), I provided data for

my model on 101 countries. The variable of interest was how democratic

or autocratic the countries were and would become. The model in that

book relied on three variables for each of the stakeholders: how much

potential influence they could exert on the issue of interest; their then

current position on the issue; and their salience or degree of focus on the
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issue. The PG model introduced in my 2009 book added a variable that

measures the degree to which each player values reaching agreement

with others or values sticking to their position on an issue even if it

means defeat. That variable is called flexibility.

The data used in my 2002 book (explained below) to predict changes

in democracy across countries were rather crude. Furthermore, the data

were flawed in that they focused only on international pressure regarding

governance, entirely ignoring domestic political pressures (and lacking a

nuanced view of individual internal players), although these are of

obvious importance. This is unfortunate, but it was the best that could be

done with the data then available to me. The models could have used

domestic-politics inputs, so the limitation in the analyses that follow is

purely data availability and not a function of the models themselves. The

data in the 2002 analysis and in the analysis to follow (based on PG) have

not been updated by any developments after 1980 within or between the

countries studied.

I used Polity’s Democracy-Autocracy scale, normalized to 0 to 100
(originally "10 to #10) as the indicator of each government’s 1980
position on democracy or autocracy. Higher values indicate more

democracy and lower values more autocratic governance. Changes in the

predicted value of this variable, year by year from 1981 to 2008 for each

of about 100 countries, constitute the indicator of interest for assessing

predictive accuracy. That is, each ‘‘bargaining round’’ of the models was

equivalent to one year of calibration to match Polity’s annual rescoring of

countries on their autonomy-democracy variable. Thus, the predicted

values for each year from 1981!2008 (the latest year for which Polity has

reported data) are evaluated in comparison to Polity’s ex post record of

each country’s score in each of those years.

The measurement of potential political influence was based on the

World Bank’s 1980 GDP data. Although the model in my 2009 book

predicts changes in each variable’s value across each bargaining round and

uses those predicted values, it is important to keep in mind that the only

data fed into the PG model were 1980 data.

The Salience variable is intended to estimate how high a priority the

issue of interest is to the players in the model. Salience was measured

following the procedure explained in my 2002 volume (105!6). These
estimates relied on ideas from the selectorate theory of politics (Bueno de

Mesquita et al. 2003), in which it is assumed that leaders first and

foremost want to survive politically. The method estimated the risk to a
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leader’s political survival that was contingent on how long the

incumbent had already been in office, the regime’s Polity score, and

other factors. As with the other variables, no data were brought into the

model beyond what was known in 1980.
I have augmented the data on influence, position and salience by

adding the variable required by PG; namely, the extent to which

government leaders wish to come to agreement with others or are

resolved to stick to their narrowly defined interests. This Flexibility

variable is estimated based on theoretical results in Bueno de Mesquita

and Smith’s (2009) extension of the selectorate theory (Bueno de

Mesquita et al. 2003), which is designed to provide a formal, game-

theoretic explanation (and prediction) of endogenous institution change.

From it is derived the functional form of conditions that encourage

leaders to keep their current form of government (likely for those at the

extreme ends of the democracy-autocracy issue space) or to lean toward

change in either direction and to varying degrees (becoming more

democratic or more autocratic).

Figure 1 illustrates the theoretically derived proposition regarding the

inclination to become more democratic, more autocratic, or to remain

the same. As the Flexibility data in the Appendix show, the functional

Figure 1. Endogenous Institution Change to a Smaller Winning
Coalition or to a Larger Coalition.

Smaller W$more autocratic, larger W$more democratic

Source: Bueno de Mesquita and Smith 2009.
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form in Figure 1 was implemented in a conservative way by assuming

that regimes with no more than the minimum Polity score (0) satisfied
Figure 1’s condition for falling below the dotted vertical line on the left

of the figure. This line shows the cut-point consistent with the theory in

Bueno de Mesquita and Smith (2009), which indicates that governments

below some minimal coalition-size threshold provide so few public

goods that their adversaries cannot coordinate a credible mass movement

or credible threat of rebellion that would jeopardize the regime and its

institutions. Therefore, leaders of regimes that fall below that threshold

do not need to counter threats of rebellion either by expanding or

contracting their dependence on coalition support and their provision of

public (g) goods. Likewise, only regimes with the highest Polity score

(100) were assumed to satisfy Figure 1’s condition for falling above the

cut-point depicted as the vertical dotted line just to the right of the

hypothetical coalition size of 600. Regimes above some (calculable)

threshold provide so many public goods to their citizenry that they do

not face a credible threat of rebellion against the regime and institutions

of government because citizens are sufficiently satisfied with their well-

being that they do not care to rebel. Thus, regimes above the upper-

bound threshold are not expected to alter their governance institutions.

Regimes that fall between these two thresholds are likely to become

more autocratic (reduce public-goods provision) or become more

democratic (expand their provision of public goods), with the flexibility

to make a choice one way or the other (to be predicted by PG) following

the inverse of the rebel function plotted in Figure 1. That is, regimes are

most flexible when they approach the minimum of the Rebel (g)

function in Figure 1 and less flexible about contracting or expanding

democracy as they move farther away from that minimum.

The form of governance does not typically change rapidly or

markedly. Thus a best first-cut, naı̈ve, baseline prediction of regime

change is that a regime’s form of governance will remain the same. I

tested this baseline model against the Predictioneer’s Game model.

Following Tetlock’s reasonable contention that for many problems,

today’s answer is the best predictor of tomorrow’s answer, I have relied

on the 1980 Polity data as the baseline for predicting values in each

subsequent year. In fact, Ian Budge and Dennis J. Farlie (1981), in their

effort to predict regime change through 1980, find*consistent with

Tetlock’s supposition*overwhelmingly and not surprisingly that the

best predictor of a regime’s type is the regime type the state had in the
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previous time period. Thus, I have constructed what I believe would

have been a level playing field to compare the baseline prediction (today

is the best predictor of tomorrow) against PG’s predictions for anyone

interested in regime changes back in 1980.
Since regimes change slowly, Polity’s scores for 1980 ought to be a

good predictor for Polity scores in 1981, a bit less good for 1982 scores,

and so forth. If PG is no better than throwing darts or simple averaging,

then PG ought not to do as well using the same 1980s data as is done by
just predicting constancy in the Polity democracy-autocracy scores.

Figure 2 plots the difference in the predicted errors for the baseline

model minus PG year by year across the set of countries displayed in the

Appendix.6 For Figure 2, I simply took the mean of the absolute

deviation of the ‘‘true’’ Polity score and subtracted from it the mean of

the predicted score each year for PG and for the Polity scores in 1980.
The results are, I believe, instructive. Between 1981 and 1990, the

baseline prediction that the regime score in 1980 is the best predictor of

the regime score in subsequent years is supported. Indeed, for the first

few years of the decade of the 1980s, the PG forecasts were getting ahead

of the world, predicting change before it happened (beginning

dramatically with the end of the Cold War in 1989!1991). But once
we get past the first few years of the 1980s, the baseline result and the

modeling results first begin to converge toward an error difference of 0,

Figure 2. Difference in Predictive Errors, PG versus Baseline Model
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and then the forecasting model equals and overtakes the baseline as the

better forecaster. That is, the real world catches up to the Predictioneer’s

Game model by about 1990, and then the PG forecasts match the real

world better than the baseline predictions do. Indeed, the farther out we

get on this slow-moving variable measuring democratization, the better

the PG model does compared to the baseline notion that today is the best

predictor of tomorrow. Yet neither the baseline predictions nor PG’s

predictions had access to any information not known in 1980.
We can see the information from Figure 2 in more detail in Table 1.

Here I report the median error, mean error, and standard deviation for

three time periods: 1981!1990; 1991!2000; and 2001!2008. Errors are
computed as the absolute value of the difference between the Polity

Score reported for each country each year and the predicted Polity score

for each country each year, based on the Predictioneer’s Game model

(PG) or the Baseline (1980 Polity Score), with this quantity divided by

100 (the maximum possible error) to yield a percentage error.

Each of the three reported values associated with error tell an important

part of the forecasting story. The median error minimizes the impact of

extreme outliers while the mean gives an overall sense of how well each

perspective does. The standard deviation provides further information on

the confidence we can attach to the predictions. The ‘‘best’’ performer on

each dimension is shown in italicized lettering in Table 1.
Table 1, of course, is just another, more detailed way to look at the

results seen visually in Figure 2. But the Table’s added details are

informative. Although the baseline model had a smaller median and

mean error than did PG in the decade of the 1980s, PG’s errors are still

fairly small and its standard deviation is very slightly better than for the

baseline model. So PG is not a bad predictor, albeit it got a bit ahead of

changes in the world in the near term; that is, up through 1990. After
1990, PG outperforms the baseline predictions on almost every indicator

and almost every year. PG’s mean errors become substantially smaller

than those for the baseline model, and so do the standard deviations of

the errors.

We can look at these results still another way. The study by Budge

and Farlie (1981), cited earlier, was a statistical attempt to predict regime

changes based on national characteristics, including such indicators as

GDP, population, working population, number of newspapers per

thousand population, and population per physician (ibid., 339). They
defined regime types in several ways that are highly correlated with the
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Polity data, including the number of political parties, competitiveness in

selecting leaders, and the like. They used the data to predict regime

changes in five-year swaths. Their false positive and false negative rates

were sufficiently high, as seen in Table 2a, that one would have done no

better with their results than by predicting no regime change in all cases.

Table 2b provides a useful contrast to Budge and Farlie’s statistical

approach. Here, a forecaster relying on PG would make 69 percent fewer
errors by predicting whether a given regime would change or not based

on the game-theoretic results instead of by simply predicting the ex post

known modal category. Whereas Budge and Farlie’s early statistical effort

suffers from many false positives (27 predicted changes when none

occurred) and many false negatives (23 predicted absences of change

when regime change occurred), equaling 36 percent of all observations,

PG has only 6 false positives and 2 false negatives out of 98 predictions,

equaling only 8 percent of the observations. This is not to criticize Budge

and Farlie who, after all, undertook a pioneering cross-national study that

required them to invent statistical methods to handle some of the issues

in the data that were available to them. Rather, comparing PG to the

most comparable known undertaking based on statistics highlights the

minimal amount of false positives and false negatives in PG’s predictions.

Continuing with analysis based on distinctions made by Budge and

Farlie, Table 3 looks at predicted values and actual values for all of the

Table 2a. Success of Statistical Model at Predicting Regime Change,
1950!1970:

Actual0Predicted ¡ Change No Change

Change (Budge and

Farlie)

18 27

No Change 23 70

Table 2b. Success of Predictioneer’s Game at Predicting Regime
Change, 1980!2008:

Actual0Predicted ¡ Change No Change

Change 70 6
No Change 2 20
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country-years in my data from 1981 through 2008 according to whether,

in each country-year, a regime was extremely autocratic (normalized

Polity scores from 0 through 15); transitional or moderately autocratic

(scores above 15 and below 85); or democratic (scores of 85 to 100). This
tougher standard sorts predicted and actual regime types year-by-year

into politically significantly different categories.

A naı̈ve predictor, who always predicts that a regime falls in the

intermediate category, would get 48 percent of the predictions right.

Using PG’s predicted categorization of country-years gets 73 percent of

the cases right, despite the reliance on rather crude estimates of PG’s

variables.

When predicting a slow-moving variable like regime type, given a

reasonable amount of time, PG substantially outperforms the baseline

model and may*we will have to await more current studies than Budge

and Farlie’s*outperform statistical efforts as well. PG’s defect in this

instance seems to be that it got out ahead of the sudden and dramatic

regime changes following the 1989!1991 end of the Cold War, but not

by that much. For long-term planning purposes, PG would have been

preferable to the baseline model.

European Union Predictions

A second set of comparisons should further help solidify confidence that

forecasts that rely on expert judgment for inputs but modeling logic for

outputs can provide reliable, replicable insights into future develop-

ments. To evaluate this possibility I turn to results from Bueno de

Mesquita 2011 that compare the performance of the PG model to the

best alternative perspective derived from a detailed study of decisions in

the European Union (Thomson et al. 2006).

Table 3. PG’s Success at Predicting Autocracy or Democracy

Actual 0 Predicted ¡
Most

Autocratic Transitional

Most

Democratic

Most Autocratic 109 63 36
Transitional 58 1263 604
Most Democratic 0 1 642
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Robert Thomson and Frans Stokman kindly provided me with two

EU data sets with which to test the Predictioneer’s Game. Elsewhere I

have reported more extensively on these tests. Here I focus just on two

EU data sets that approximate the conditions for which the Predictio-

neer’s Game are suited; that is, iterated rather than repeated games.

One data set consists of 9 issues from the European Union. These data

were provided to me by Thomson and represent the only EU data used

here for which there are expert estimates of the flexibility variable that

PG requires.

A second set of tests parse Thomson et al.’s (2006) collection of 162
EU issues, which unfortunately do not include estimates of the

flexibility variable. Thirty-seven of these issues have ex ante conditions

that come close to the iterated non-cooperative game environment

assumed by PG. Unlike the remainder of Thomson et al.’s 162 issues,

these 37 had no recursion values. This means that 125 of the 162 issues

had been discussed before in the EU, so the EU had an established

position on them. Given the highly cooperative nature of the

repeated-play EU decision-making environment, these 125 issues are

particularly likely to deviate from the analytic context for which PG*
a non-cooperative, iterated game model*was designed. I exclude

these 125 issues here (but see Bueno de Mesquita 2011 for their

analysis), as they are better suited to models, like those designed by

Frans Stokman and his colleagues, that focus on repeated games and

logrolls. The 37 issues without recursion points were more likely to

involve real negotiation and exertion of leverage, since there was not a

prior policy to which the European Union members had agreed and

knew they could revert. Thus, while not as good a test as the 9 issues

for which I have data on flexibility as well as position, salience, and

potential influence, these 37 cases still at least have a heightened

probability of being contextually appropriate for PG. Because I have

no basis for choosing variation in the flexibility variable for these 37
cases, I set each European Union member’s initial value at 50, in the

middle of the flexibility scale. As we will see when examining the 9
issues for which I have flexibility data, setting the value at 50 for

everyone introduces a considerable increase in predictive error (as

should be expected).

As with the previous analysis, I am interested in how the models

perform in terms of the absolute mean percentage error, the median

percentage error, and the standard deviation of the error. Christopher
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Achen (2006) reports that the weighted mean position of the initial EU

data does about as well as or better than any of the strategic, institutional,

logrolling, or other models tested in Thomson et al. 2006.7 He suggests

that the added complexity of models that make assumptions about player

interactions, institutional constraints, etc., does not yield enough of an

advantage to warrant using them. That is, he comes down firmly in

Tetlock’s camp in holding that forecasting models must be evaluated

against alternatives, and he finds that simple averaging seems to do rather

well. Of course, the underlying theories behind the models that Achen

rejects dictate the use of influence and salience, so even the initial

weighted mean value that he uses is informed by theory; but still,

Achen’s point is an important one.

The principles of parsimony and Occam’s razor remind us that we

have no need for complex algorithms if we can do as well with a simple

approach. Below, I report results based on Achen’s best-performing

instrument for the EU data; that is, the weighted mean voter position.

I also report the weighted median voter position, as this is another

prominent basis for prediction among political-science modelers. As we

will see, however, while Achen’s finding may hold for the EU in general,

it does not hold when compared to PG either in the case of the 9 issues

for which I have complete data or the 37 issues for which I lack flexibility

variance. That is, as the analysis focuses on the more competitive, non-

cooperative subsets of the EU data (i.e., the subsets that represent a more

appropriate test of the theory behind PG), the added complexity

introduced by PG appears to be warranted.

Table 4 displays the error rates across the 9 issues for which I have

complete information. As can be seen, there are substantial differences in

the performance of the models. The Predictioneer’s Game model is by

far the best fitting, whether goodness of fit is assessed in terms of median

Table 4. Model Error Rates When Data Include a ‘‘Resolve’’ Variable

Model (Abs Error) Median Mean

Std.

deviation no. of cases

Predictioneer’s Game 7.7 8.9 8.1 9/Thomson

Median Voter Prediction 20.0 29.4 33.7 9/Thomson

Mean Voter Prediction 12.5 11.8 9.8 9/Thomson
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or mean error. Not only are the errors small, but so too is the standard

deviation, reflecting a tight fit with the actual outcomes across these 9
issues. We can find some support for Achen’s observation that the initial

weighted mean voter position is a good predictor. It clearly outperforms

the median-voter prediction. However, here, where there are complete

data for PG, the initial predicted mean (or median) positions based only

on input data with no strategic interplay fare poorly compared to PG.

PG’s weighted median error is about 50 percent smaller than the initial

weighted mean voter prediction, and about one-third the initial median

voter prediction.

Table 5 helps set the stage for the remaining analysis. As I have

emphasized, beyond the data on the 9 issues provided to me by

Thomson, I do not have an estimate of PG’s flexibility variable, so I set

its initial value arbitrarily at 50. Because this undoubtedly introduces

error, it is important to keep in mind. How large is that error? We can

approximate the predictive error introduced by data limitations by

substituting 50 for the actual values for flexibility for the 9 Thomson

issues. Table 5 shows the comparative results with and without expert-

estimated variance on flexibility.

Table 5 shows a dramatic difference in goodness of fit. Whereas the

median error was only 7.7 percent with complete data for PG, the

median error rises to 10.1 percent and the mean error rises from 8.9
percent to 21.9 percent without proper inputs on this variable. The same

is true for the variance in predictive error. With complete data,

the standard deviation of the predictive error is around 8. Without

variance on the flexibility variable, the standard deviation is 31. Thus we

Table 5. Comparing Results with Complete and Incomplete Data on
Flexibility

Models: Comparing Complete

Thomson Data To No

Flexibility Data Median Mean

Std.

deviation no. of cases

Predictioneer’s Game, With

Flexibility Data

7.7 8.9 8.1 9/Thomson

Predictioneer’s Game,

Flexibility$50
10.1 21.9 30.8 9/Thomson
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can see that there is a substantial degradation in the predictive reliability

of the model when the data do not provide information on the flexibility

variable.

Bearing in mind the significant increase in predictive error introduced

by not having information on the values for the flexibility variable, I now

turn to the test of PG for the 37 EU issues without a recursion point,

drawn from the set of 162 issues used by Thomson et al. 2006, Schneider
et al. 2010, and others.

Table 6 again offers encouragement for the belief that PG, despite the

handicap of a significant artificially induced measurement error, outper-

forms its most successful alternatives. PG’s median error is smaller than

the median error for the Mean Voter, but it is not as small as the median

error based on the Median-Voter model. While this points toward the

initial weighted median-voter position as a valuable prediction, we

should note that PG’s mean percentage error of prediction is notably

better than the mean predictive error for the Median- or Mean-Voter

models, despite the absence of data on the flexibility variable.

Furthermore, the standard deviation of the predictive errors of PG is

smaller than for either other model, again despite the introduction of

known measurement error only into the PG prediction.

Table 7 examines the errors of prediction across the models for the

entire 162 cases used in Thomson et al. 2006. Here, even with maximal

impact of measurement error and with PG misfit to a largely cooperative

database, PG proves advantageous when viewed from the perspective of

its median percentage error (12.7 percent) compared to the initial median

error based on the Mean-Voter prediction without strategic interplay

Table 6. No Flexibility Data, Issues without a Recursion Point; Likely to
Be Less Cooperative

Model (Abs Error) Median Mean

Std.

deviation no. of cases

Predictioneer’s Game 8.2 16.9 24.8 37/No Recursion

Median Voter

Prediction

5.0 19.8 29.8 37/No Recursion

Mean Voter Prediction 8.6 19.4 28.0 37/No Recursion
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(14.4 percent). The mean predicted errors and the standard deviations of

the errors are essentially the same.

* * *

Philip Tetlock’s Expert Political Judgment is a powerful, systematic,

compelling indictment of expert judgment as the means to predict and

plan for the future. Yet his ‘‘Missourian’’ reserve with regard to the

Predictioneer’s Game model seems overstated if not completely

misplaced. Real-time predictions published in peer-reviewed journals

of my older forecasting model (which is systematically out-performed by

PG [Bueno de Mesquita 2011]) show that it does better than experts,

including the experts who provide the data inputs it uses. Real-time

forecasts in numerous publications also show that PG and my older

model have regularly outperformed competing, alternative models, such

as prospect theory, logrolling models, mean-voter models, median-voter

models, and many others.

I have provided testimonial evidence by academics and government

experts regarding the performance of my original forecasting model and

its variants. I have also provided statistical evidence that the Predictio-

neer’s Game outperforms those models to which it has thus far been

compared, including power-index models, logrolling models, institu-

tional models, the mean and median voter models, and my earlier

forecasting models. Of course, more such tests against more models in

blind test settings are desirable and necessary. On that both Tetlock and

I can most assuredly agree.

Table 7. Tests with Maximal Measurement Error for the New Model

Model (Abs Error) Median Mean Std. deviation no. of cases

Predictioneer’s Game 12.7 22.8 25.9 162/EU Decides

Median Voter Predictions 20.0 28.2 30.7 162/EU Decides

Mean Voter Predictions 14.4 22.5 25.5 162/EU Decides
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NOTES

1. Consider, for instance, what a player looking four or five iterations beyond the

idea of randomly distributed ‘‘votes,’’ with an average value of 50, would have

submitted as the answer. Rather than doing the infinite regress*being, in

Tetlock’s terms, clever but not ‘‘too clever by half ’’*such a player might have

deviated from the ‘‘too clever’’ answer of 0 and assumed that errors or

sophisticated spreads would have produced a ‘‘winning’’ answer that was the

average of only 4 or 5 regresses back from 50. If players, trying to get better odds

of winning (that is, improving over 1/X), assumed others were doing the same

and so randomized (playing mixed strategies) over the average of the first cut

answer (2/3 of 50$33 1/3), and then each of the next 4 (2/3 of 33.333; 2/3*2/
3*33.333; 2/3*2/3*2/3*33.333; and 2/3*2/3*2/3*2/3*33.333, then their

answers would have been between 20.06 (4th regress) and 17.37 (5th regress),

the average of which is 18.715; that is, just about the winning answer of 18. This
example assumes a limit imposed on the potentially infinite regress leading to the

Nash equilibrium value of 0, but it does illustrate how a clever but not ‘‘too clever

by half’’ player could reasonably and strategically have ended up with 18 as the

answer.
2. These questions were studied during specific time periods, of course, and made

predictions for specific periods in the future. These details are left out here and in

the Feder and the Ray and Russett studies. For the studies in peer-reviewed

outlets the reader can check on these additional details.
3. The years of these predictions are classified. The CIA has declassified the fact that

these questions were asked, but not when they were asked.

4. For example, Beck and Bueno de Mesquita 1985, 103!122,; Bueno de Mesquita

1990; Bueno de Mesquita and Iusi-Scarborough 1988; Bueno de Mesquita and

Kim 1991; Bueno de Mesquita and Organski [1990] 1990; James 1998; Kugler
1987; Morrow, Bueno de Mesquita, and Wu 1993; Newman and Bridges 1994;
Organski and Bueno de Mesquita 1993; Wu and Bueno de Mesquita 1994; Bueno
de Mesquita and Stokman 1994; Kugler, Snider, and Longwell 1994.

5. The finished manuscript was submitted in the late summer of 2008 and the

copyedited manuscript was ready for the printer around the beginning of

summer, 2009.
6. There is some attrition in cases, though not very much, as several countries ceased

to exist between 1980 and 2008, a question I did not address in these forecasts. I

treated Russia as the successor state to the Soviet Union, and Germany as the

successor state to East and West Germany (counting them as one country after

unification).

7. The absolute weighted mean percentage error is calculated as jPredicted !
Observedj with the weighted mean outcome computed as

Pn

i!1

Influencei" # Saliencei" # Positioni" #

Pn

i!1

Influencei" # Saliencei" #
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